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A method	 for digitizing zone maps	 is	 presented,	 starting with	 colored
images and	 producing a final	 one-channel	 digitized	 tape.	 This	 method
automates
	 the work previously done interactively on the	 Image-100 and
Data Analysis System (DAS)	 computers	 of	 the Johnson _Space 'Center	 (JSC)
Earth Observations	 Division (EOD).	 A	 color-coded	 map	 is	 digitized;
through	 color	 filters on	 a	 scanner	 to	 form a	 digital	 tape	 in	 LARSYS-2
or	 JSC Universal	 format. The	 taped	 image	 is	 classified	 by the	 EOD
LARSYS program on	 the basis	 of training	 fields	 included	 in	 the	 image.
Numerical
	
values	 are assigned to	 all	 pixels	 in	 a	 given	 class,	 and
the resulting	 coded	 zone map	 is written on	 a	 LARSYS or Universal
tape.	 A	 unique	 spatial filter option permits	 zones	 to	 be made
homogeneous and edges of zones	 to	 be abrupt transitions	 from one
zone to the next.	 A zoom option	 allows	 the output	 image to	 have
arbitrary dimensions in terms of number of lines and number of
samples	 on	 a	 line.
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A method for digitizing zone maps is presented, starting with colored images
and producing a final one-channel digitized tape. This method automates the
work previously done interactively on the Image-100 and Data Analysis System
(DAS) computers of the Johnson Space Center (JSC) Earth Observations Division
(EOD). A color-coded map is digitized through color filters on a scanner to
m	
form a digital tape, which is then converted to a multichannel LARSYS-2 or
JSC Universal formatted tape for input to'the EOD-LARSYS system.
The processors STAT, CLASSIFY and a modified DISPLAY processor classify each
of the input multichannel pixel values into one of the training zone values
or a threshold value. An output tape is then createdby the modified DISPLAY
processor which is input to the Spatial Filter and Zoom Scanner Data Program
(FILZOM).
FILZOM has several options including`: (1) to process a specified area of the
input image; (2) to filter the specified area up to eight times using an
eight-point spatial filtering scheme; (3) to zoom the specified area; (4) to
output a multifile LARSYS-2 or Universal formatted tape; and (5) to output a
line printer map with overprint capabilities.
Detailed examples are presented for digitizing Crop Moisture Index (CMI) maps
and other zonal maps. A fist of suitable tempera paint colors used in the
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The need for a general method of digitizing zonal maps is detailed in the
previous document of this series (An Interactive Method for Digitizing Crop
Moisture Index and Other Maps) (ref. 1). In a few words, the need appeared
for digitizing Crop Moisture Index (CMI) maps and other background images
for use in the Screwworm=Eradication Data System (SEDS). When it appeared
that no method was available at JSC, the methods described in these documents
were developed.
In essence, the work reported here is an automatization of the interactive
procedure describedearlier (ref. 1). This procedure bypasses the classifi-
cation steps performed on the Image-100 computer system and the tape construc-
tion steps performed on the DAS. It still requires that an image be colored
and _digitized to form a multichannel tape. A method now in development
promises to bypass these steps by producing a final one-channel tape based
on the raw CMI data (ref. 2).
In brief, this procedure consists of the following three steps: 	 3
• Preparation of image with zones color coded (as described in ref. 1;
optimum set of colors described in, section 4 of this document)
• Digitization of colored image (as described in ref. 1; see appendix F for




• Processing of tape with modified EOD-LARSYS-system and the FILZOM program





2. THE EOD-LARSYS SYSTEM AND FILZOM
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The fundamental program for classifying scanner data at JSC in June, 1975,
was the operating version of the EOD-LARSYS program. This is an elaboration
F	 of classification algorithms developed at the Purdue University Laboratory
for Applications of Remote Sensing at West Lafayette, Indiana. The original 	 i
program has been progressively modified at JSC to meet local needs, and is
continually being revised.
The program had most of the elements for classifying the type of data
produced by the table scanner of the Image-100 computer of NASA's Earth
Observations Division. As such, it had the potential of eliminating the
extensive interactive processing that was being performed routinely to
digitize maps. Although the classification program was adequate, there was
no mechanism for preparing arbitrarily-coded tapes with the classification
results	 Nor were there special "filter" methods ,needed to. ensure that zones
were homogeneous and that discrete boundaries of zones were classified
properly as abrupt transitions from one homogeneous zone to the next.
To develop these capabilities, modifications were made to the DISPLAY'
processor of the current EOD-LARSYS system and the program, Spatial Filter
and Zoom Scanner Data (FILZOM), was written. The program FILZOM is
extensively documented elsewhere (ref.- 4), but the chief features of
FILZOM are presented here as a guide to the user.
The modified EOD-LARSYS system and FILZOM are contained on one program tape.
The programs may be executed consecutively or separately. Information on
FILZOM's deck setup can be obtained from reference 4 and appendix C. Later
modifications, as well as current tape numbers, may be obtained fromthe
E	 supervisor of the Data Processing Systems Department, Lockheed Electronics
F	 Company, Inc. Phone 713-483-3246 (FTS 525-3246).
u2.2 THE EOD-LARSYS SYSTEM
The three EOD-LARSYS processors which are used in producing an input tape,
INFIZ, for FILZOM are STAT, CLASSIFY, and DISPLAY. The statistical processor,
STAT, computes statistical parameters for the training blocks which are
defined as colored blocks on the image. The output tape from STAT along with
the original multispectral scanner (MSS) image data tape are input to the
classification processor, CLASSIFY. Each pixel on the MSS tape is classified
i nto one of the defined zones and a statistical value of the likelihood that
the pixel is classified correctly is assigned to each pixel. The output tape
from CLASSIFY (MAPTAP) is input to the display processor, DISPLAY. DISPLAY
can perform the following options:
• Produce a line printer map
e Produce a classification summary
• Perform thresholding
• Perform four point spatial filtering
f	 Output a tape in LARSYS-2 or Universal format.
2.3 SPATIAL FILTER AND ZOOM SCANNER DATA ( FILZOM)
The program FILZOM performs many functions. The following topics concerning
FILZOM are discussed:
I
• The need for the FILZOM filter
• The FILZOM filter
a The output image
• Other features.
I^
2.3.1 THE NEED FOR THE FILZOM FILTER'
I	 The most unique feature of FILZOM is the filter option, which is described
l











At the time this work was undertaken, there was no filter available. By
coincidence, a four-neighbor filter was designed and implemented in the
DISPLAY processor parallel to our development of the eight-neighbor multi-
filter option.
The version of the DISPLAY processor with the four-neighbor filter was,
however, used to make the modifications to output an INFIZ tape. This means
that the image filtered in DISPLAY may be further filtered in FILZOM. The
FILZOM filter has greater capabilities than the four-point spatial filter
because it can do fine filtering as well as gross filtering.
A need for the FILZOM filter was caused by two problems. The first problem
comes from imperfections in painting and classifying the image. By their
nature, zones must be homogeneous, but as a practical problem, misclassifica-
tions occur. This filter allows most of the poorly classified pixels within
a zone to be replaced by values assigned to their neighbors.
The second need for the filter is caused by the edge problem between zones.
An abrupt change of classification over the boundary is needed between two
zones. In practice, boundaries are almost always classified as ,something_
other than two zones, because pixels between zones are composed of two or
more zones, or paints mix, or shadows occur due to change in relief across
a border, thus, causing indistinct boundaries.
2.3.2 THE FILZOM FILTER
FILZOM filters a specified area of the image output by DISPLAY. The extent
of the filtering is determined by the following variables which have default
values that can be overridden by input lead cards.
i
• The number of times the image is filtered — lead card FILTER
• The island test variable — lead card ISLAND'







A discussion of each of the lead cards and the filter algorithm follows:
2.3.2.1 filter
FILZOM processes a specified area of theinput image. (Refer to FILZOM's
Lead Cards, appendix C.) The number of times the specified area is filtered
is determined by the variable TIMFIL on the lead card FILTER. The maximum
number of times an area can be filtered is arbitrarily set in the program to
eight. The example below illustrates a multifilter variable of five.
(TIMFIL equals 5.)	 1
INPUT IMAGE






Output of Output of
Filter 1 Filter 2
XXXXX XXXXX
X111X X222X




Output of	 Output of	 Output of
Filter 3	 Filter 4	 filter 5
XXXXX	 XXXXX 	 XXXXX	 1
X333X 1	 X444X	 X555X
X333X	 Filter	 X444X Filter &
	 X555X
MU	 X444X Zoom	 X555X
XXXXX	 XXXXX	 XXXXX
where
X are pixels that are not filtered,
and
1 through 5 represents the number of times a pixel is filtered.
2-4
iIn the example, an input scan line is filtered and output on work file Q.
Then, the next scan line is filtered and output on work file Q. This
procedure continues until all lines in the specific area have been output
on work file Q Work file Q rewinds and becomes the input file and work
file R is the output file. The work files R and Q are used simultaneously
with one being the input file and the other being the output file, until
the last filtering of the image. The output from the last filter is zoomed
and written in Universal or LARSYS-2 format on the final output tape.
The border of the image is not filtered. Only the pixels which are surrounded
by eight neighboring pixels can be filtered. Two examples are shown below,
one is a classified pixel surrounded by eight neighbors, and the other is the





The closest neighbors (1, 2, 3, 4) are examined first;
s
2.3.2.2 ISLAND and HOLE Lead Cards
The difference between a hole and an island in FILZOM is that an island is
 a classified pixel surrounded by eight pixels, and a-hole is an unclassified
(thresholded) pixel surrounded by eight neighbors.
The test variables for spatial filtering an island or a hole are input on
lead cards ISLAND and HOLE. These test variables specify the number of
neighboring pixels that have to be alike before the center pixel (island or
hole) is changed. A test variable for a hole and a test variable for an
island can vary for each time the image is filtered. Refer to lead cards
ISLAND and HOLE inappendix C.
Using the previous image, which is duplicated on the following page, if the




ISLAND TEST VALUE 3
ROWS
1 2 3
Line 1	 A A B
Line 2	 C X B
Line 3	 C B B
1) Line 1, Row 2 = A	 4) Line 2, Row 3 = B
2) Line 3, Row 2	 5) LMe1, Row 1=A
3) Line 2, Row 1 = C
	 6) Line 3, Row 3 = B
There are three 'B pixels, two A pixels and one C pixel. The center pixel
is changed to a B. The remaining two pixels (line 1, row 3; line 3, row l)
are not counted.
If the island test value equals five, all eight neighbors are examined but









If the hole test value equals three, the hole (center threshold pixel) would
remain a T. The three closest like pixels are T's.
Since it is often desirable to replace as many of the threshold pixels with
a classified value, a negative test value on either the ISLAND or HOLE leadl,.
card indicates that only the neighboring classified pixels are counted.
In the above example using a hole test value of -3, all eight neighbors are
examined. The center pixel becomes an A, since there are three pixels that
have an A classification.
2-6
2.3.3 THE OUTPUT IMAGE
The specific samples and lines which are output on the final tape are
determined by parameters which are default values or are input on lead cards
SKIP, ZOOM, and LIMIT. (Refer to FILZOM's lead cards.) A discussion of
these lead cards follows.
u 2.-3.3.1 SKIP Lead Card
I	 ^	 '




on the image output by DISPLAY and (2) designates the number of samples that
are ski-pped on each processed scan line.
2.3.3.2 ZOOM Lead Card
The ZOOM lead card designates which pixels within the specified area are
multiply defined or skipped. In the previous example, the processing area
Y	
has three lines and four samples. If 'the zoom sample factor equals 2„ each




1each scan line is output three times. The equation for calculating the
number of times a pixel is output on a scan line follows:
Z .(N -S) < Y + T
' where
Z = zoom sample factor
N = sample number on a scan l ine
S _ number of "samples to skip on a scan line
T = number of times the N pixel value willbe output. 	 T is	 a	 '.
whole number.
n-1
Y _ E	 T	 ( sum of previous output pixels)
I x'
s+l ±
The same equation is used to determine if a scan line is multiply defined or
skipped.
2.3.3.3 LIMIT Lead Card
The LIMIT lead card contains the total number of samples and lines that are
output on the final tape.	 The following formula determines if all the pixels	 a
:.: on an image are processed or if fill data is needed.'
T=L-:(P-S) *Z -:
I'y where
^s L = total number of output samples
t P = number of pixels on an input scan line
=w Z = zoom sample factor
S = number of samples to skip on a scan line
T = the number of output pixels which are skipped or the number





Other features of FILZOM are the varied codes which are assigned to the
output pixels, the overprint symbolson the line printer map, and the
multiple output files.
On the FILZOM's output tape in LARSYS-2 or Universal format, any code between
1 and 255 may be assigned to a classified zone, a threshold field, an
unidentifiable field or an unidentifiable 'other' field. The present logic
in the DISPLAY processor assigns codes ranging between zero and the number 	 r
of subclasses or class +5. (Refer to lead cards CODE, DEFAULT C, and
DESIGNATE in appendix C.)
After each filter, the image can be zoomed and output in a LARSYS-2 or
Universal tape format. In addition, the image can be represented on a line
printer map (refer to lead card FILTER). This means that if the data is
filtered three times, there can be three files of the zoomed output image
and three, line printer maps of the image.
The symbols, on the line printer map which represent the various zones, may
be the CMI default overprint symbols, the,.symbols used in the DISPLAY pro-







3. PREPARING DIGITIZED ZONE MAPS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The use of EOD-LARSYS and FILZOM greatly simplifies the digitization of zone
k maps. For brevity, this section will riot discuss any matters mentioned in
the previous document on the interactive process, since these are not changed
here.
3.2 PREPARATION OF THE INPUT TAPE TO EOD-LARSYS
Images may be prepared on the Image-100 table scanner as before. In this
case, instructions of the previous document would be followed on scanning
devices. Then the memory of the Image-100 would be released to a 9-track
tape in LARSYS-2 or Universal format.
The densitometer of the Photo Techniques Laboratory might be used. In this
case, the tape conversion program in appendix G would convert the tape format
to one compatible with the EOD-LARSYS. This would be a 9-track tape. In
general, the initial source of digitized data could be a wide variety of
densitometers.	 3
3.3 TAPE ASSIGNMENTS AND DECK SETUPS FOR_UNIVAC 1108, EXEC II
In executing EOD-LARSYS and FILZOM several files are used. The logical unit
for each file is pre-assigned in the programs. (Refer to table I.) The
tapes produced on the building 17 Image-100 computer system are 9-track
tapes. This presents a problem, in that the EXEC 11 1108 computer system
at JSC has only one 9-track tape drive. The input 9-track tape has to be
copied onto a 7-track tape. Examples of deck setups along with their
i x





Logical Unit and Internal File Name
A B C H K L M N Unassigned I P R Q
Processor (SAYTAP)' (MAPTAP) (DATAPE) (BMFILE) (HISFIL) (TRFORM) (ERIPTP) (DASTAP) (SCRATCH) (INFIZ) (SAYEFZ) (Mork File) (Mork File)
$HIST Tape FASTRAND
$GRAYMAP Tape FASTRAND
$STAT Tape or Tape
FASTRAND
$ISOCLS Tape or Tape 7-track 9-track FH432
FASTRAND tape tape
$SELECT Tape or Tape Tape or FH432
FASTRAND FASTRAND
=CLASSIFY Tape or Tape or Tape Tape or
FASTRAND 'FASTRAND FASTRAND
$DISPLAY Tape or 9-track FN432 Tape
FASTRAND tape
$DATA- Tape or ;Tape Tape or Tape
TRANSFORMATION FASTRAND FASTRAND

















• j RUN	 --
IS ASG Z-V03345	 • PROGRAM TAPE FOR LARSAA AVO FILZOM
GNSR ASG P-SAV	 i OUTPUT FROM FILZOM ----- 9 TRACK TAPE
@tR'ASG B-MAPTAP
•SR ASG i=INFIZi



















-6.5	 (1•	 1)9 t	 3• 356)• 1	 239 356)• /	 239	 3751• t	 3• 375)
CLASSNAME +7.5
SUBCLASS	 +7.5




+6.5	 I1s	 11• t	 7. 440)• (	 20. 4401•_( 20.	 459)• 1	 7. 4591 3
CLASSNAME +5.5
SUBCLASS	 +5.5
+5.5	 (1	 •1)• 1379 4401• t	 51. 440)9 l	 51.	 4591•	 t 37 9 459)
CLASSNAME +4.5
SUBCLASS	 +4.5
+45	 tl•	 11• (	 67. 440) • (841- 440-)• !	 849	 4591.	 1 67. 4591
CLASSNAME +3.5
SUBCLASS	 +3.5
+3.5	 (1.1). 1	 98. 440) • (112. 440). 1112•>4591•	 t 98. 459)n-
CLASSNAME +2.5
SUBCLASS	 +2.5






+1.5 C	 (1 •119 (1 S59 440) • 1172. 4401 • (1729 45919 11559 4591
CLASSNAME +0.75	 -
SUBCLASS +0.75





(19 1).* ( 216. 440), 12329 440)9 12329 45919 12169 4591
CLASSNAME -0.25;
SUBCLASS	 0.25
-0.25	 I19 119 4247. 440), 12639 4401 9 12639 45919 12479 4591
CLASSNAME -0.75
SUBCLASS -0075
(19 119 (2779 440)9 12939 440)* 12939 45919 1277 9 4591
CLASSNAME -1.5
SUBCLASS -1.5
-1.5	 (19 09 (3089 440)9 13241 440)• (3249 459)9 (3069 4591
CLASSNAME -2.5
SUBCLASS -2.5
205	 119 0913399 440)v (3559 440)9 (3559 459) 1 4339. 459)
CLASSNAME -35
SUBCLASS -3.5
-3.5	 I1* 119 (3689 440)9 - (3849 440)9 -(3849 45919 (368. 459)
CLASSNAME -4.5
SUBCLASS -4.5
-4.5	 .(It lit 14009 440)v - (416 t 44019 (-416 * 459)t 14009 4591
CLASSNAME -5.5
SUBCLASS -5.5
-505	 (19 09 (4319 440)9 (4479 440)9 (4479 459)9 (4319 459)
CLASSNAME WATER
SUBCLASS WATER


















FILTER	 2	 MAP FILES
ISL4N0	 -3 -3








INSTRUCTIONS FOR CENTRAL COMPUTER COMPLEX COMPUTER RUN;
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PROGRAMMER BAUGE NO 110111111, PHONF ND. 11. PRIORITY
WT AL561N
DIVISION COD[ ^ NO. NRgJ. NO.	 EST. 11ME M X. TIME PAt:LS OUTPUT	 SCG NOLO.
OPERATING SYSTEM TYPE OF RUN NO. NO NO
TAPES FASTRSFILES
DRUM
FILESllOB EXEC )1 3200 SCOPE PROD. TEST a
1108 EXEC VIII	 3200SMARTS a OTHER IEX.LAIN BELOW) ^..







- NAME UNIT REEL NO, NAME SAVE
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CENTRAL COMPUTER COMPLEX COMPUTER RUNS
iOO NOT FILL IN SHADED AREAS!
PROGRAMMER'S COMMENTS.








PROGRAMMER VAOGL NO VOX NO. PHONE NO OAti	 - PR I URItY
A INITIAIS
DIVISION. CODE 11G. NO 	 1110). NO EST	 IIMT. MAX. TIME
I
PAGES OUTPUT	 G NS].





SCOPE PHOO	 TEST Q1108 EXEC 11	 3200




- ---	 INPUT TAPES OUTPUT TAPES PERMANENTWORKING
TAPES FASTRAND FILES
i UNIT ' RFIL NO. TILENAME UNIT REEL NO
FILE
NAME SAV1-







Is MM	 36 MM













•S ASG Z-V03345	 4 PROGRAM TAPE FOR LARSAA AND FILZCM-WITH FINALOVERWRITTEN
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!19__:1)• (	 7. 3951• l 209 3951. 1	 209 4151. 1	 79	 4151
CLASSNAME +6.5
SUBCLASS	 +645
+6.5	 (19	 110 f	 79 '4401 • 1	 209 440)t (	 209 459) 9 l	 79 4591
CLASSNAME +5.5__
SUBCLASS	 +5.5
+5.5	 tl	 9119 (379 44019 1	 519 440)9 l	 519 45919 1 379 4591
CLASSNAME +4.5 1
SUBCLASS	 +4.5
+4.5	 (19	 1)9 4;	 679 440)9 (849 44019 t	 84 9 45919	 f 67r 4591
CLASSNAME +3.5 iSUBCLASS	 +3.5
+3.5	 (191)9 1	 98 9 440)9 11129 440)9 (1129 459)9	 1 98 9 459)
CLASSNAME +2.5
SUBCLASS	 +2.5
+2.5 C	 119	 1). (1289 440) 9 11429 440)v (1429 459)9 (1289 4591
CLASSNAME +1.5
+185LC55	
+ (15 .1). 11559 -44019 (1729 440)9 (1729 45911 (1559 459)+
CLASSNAME +0.75
SUBCLASS	 +0.75
+0.75C	 -	 I1#_1)r 11859 4401# (202# 440)9 (2029 459)9	 (1859 459)
CLASSNAME +0.25
SUBCLASS	 +0.25






-0.25	 t is 1) 9 ( 2479 440), 1263• 4401. 1263• 1#5919 12479 4591
CLASSNAME -0.75	 1,
SUBCLASS -0.75
-0075	 (It 1) 9 4277v 44019 (293v •44019 1293• 459)t ( 277• 459)
CLASSNAME -1.5 y
SUBCLASS -1.5
-1.5	 (19 11, 73089 44019 13249 440)9 13249 45919 13069 459)
CLASSNAME -2.5
SUBCLASS -2.5




	 (1. 1) ► (-3689 44019 (3849 44019 13849 459)v (368o 4591
CLASSNAME -4.5
SUBCLASS! -4.5
-4.5	 119 1)• (4009 440)9 1416. 440)9 14169 459) 9 1400 9 459)
CLASSNAME —5.5
SUBCLASS —5.5
-5.	 (19 1)9 (4319 440)• (4479 440)9 (4479 459) 9 (4319 454)
CLASSNAME WATER
SUBCLASS WATER
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/RW 	 ASG Q=WORK2
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4. SELECTION OF COLORS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Crop Moisture Index maps have been digitized weekly for a year at this
writing. The interactive procedure described previously and the automatic
procedure described herein were applied to hand-colored images prepared with
k	 tempera paints.
For the interactive procedure, the principal requirement for selection of
colors was that colors of adjacent zones be very distinct. It was convenient
if each zone was classified unambiguously, but this was not necessary. How-
ever, in the automatic system described herein, it is vital that colors
classify correctly. Major misclassifications will result in major errors
on the final digital tapes. For this reason, a modest study of appropriate
colors was made. The results are reported in the following sections
4.2 AVAILABLE SYSTEMS FOR 'PREPARING COLORED IMAGES
There is a'wide variety ofcoloring systems available for preparation of
opaque images.- For this purpose, we needed a system that met the following
requirements.
1. It would need to be rapid and to be completed in a few hours.
2. It needed to be suitable for a relatively untrained person to do.
3. Color zones needed to be homogeneous with the colors the same over the
entire image and not to be glossy.
4	 There should be no relief in the surface.
5. Colors needed to be opaque if they were to beused to paint over -a figure
on paper.
6. Fairly small detail (for example, ,a millimeter) needed to be easy to
color.
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7. Boundaries should be abrupt — without transition.
8. final image size should be about 6 or 8 inches on a sige for digitization
on the Image-100.
r
Probably, the best system in the hands of an artist involved opaque acrylic
paints, but which are difficult for an untrained person to use. For a
trained person, homogeneous colored paper could be the best system. This
M
would be convenient if the image were large enough and were to be reduced
photographically. No experiments were made with thissystem. Preparation
of a transparency was also tried us ing colored film. The edges were not
sufficiently precise in our trial cases, and preparation of the colored
image was difficult.	 By;far, the best system was one involving the printing
of the master image, as illustrated in appendix C, but it is much too slow
and expensive for routine use. 	 For operational use in support of the Screw-
`	 worm Eradication Project, a system was developed for overpainting paper_
diagrams"with opaque tempera paints.	 This represented a compromise in all
j	 the requirements, but it satisfied the needs of the project.
4.3	 AVAILABLE TEMPERA PAINTS
^
For routine use, it was necessary to use a wide variety of tempera paints. 1
It was quickly _found that available paints vary widely in quality.	 Some
E would not cover a pencil or xerox image adequately, even though they were j
classified as opaque paints. 	 Others did not leave uniform colors because of
separation of pigments:
On the 'advice of professionals, only colors of a single quality brand were
-used.	 The one most accessible to us were the Rich Art colors shown in
table I.	 These proved, to be good colors for this purpose, although
undoubtedly other brands ofpaints would also be useful.
,r
€( 4.4	 SELECTION OF COLORS
,a
A brief study was made of the separabili ty of tempera colors.	 A color table





RICK ART POST (TEMPERA) COLOR
RICH GLO FLUORESCENT
WATER COLOR








Yellow Green (Spectrum) Glows Under Black Light
20 Black (Spectrum) 71 Emerald Green
*24 Poster Black 72 Green (Spectrum)
30 Light Yellow *73 Dark Green D14 White
31 Yellow (Spectrum) *74 Extra Dark Green D30 Lemon Yellow
32' Dark Yellow 75 Blue Green (Spectrum) D40 Yellow Orange
40 Yellow Orange (S ectrum) 76 Olive Green D42 Orange
42 Orange (Spectrum *77 Holy Green	 - D43 Red Orange
43 Red Orange (Spectrum) *78 Cyprus Green D51 Red
*44 Flesh'; 80 Lavender D52 Cerise Red
50 Blazing (Light) Red *81 tight Magenta D62 Blue
51 Vermillon 82 Red Violet (Spectrum) D72 Green
52 Red (Spectrum) 83 Violet (Spectrum) *D81 Lt. Magenta (Pink)
53- Crimson Red 84 Blue Violet (Spectrum) -D82 Deep Magenta
*54 Dark Red 90 Yellow Ochre D83 Violet
56 Brilliant Red 91 Brown (Spectrum)
*57 Pink 92 Burnt Sienna
58 Maroon 93 Burnt Umber
60 Light Blue *94 Vandyke Brown
61> Turquoise Blue *95 Raw Umber
62 Blue (Spectrum) *97 Raw Sienna
63, Ultramarine Blue
All "Rich Art" Poster (Tempera) Colors and "Rich Glo" Fluorescent colors are listed, but starred
colors were not used. Probably the "Rich Glo Acral" fluorescent acrylic poster colors would be
identical_ in color to the fluorescent colors but more convenient to use
These colors are available from art supply houses or direct from the Rich Art Color Company, 31 West
21st. Street, New York, N.Y., 10010.
No endorsement of Rich Art products is implied. Undoubtedly, other brands would be equally useful to
this use. Rich Art colors happened to be the most accessible high quality tempera colors at the time of
this investigation.
1processor of f00-LARSYS was used to determine which colors were most easily
separable, and the results are shown in tables II and III.
This is only a quick way of determining separability of colors, and its
results are only presented -as a convenient starting point. This brief study
suffered from the following defects:
• Only a single experiment was made.
• Results depend on the filters used, as specified in the table. Other
filters might give a different setof colors.
• Lighting of the image was arbitrary. Photofloods were used with varying
voltages produced by ,an autotransformer. Fluorescent lights would
probably yield different color sets.
e The experiment was limited to the Image-100 system. The spectra character-
istics of its television cameras are not known.
In spite of these defects, these color sets should provide a useful starting
point for choosing an optimum set.
a
4.5 USE OF THE COLOR TABLES j
Since a near-infrared channel is sometimes used'in -addition to three visible
colors, two tables were needed. Both are used in the same way, but table II
will be used for illustration.
If 23 zones are needed, use all the colors in the 23-zone column. If 22
are needed, remove No. 75 because it is listed as 1 in the elimination_ order
column. If 21 are needed, eliminate color 84. Table II, used in this way,
can specify optimum sets for 5 to 23 zones.
Colors in these tables are arranged such that similar colors are adjacent.
As a result, this order should be preserved for zones in numerical order.
!	 For example, if ten zones are to be coded numerically, 10, 20, 30, etc
4-4
iTABLE III. — TABLE OF BEST COLORS FOR THREE PRIMARY COLOR CHANNELS,
23 ZONES 15 ZONES 10 ZONES 5 ZONES
Elimi- Elimi- Elimi-
nation nation nation
Color Order Color Order Color Order Color
1 1 1 1
D30 D30 D30 3 50
31 31 2 50 63
D43 3 50 blue + 1 4 90
50 42 1 63 20
D51 6 53 5 18 1'
42 blue + 1 70 5
53 61 3 80 2

















These lists are based on LARSYS clustering of hand-painted color tables. Data
were read through blue, yellow, and red filters (Wratten filters 98, 50Y, and
25 into three channels of the Image-100. Data was read from the machine in
LARSYS-2 format and clustered using the EOD LARSYS program.
The elimination order numbers specify the order of removal of colors. For
example, if only thirteen zones are to be distinguished, colors 31 and 42
should be omitted from the 15 zone list of best colors_.
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23 ZONES 15 ZONES 10 ZONES 5ZONES
Elimi- Elimi- Elimi-
nation nation nation
Color Order: Color Order Color Order Color
1 1 1 1
D30 D30 D30 4 50
31 31 1 50 62 + 1
D43 5 50 62`+ 1 90
50 53 2 61 3 20
D51 8 62 + 1 18 2
42 1 61 72 5
53 63 4 90




















TABLE IV. — TABLE OF BEST COLORS FOR FOUR COLOR CHANNELS
(TNRFF PRIMARY COLORS PLUS NEAR INFRARED)
they should be represented respectively, by colors 1, D30, 50_, blue plus 1,
etc., as shown in the table. Then, if a pixel in zone 30 is not properly
classified, it wild most likely be misclassified as 20 or 40, not by numbers
that are more erroneous,
r
These color tables are also used for interactive classification schemes, as




1. Giddings, L. E.; and Thompson, E, J,;: An Interactive Method for Digi-^
tizin Crop Moisture Index and Other Maps. JSC-09809, LEC-6498
(1975}g.
2. Giddings, L. E.; and Mejia, Raul: Preparation of Digital Tapes by
Interpolation. JSC-10758, LEC-7499, to be issued in 1976.
w	 3. Minter, Ruth; Gardner, C. T.; Wills, B. E. and Corbett, B. W.: User
Documentation EOD-LARSYS, Earth Observation Divisions Version of the
Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing System Program Q619,
LEC-3984 (1975).
4. Boston, Sydney: User Documentation Spatial Filter and Zoom Scanner
Data (FILZOM) Program Q945. JSC 11130. LEC-8097 to be published
in 1976.
5. Giddings, L. E.; and Boston, Sydney: The Eight-Neighbor Filter Option
of the LSD DISPLAY Processor. JSC-10795. LEC-7619.

The method described here was designed for use with images such as that
shown in figure A-1. This hand-painted image is composed of nine colors,
each of which identifies 'a zone which is to be assigned a given value of
crop moisture index. Adjacent colors were chosen for contrast, not for
similarity. Therefore, misclassifications will tend to be serious.
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Figure A-1. — Hand-painted color-coded CMI image composed of nine colors.
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4Z RUN L78385•FD52•H3A94803DitJ999,Co,30999 	 BOSTON CHI 37
INSR ASG P=SAVE
	
• OUTPUT FROM FILZOM-----9 TRACK TAPE
iSR ASG I=INFIZ
	 i CHI INFIZ
IRW ASG R-WORK1
iRW ASG G-WORK2
IS ASG Z=VO0577	 0 PROGRAM TAPE FOR LARSAA AND FILZOM



















FILTER	 8	 MAP FILES
COMMENT CMt, N0. 37 FOR WEEK ENDING 15 NOV 75 THRESHOLDING
ISLAND	 0	 -3 < 3 _ -3 -3	 —3 —3 -3




=-'	 Figure A-2. - Inot cards.
A-4
Figure A-3.— Results of the discriminator.










The quality of zone-discrimination of this method depends very strongly on
the homogeneity of illumination of the scanning device. Since illumination
for opaque images on the Image-100 is only makeshift, zone discrimination
should be expected to be only fair.
Figure B-1 presents an image which is considerably more complex than A-1.
There are 17 zones to be discriminated in this figure.
j
Figure B-2 reproduces the cards used to process this image, starting with a
'f	7-track copy of the 9-track tape produced by the Image-100 computer.
The final zone image (fig. B-3) shows that the discriminator worked quite-
well. In all cases, misidentifications are serious only because similar
colors are not adjacent; for example, three blues are coded as 3.5, -0.75, 	 j












DARTED PAINTING AT 1 P.M.
INISHED PAINTING AT 5 P.M.
tUGUST 26/75
...	 ..s	 s.s	 s.s	 sn	 s.s	 ..n
	 ets
	 .. ss -..n
	 s.s
	 se	 as	 ...	 s	 now
^52 17^ d S CI 31 Epp. 7;2 4^ E',c. Ec 92— G7,c^ 53 41D
 8h: C,
Figure B-l. — Color-coded Crop Moisture Index Map
(original in colors).
4Z RUN L76385 9 F052 9H3A 9 48030 9 J999sC930 9 99	 BOSTON EMI 37
IS ASG Z=V03345	 i PROGRAM TAPE FOR LARSAA AND FILZOM
VSR ASG C=VO1689
•SR ASG BxX02162












COPMENT AUTOMATIC PREPARATION OF CMI9 4 CHANNELS FROM IMAGE 100
CHANNELS 192.394








+6.5 (191) 9( 139440)9120944019(209453)9(1394531
CLASSNAME +5.5
SUBCLASS +5.5
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ORIGINAL PAGE l5 Fi gure B-2. - Card's used to process the
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SEND*
$DISPLAY
COMMENT	 CMI WEEK ENDING 23 AUG 75 NUMBER 25
SYMBOLS	 G96959 4 9 3 9
 29 1 9 0 9+ 9 -•A• BeCtD9E`9FPJ
OPTION	 THRESHOLD VALUE








1COMMENT	 CMI WEEK ENDING 23 AUG 75 NUMBER 25
FILTER	 5	 MAP FILES
ISLAND	 0	 — 3	 — 3	 — 3	 —3




Figure B-2. — Cards used to process the
image in figure B-1. (concluded)
B-5
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*If a NOSEDS lead card is read, check the default values











3-12 11-60 10I5 CODE Enter a code (right justified) for each sub-
class starting - with subclass one.
	
A maximum
of six CODE cgrds can-be read.	 Fach code
must be unique.	 Also, a code cannot be
smaller than 1 or greater than 255.
The default code values for the SEDS sub-
classes together with the appropriate class

























NO.jOB FILZOM	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO.1 OF-1







1 42 1-10 A6 A4
CARD1
CARD2 Enter 'COMM M AAA'.
3-12 11-70 10x6 COMENT Any 60 characters which are desired for the





jpg FILZOM	 LEAD CARD SET UP 	 PAGE NO. 1 OF 1















joe FILZO14	 LEAD CARD SET UP 	 PAGE NO. 1 OF 1
NAM E,
















NAME IDENTIFICATION1&2 1-10 EA6,A4 CARD1CARD2 Enter 'DEBUGAAAa '.
3 11-15 IS DEBUG Enter a 111" (right justified) for del.mg
information.
	
If DEBUGF equals one, the
















142 1-10 A6,A4 CARD2 Enter 'DEFAULTACA'.
3 110-15 I5 DFTCOD Enter the default code value (right justified)
for a pixel that is unclassified.	 The code
cannot be equal to a classified pixel code.

















1&2 1-10 A6,A4 ARD2 Enter 'DEFAULTASA'.
3 15 Al DFTSYM1^ Enter one of the default symbols for a
pixel that is unclassified.








J08 FILZOM	 LEAD CARD SET 
_B	
PAGE NO. 1 OF 1
NAME DEFAULTASA	 PROGRAMMER oston	 DATE
I3CARD
NOJOB F	 _	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO. l O







1$2 1-10 A6,A4 IDESGODW
CARD 1
CARD 2 Enter 'DESIGNATEA'.
3 11-15 Is Enter a code (right justified) for fields that
are designated as 'unidentifiable'. The code
must be unique.	 Refer to lead cards CODE
and DEFAULTAC.	 Also a code cannot be smaller
an 1 orarger than
4 20 Al ESSYM(l,a J Enter one of the symbols for a field that is
designated as 'unidentifiable!.
5 25 Al DESSYM(2, ) Enter the overprint symbol for a field that
is designated as 'unidentifiable'.
31-35 I5 ESCOD(2) Enter a code (right justified) for fields
that are designated as 'other'.
7 45 Al ESSYM(1, ' )Enter one of the symbols for
that is desi	 ated as 'other'
8 45 1 nESSYM(2, )Enter the overprint symbol for a code that
- is designated as	 'other'`.'










CARD2 Enter I FILEA000'..
3 11-15 IS FILE Enter the file number (right justified) on







,,OB FILZOM	 LEAD CARD SET U^	 PAGE NO.' OF —L







1&2 1-10 A6 A4
CARD1
CARD2 Enter 'HEDlAADAAA'.
3-12 11-70 10A6 HEM Any 60 characters which are desired for the




JOB _FILZOM	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO. 1 OF 1







1&2 1-•10 A6 A4
CARD1
CARD2 Enter 'HED2AAAaoo'.
3-12 11-70 10A6 HED2 Any 60 characters which are desired for the

















1&2 1-10 A6 A4
CARD1
CARD2 Enter 'HOLEAAAAAA'.
3-8 11-35 5I5 HOLTST For each time the input data is filtered enter
HOLTST value (right justified) . 	 A positive
of c'1 agg i fPA nr—
unclassified pixels that have to be equal be-
fore h	 ^u class'
A negative HOLTST value is the number of
classified pixels that have to be equal before
e center unclassfied pixel is changed to a
classified pixel.


















3 11-35 5I5 ISLTST	 I.ror each time the input data is filtered
enter an ISLTST value (right justified).	 A
positive ISLTST value is the number of classi-
fied or uncl—assifie-J pixels that have to be
equal before the center classified Zixel is
changed. 	 negative	 ISLTST value is the
number of classified pixels that have to be
equal before TITe center classified pixe 	 is
changed.




























1$2 1-10 A6,A4 CARD2 Enter 'FILTERAAAA'.
3 11-15 I5 TIMFIL Enter the number of times (right Justified)
-the input data will be filtered. 	 The TIMFIL
value cannot be larger than 8. 	 The default
is TIMFIL = 1.
4 20-22 A3 FILMAP, If a greymap	 is desired for each time the in-
put data is filtered, enter NAP'.	 The de-
fault is a greymap	 of th6 last time the data
is filtered.
5 25-29 A 'PTT.FTT. Tf qn mtplit file is desired for. each tima
the data	 '	 '
default is only an_output file of the last














1&2 1-10 A6,A4 CARD2 Enter 1LIMITAAAAA1.
3 11-15 I5 LIMLIN Enter the number of lines (right
 the out ut to e.	 A blank or zero
is not allowed.	 Also LIMLIN cannot be
larger than 1,000.
4 16-20 I5 LIMSAM Enter the number of samples (right justified)
per line desired on the
blank or zero is not allowed.	 Also LIM.SAM











1&2 1-10 6,A4 CARD2 Enter 'NOSEDOAoa'.	 This indicates that-the
SEDS Etefault sym o s and codes will not be
used.	 Refer to lead cards SYMBOL, DEFAULT S,
CODE, DEFAULT C and DESIGNATE.	 If a SYMBOL
lead card is not read
	 the symbols from
DISPLAY will be used for the groymap.
	 If a
CODE lead card is not read, the first subclass
will _ ave a code valii
	
o	 and the second
subclass will have a code value of 2, etc.
If a DEFAULTAS lead card is not read then
the thresholA cT hnl fr
used.	 If a DEFAULT C lead card is not read
then the defafilt code equals the Liunher-of
subclasses + 1.	 If a DESIGNATE lead card is
not read	 the code for a desi
	 ated
'unidentified' field equals the number of sub-
classes + 5 and the code for a designated ,
'other	 f Ne	 equals t e num er of subclasses
+6.
COMMENTS Optional card. Default is SEDS' symbols and codes. Refer to the
















joe FILZOM	 LEAD CARD SET UP
	
PAGE NO—LOF


















JOB	 FILZOM	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO. 1 OF 1







1&2 1-10 A6,A4 I CARD2 Enter 'SYNBOLAAAA'.
3-6 11-70 60A1 SYM Enter symbols S 1 ,S2 ,. Sn to subclasses 1,2..
respectively.	 If overprinting is desired,then
the ove	 rint symbols are entered on a second
Iead Cara. overprinted or non-
overprinted
s	 bols may Be used in Me same greymap,
however, each symbol or symbol set for a
subclass must be	 i ue.	 Ine	 eau
symbols are shown below.
SEDS CLASS NAD4ES	 SYMBOL SETS
-7.9	 8/
- 6.5.	 6/






















jOB FILZOM	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO.1 OF 1
NAME SYMBOLAAAA	 PROGRAMMER	 Boston	 PATE
LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAI
PROGRAMMER	 Boston
CARD











3	 .' 11-15 F5.0 ZO LIN Enter the ZOOM line factor for all output
files and greymap.	 If zero or blank
the program calculates ZOMLIN.'
4 y 16-20 F5.0 ZOMSAM ;Enter the _ZOOM _sample factor for all output
files and greymap.	 If zero or blank the
program calculates ZOMSAM.
COMMENTS	 _ 99931?4 1.25 and










DRIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V EXEC I7 LEVEL  ZIA. -(EXECS LEVEL E1ZO100116A)
TRIP COMPILATION WAS CORE OR OS APR 76 AT 1tt23134
MAIN PROGRAM







6044	 DRUMOOOOi ♦. -.
ZOOS . 	 tRF121 o0001S
6006	 CORSA4 O160
- 0007	 UNTIFZ 00725S16
111#	 GLOIAL•000076
#Ill	 DI/PL	 001370





























STORAGE ASSIGNMENT	 (BLOCK. TTPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, BARE)
4000	 614175 t0f	 0000 014326 10OF 0001 000474 10006 0001 000530 102OG 0001 000020 1040L
i 0000	 014330 105F	 0001 000144 1050L 0001 - .000631 10360 0000 0.143.34 146F 0001 000247 70601feel	 000637 10630	 0001 00066% 1070G 0001 000272 107aL 0001 `000651,1074G '.0001 000307 '1075L
-	 feet	 $00327 1060L	 0000 614347 IIOF 0.001 000676 1106G 0001 000703 -11146 0001 000742 113.76
0001	 000147 11430	 0001 000771 11566 0001 00.1004 11646 -0000 01416l k 1ZOF 0001 001043 12076
♦101 	 001050 11130:	 0001 001107 1Z34G 000/ 001132 IZ476 0001 001155 IZ60G 0001 001171 12706	 73
feet	 1012Z4	 13076.	 0001 .001263. 133OG 0001 001271 13350 0001 001275 . 13416 0001 001337 1363E
-
{
1 feet	 001345. 13706	 -	 0001 001.351 '13740 0000 014363 140F 0001 00.1504 1444G 6001. 001510 14506j feet	 •01516 14550 _	 0001. 001330 1464E 0001 001534 147ZG 0001 001561 15.0SG 0001 001604 15170.
t •I/1	 001627 15310	 0001 001652 15436 0001- .001730 1S740 0000 014365 1600 0001. 002142 1663E
4000	 014413 770F	 00#e: 014466 180F 0000 014476 161E 0006 614507 162F 0000 014520 183F
6060	 014543 11OF	 0000. 014531 101F 0000 014556 200E 0001 000402 20001- 0001 000422 20061
Ifet	 0004S1 20201	 0001 teasel 20601 0001 000531, Z060L 0001 002653 20676 0001 000621 20701
6011	 1006%0 20/01	 .fees 400721 20054 0001 600726 2400L 0006 •1.4572 2101 0001. 000757.11001
i,
ORIGIIVA.L PAGE IS D-3
























































0003 1 OOOZOG CODE
sees 1 014072 CRDCT:
0000 1 014032 CTSED
40.10 000071 DATFIL
9003 1 000431 DESNOI
0003 1 000315 DFTCOD
00.10 000067 ORMRDS
feu 1 060000 OUNDIS
0000 1 014172 ELATIM
0010 000062 EMIPTP
0000 1 014103 ERRTST
001.1 1. OOOSYS F7EL02
1611 1 001334 FILTER
fees	 600004FLOESC











































0001 	 006722 90SOL














0000 1 014147 ODRRTT
0003 1 000432 DESNO2
0003 1 000320 OFTPT
0004 1 000031ORRYRT
0010 1900000 OUNG1.0
0000 1. 014163 ELISE
0010	 000043ERVtET






































0001	 006316 . 7460L














0004 1 000013 COLINC
0011 001366 CNv%ET
0000 1 014045 CASH
0003 1 000370 DEOUGF
0011 1 001340 MOTH
0003 1 000316 OF'75YR
0010	 000066 DRURAD
0000 1 0.14035 OURRI
001.1_ OODS64. EMPTRS
0000 1. 014075 ERACOD
0000 1:014137 ESAMF-
0000 1 014034 FILE
0010 - 000074 FI2tE9

















































0011 1 000076 CLSIAM
0003 1 000356 COVENT




0000 1 014144 DARED
Cool 1 000001 OSPTDT
0003 1'..000433 OUPIO
0000 1 014126 EMDFLD
0000 1 014073 ERROR.
0003 1-000376. ESAR1
0000 1 016106 FILFIL
0001 1 005000 FIZfAR
0011 1 000577`FLOSV3













































0000 1 014140 AANAME
0607 1 COIZ15 ATFILE
001:1	 000170OMCDMe
0006 1 015354 1UFPT
0011	 000001 CATNAP
0011 000.460 CLSSUI
0011 a 001073 coo
0000 1 014107 CTRECD
0003 1 000354 DATE
0011 1 001336 013NEY
0011 1 001337 DESUNI
0000 1 014141 ORMST.
0605 1 000003 OSP.YTR
0000 1 014040 OUPSTM
0003 1 000401 EOFNIT
0000 1 014117 EARSED
0011	 001175 FFTVC2
0000 1 014105 FILRAP
0010	 000073 FIZUNT
0004 1 000032 FOR
6011., $*tool 14IGR.-
ORjC'x1,N1-)-u , "-- _ U-It
AV V001", QUALM
T	 a
0003 1 000000 IV%
0007 1 003214 TNOLCN
00041 000045 TI-MREA
0000 1 014125 TOTTST
00031 000427 TRRRo
OOOO 1011131 TfTYRO
0011 1 000576 YEMTXZ
0007 0 00012.1 20 11
0000 0 014164 2TOTPC
0006 1 01.14!4 f YMCNK.
•011 00060 JTNRES
0007 1001213 Ti LLCM
0011 1 001235 TOTVT2
00001 01tel6 TRONIN
00060/551,5 U1 T F Af





0000 1 0/1112 NOIRAP
00001000000 ICARD
$of* 1 $14661 IDOL
000  1 114121 IDFT ►T
6000 1 o140sa IOIIN
0000 1 0140)3 ID20N
0000 1 014113 1MIY
fees 1 10,112 IRYROS
Go$0 1 014161 IsKYR
7000 t $14111 13
7700 1 014170 J2
4000 1 014157 KEVFIL




01.1.1	 00051,6 0 SUf3
0003 1 00031,3 07110E
Poll	 000557 PCFOKY
7000 1 014120 ►T
0000 i 01411,6 SAMPLE
0001 1000102 fEOMAR
ff00 1 OU1)1 fK ► ,
0011 1. 000173 SUfNAN
0011 1.000677 SYNNTX
e011 1-000562 TNRSKY
0000 1 014110 TO ►r AG
I'll 1 0110,51, TOT1 3
Sell" 1 000500 TSTKEY
0000 1 0140110 UNTFAI
0007 0 001077 2.CRt




0007 1 002. MOLT ST
0000 1 014062 1OBUG
0000 1 0.14074 IDDES
*100014064014064 IDNEOI
0000 t 014010 loop
0000 1 014.112 INN
0005 1 000006. IRLI RE
0001 1 000011 ISARED
0007 1 003173. ISLOCN
10001 0.14102. J




0011 1 0012)♦ NOCL52
0011 1 001172 NOFLOZ
0011" 001234. NOTAFO
0003 1 000312 OTUNT
0011 000602 PCT103
0006 1001750 PTSYN
0006 1 000000 SAMSOY
0011 001345 SITE
0000 1 0 14162 SURE
0011	 000270 SusRO
0004 1 000044 SYMPAG
0011	 000565 TNRSVA
0007 1 000042 TOTPCT
0010 600061 TNPORM
0003 1 000430Tf TNO.
0000 1 014071 US TFA2
0000. 0 000170:20UM1
0000 D. 000110 HED
000♦ 1 0116!4 N 0lARR	 0007 1 00320.3 NOLECN 	 000♦ 1 000027 NOLLIR
0004 1 000070 NOLYRD 	 0000 t 014101 1	 0004 1 000000 IOADDR
0000 1 014060 IOCOO
	 0000 1 014067 IOCOR
	
0000 1 •14066 
to 
04T
0000 1 olios2 [DOS	 0000 1 014063 iDFIL	 0000 1 014071 
10 
FIT
0000 1 at 4065 toNED2	 0000 1 014056 10MOL	 -0000 1 011011 1DISL
0000 1. 01,4070IOSE DS
	
0000 1 11140,7 IDSKP	 0000 1 011011 Iasi"
0001 1 000010 (LINED	 0001 1 000011 Il.1Nic 	 :Cos 1 000007 1LINST
OOOS 1 OOO1
	




1 000106 IRS TAT
00	
01




0001 1000012 I	 0ll111 s.,C
0007 1' 000022 ISLTST	 0000 1. 014112. it	 0000 1 014151 12
0000 1 014122 JOPTPT	 0006 1 0151.56 JSTAT	 0000 1 0.14127 J1
0000.1 014172 J4	 0000 1 014104 K	 00110.1237 KATRO
0007.1. 000725 LIMLLR. ".. 0003 1 000726 LIMSAK	 0000 1.014154 LIRE
0003 1 000777 LR ►SAM	 00071000000 MAP	 001.1	 00173S MAPFMT
00001	 111 #AXCRO
	
0000 1 014175 RAXSAM	 0011 1 001367 RFILE
0004 1 O00O2S ROCOL
	
0001 1000026 nO.COYR	 0011	 00117♦ OOFET2
0011 1 001173 NOFLD3	 0011	 000554 ROIIAP	 OOIF { OO1Z33 OSUIZ
0000 1 014174 RUMYS	 0000 1 014143 RRDS	 0007 1 000010:. OTFILE
0000 1.014160 OU7F:S	 0000 1 014076 OUTLIP	 0010	 000070 ►AGSIZ
0007 1 000043. PENCNT	 0011	 000566 1L,TKEY	 0003 1 000772 PROSAM
0004 t 000041 REALIO	 0000 1 044114 1A..11	 0000 ! 011011 SAMIRC	 -
0000.! 011043. fARSTR	 0010	 000054 SAVTAP	 0000 11 014033 SEDKEY
0000 1 1111,110 f[ii lE
	 0003 1.000313 S40LIN	 0007 1 .00311 SKPSAM
0010
	 000072 OTAFit	 0051	 000563 1TATKV	 0011	 060364,11000AT
0000 1 011155 sv
0003 1. 000,11 TAPOUT
0007 1000020 T1 Ni "
0000 1 014124 TOTTRR
0011 00,10161 TRNKET
0000 t. 011037 TSTfYN
0000 1. 014016 UNTFIZ
0000 D -014170 1NOl
Ocoo 0 014100 2TOCMl









00100	 S•	 C	 -	 -
	
00101	 6+	 1:1IICIT INTEGEM (1-11
	
10103	 7•	 IICIUDI FI Can. LIST
	
001.04	 7•	 IMPLICIT DOUSLE PRECISION Q)
	




•0105.	 7•	 C	 PARAMETER,
	
OOles	 7•	 C
.00100 .	 7..	 ►ANAMETER PAGCOL c 10. PACSYM r 110, PARSAN ; 1000. PARL11 : 1000
	
00.107	 7•	 PARAMETER 7AGYR0 ..11, P3CLAO . OT, ISUSCL. : P[LAD
	
- 001/0	 7•	 PARAMETER 1SEDf c 2./, ::POUTLN = P3GLA0'0. PSYR ! L.POUTLN.
	
..00/10.	 7•	 - •	 PSARPS- PARSAR.. S. PARFIL. . S	 _..	 01IN
	
.00110	 7•	 C	 .•-5..	 _
	folio	 7.	 C	 COMMON fLOCKf
	
00110	 7•	 C
-	 00111	 7•	 COMMON /FI21 SYN(POUTLI.2)._. CODE(POUTLI), TAPOUT. OTUNT, SKPL1R.	 I
	
-	 00111	 7.	 •	 1KPfAR, DFT000. OFTSYM(2)..DFT ►T,. ZORLIN.. ZO NSAM.
	
00111	 7•	 •	 LIRli1	 LINSAN, NED1110). NED2(10). OTLINE, oATE(2).
1	 71111	 7•	 +	 CORENT(10).DEIUGF,L19NIT,PROSAM.LRPSAM, 	 -
	
00111	 7.	 .	 AS AM/, ASAR. ESAN1:, ESAM.. CTSEDS. EOFMI-
	
ff111	 7..	 •	 SEORAN(PSEDO) TR110.TSTNO,DESNOI.DESNOZ,DUPRO
	
00112	 I.	 - COMMON /DRUM/.10ADDR, COLADO(PAGCOL), COLINC( ►AGCOL),.NOCOL..	 -
i
FRjG^




2 7• •	 NOCOYR, NO LLIN, NOLYOO, 	 ORRYRT,
0{112 7• fONtS),	 AIADD,	 REALIN.	 SYMDAG,	 TI RREA
1011! 7• •COMMON /1{F.IZI/	 FIZOAM,	 DSDTOTf2>,	 DSDTTM... FLOESC, 	 [OPTS,	 IRLINE,
n	 06113 7• •	 ILINST,	 Jl INEO.	 MIMIC.	 ISARST.	 ISARED.	 ISAMIC
00116 7• COMMON /CONSAM/ SARSOY(PARSAN),IRt PSAR ►3:,6).NOLARR(PARSAR,21..
00116 7• 6UF ►T, UOTFAS. JSTATtZ)
00113 7• •COMMON/UNTIiZ/	 NAP( ►ARFII>.	 OTFI LE(PARFIL).	 TINFIL.
00117 7• •	 CTFILE.
	
ISLTSTIPARFIL),. NOLTST(PARFIL), 	 TOTPCT.
.^	 001.13 7• •	 ►ERC1T tP0UTl N, ► AR Ft 6).2CRIfPAR ilI[..
00115 7• •	 2PCPUTII, ►ARiILL %1.%(►Mf1U.
00113 7•
( CO
"NARFIL).•	 NOIf	 TI{LCN, TNOLCN
00113 7• •	 ,ATFILE	 HEY
60116 7• ENO
69117 {• -	 INCLUDE
	
CONSIt6,L.IST
00120 b C01(NON/GLOBAL./MEAD(62),NAPTAP,DATAPE,SAVTAP JMFI.LE.1MtEY,
00120 1• •	 NISFIL,NIS[ET.TMFOMM,ERIPTP,ERP[ EY, RAPUNT,NOFILE.
00/20 •• •	 DRUMAO,DRNYO•. ► AGSI2. DATf IL.ISiAFII
•0120 I. •	 ,PI	 UNT,FIZ[f Y. FIZFIL	 FIl2DN
05 121 S• END
00122 6• INCLUDE.. CR{[tO.LIST
01127 •• COMMON/DISPL/CATFLG.CATNAR(61).CLSNAN(61).40SN AM(61).S000t60).
00123. 7• •	 {U1CAT(60).0LSSUO(60).1OMAP.TOTVT3...NOSU01:
10123. •• •	 PCCDKT,TSTCET,TR►AEV.YNRS[Y.STAT[T,EMPTRS.'TNRSVA,
00123 •• •	 PLT[EY,iMFLG,SNCONO.BNFEAT.CDATE(2),
0012! H •	 PLD{VZ,FIELDZ.VEMTYZ,FLOSV3.FIELD3cVERTX3,PCTIC3.
11121 9. •	 TRREft60),fTRRTX(6N ,N{GM(60>. CONt60)
00123 0• •	 .FLD[EY,IOFLD2.AOFLD3,N0FETZ,FETVC2(30)
66123 •f ,R0 US2,60TRFD,TOTVTZ,N0CLSZ	 j
0012! •• ,NAT00((r0).NO CAT , FI LTER,NAPFRT a
00123 •• ,DES[EY,DESU...DESOTN,CRO ► ,ACRO► ,AOiNER.ATOTAI
I	 0012! •. •	 ,t[TE(6),ANALVS(3).CARS(IO).CRP[EY
0012! •• .YFILE	 FILZON
0012 4 6• •ERO j
t	 00125 10•DIMENSION ICAR0(70),	 INSTATt41,	 INYRDS(6)
1012• ll.• PARAMETER PARD[S=760. ►ARGLO=62. PARARF-13






00131 16• E6S 106 ZSE0 PSEDS), ZDUN	
SE 
DS)	 7
IS: PARAMETEN PARARM • 60000011
1!
2:
.10! 16• DIMENSION ANRAY. (PAMARR)
00136 17• DINE111I00 DESSYM(2.2),DESCOD(Z)
.601St 1{• C
00136 1/• C	 EQUIVALENCE STATEMENTS
061.34 20• C'
-	 •01[3 ii• -	 EQUIVALENCe t ►TSYMII).. LRC1,1)Y.	 CNOLA44(1),111MCN[(1./)l
1016 ZZ• EOUIVALENCE(DUNOIST),CATFLG). 	 (DUMGL0(1),NEAD(1)1








00140 27• DATA SEDNAM(	 1)/6N-7.0	 /.	 SEONAMt 2)16M-7,5	 /.
Ih	 00160 Z{• •	 SEDMAMt	 3)/6N-6.S	 /.	 SEDNAN.(	 U /6N-S.3	 /,	 d
00160 21• •..	 fED6ANl	 S>/0N-6.S	 I,SEDN AMI6>/6N-1.3
4	 06160 30• AS>16M-T.3	 /:	 1•	 SEDNAN( 7)16N-2.3	 /. SEDN M(j	 00160 !1• •	 SEDMAM( 9)16W 0.75	 /, SEDNAMt101/6M-0.23
!2• •	 SEDNAN(11)/6N•0.23	 1.	 SEDNAM;ttZ)I6N • 0.73	 /,001106
061
l4(
37• •	 SEDNAM(13)/6M 1.3	 1„ SEDIAM(16)16M • Z.S	 /,
^... 40160 36• •	 {EDOAM(1S)/6N•3.S	 I,- SEDNAR(it)l6N•a.3	 /,.	 '.
. 00160 1S• •	 SEDRAN W)/6N • S.S	 /.. SEORAN'Ii)!6N • A. 5	/.
66tH 36• •	 fEDNAM<10I/6N•7.3	 /, SEDNANt20)KN •7.1	 /.
00160 37• r-	 if DNAR(Z/)16NYATER /
'.	 06110 33 DATA TAPOUT111, OTUNT/1.61,. S[PL.IO/ZO/, 	 SRPSAR101, UNTFA11201,







« 0^1^6	 /1• •	 DFTf/M(1)/IMO/,	 DFTS/Nt2)I1N /,	 NA► /OARFII.1/,
00166
	





a2• •	 20NL 1071.2500l.dONSAN/L.2SOO/,llNllt/SSOI,I INSAM/625/,
D0L1A
	
al• •	 OEtUGF/0/,	 IINNIT101,	 CTSED1211,	 SFOLEr'/1/
00161	 ta• •	 .FILE/lI
•0217.	 45• DATA DURR1101
"	 0022.1	 46• DATA TNMSYH/'••/. TSTSYNI' • '/. OUPSTR/'Y'/ -a
6022S.
	
47• DATA SAMIRCJI/.	 LIIINC110,	 SARST0111
-	 00271	 4t• DATA OLANC/6H	 1.. DASH/6N------1
00234	 44• DATA tYM/PSYR .AN	 /
00236
	
SO• DATA	 SYR(I.I)/1NOl,	 11101(.1,2)!1"//..fYM(2,1)/1N7./, 	 SYN(2.2)11011,.
-	 00276	 151• SIR(3.1)/7N61,	 SYR(3.2)/1H//,	 IYN(4, U/IHSI.	 STN(-4.2)ItH/l.
"	 01236	 52• •	 t1M(S.1)11"41,	 SYN(S.2)/1N//.	 SIM(6,.1)/IN31.	 frN<6..2)/IN//. _
00236	 S3. •	 SYN(7.1")11N2/.	 tYM(7,2)/1N//,	 tTR(0.11/1NIl.	 SYN16,2)/1Nl/,
00236	 $4• STM(1.111101/,	 1/"(9.2)/1":/.
00236	 SS- •	 tTM(10..1)11"01.	 fYN(10.2)/1N/I
09263	 S6• DATA STM(II.I)/IN61.	 STMttt.2)!IN•/,.
00263	 S70 •	 STM(12,1111"11.	 SYM(12.2)lIH-l.
60263
	
St• frM(13.1)I1H11,	 SYN(13,2)110 /,
00263	 39• •	 frl(14.11 11H21. 	 fr11c1c,Z)/1N	 /.
10263
	
10• •	 frM(IS./)./iMS/.	 SrN(11..2)/1N	 1.
0021!	 Al. r	 SYM(16,1).lIH4/,	 SYH(.16,2)/1N	 /.
•0263.	 62• SYN(17.1)11HS/,	 frN(t?.2)IIN 1,
00263	 63• •	 fIM(la. m1N6/, 11"(11.2)/IN 1,
00263	 64-• •	 trM(19.11/iN7/..	 frN(19.2)/1N	 /..
00263
	
AS• •	 SYN(20./)/1H0/, fYN(20,z)lIN /,
00263	 16•.. •	 tTM(21.11/1N /,	 Sret21,2>/iN /. `'
00312	 670 DATA CODE(1)/	 11,	 COOE(2)/	 It.	 CODE(3)1 241.. CODE(4)1 401.
00312
	 60n •	 CODE(S)/ S61, CODE(W 72./. CODE(?)/ $I/, COOE(WIS41. -
403lz
	
69• •	 CODE(*)11161,. CODE(10)/124/
00325	 70• DATA.CODECII)//321,	 CODE(12)/740/,.CODE(13)11521,	 COOE(tU /1601,
•0325	 7I• •	 LODE(/5)/tt41,	 CODE110 /2001..	 CODE(17)/Z16/. CODE(ll)/2321, i
00325.	 72• •	 CODE(.19)/2441. CODE(20)/2S11,	 CODE(21)11761
00341	 73• DATA URTF121111.
69313
	
74• DATA OESSTM(t.1)IIHII,	 DESSYH(2,1)1IM /,	 DESCOD(1)02551,
F	 01343	 75• •	 OESSVM(7,2)11H0/.	 OESSVN(2.2.)!1N 	 /,	 DESCOD(2)/2'
10352
	
76• DATA MAXCRD/271..1000/01.	 IOSYR/0/.	 IDDS101,	 1DIOR/O/.	 !OLIN/01. -
00352
	
77• .	 IDISL/01,	 IOHOL/0I,	 IDSX► /41..I000D/01.	 IOOCIA/.	 ID2UG10/.
06332
	
70• •	 10F.LL101,	 ZONED//01,	 IOHED2101,.	 IDDAT/01,	 IDCON/0/.._




00402	 01• DATA HEDl:16N	 .. AN	 AN	 LYN.. 6HOOS 0.,	 AN JOHNS.
00462-
	
tt• •	 •N00 SPA, 6NCE CEt, ANTER	 6N	 AN	 /
•0404	 S3• .DATA NED2/1N	 6N. •N	 AN-	 N,.INOUST00.
00404	 84+ •	 6H. TEXA.	 AMR ..	6"	 64	 .	 6"	 1.
00406	 a$. DATA COMEOT110 . GH	 /, FaftCD01999091-. EOFNIT/O/;
'	 60412
	 06• DATA OUTLIO /OOUT.LR1
00414	 S7• DATA DATE(/)/AN	 /. DATE(2)14N	 /
- -00414	 DR. C
00414	 09• C	 FORMAT STATEMENTS
00414	 90• L
:..	 00417	 11• 10 FORMAT lA6.A4.70At1
DIA20	 .-	 •2• 70 FORMAT -IIN1,3OX..'.CHECt. LEAD CARDS FOR . PROGRAM -FIi20N'.I,
60420	 93• •	 39X.35(`•'>,J,/,/,TSO.It'0`),10('1').10('2'-).t0t'3'),
,.,	 00426	 94• •.	 101•.`).tOC•S^,),10(;1').10('7•>,'1'./,TSO..St`1274517^90")
00420-	 9S • •	 , /)
00421.	 961 SO-FORMAT t2X,•...•.• 	 CARD	 I.DEOTIFICATION'..TSO,AG.A4,70A1,
•	 1.T50.AERROR6.A4../)00421	 9J•
00422	 99• 66 FORMAT	 (2X..--ERROR...	 DUPLICATE CARDID.',TSO,A6,A4.70A1,1,.
r	 00122..	 99• •.	 TSO,A6.A4.1)
00423
	




00424.:	 :	 102 • 7S.. FORMAT t2X.'•••EIR00•.•	 BAD REREAD FORNAT',.TSO,A6,A6,70AI.l.l).
ORIGW	 D -7




Is 107• { 0 FORMAT (2X ' • ..GOOD u•	 INPUT CAR	 T	 A	 A	 At	 D	 f0.	 0.	 4.70	 1././ ►'-)	
80429 104• 00 FORMAT (IOR.ZF1.0)
•0427 IQS• 1.00 FORMAT (10X.1015)
•0430 100• tOS FORMAT (IOX,IS.4X.A7.2X.AS)
j	 00471 107• 10{ FORMAT :(ZX,'•.IERNOR•••	 ERRON	 1N	 CODE(S)', T50,A6.A4.70A1./•
00431 10{• • T40.SAS.I)
-	 04432 109• 110 fORMAT (ZX' .•• VARIABLES CHECKED LATER•••'.T51.A6.A4.70AI.I,/)
00.433. 110• 120 FORMAT (10X,1011)
00434 111.1 140 FORMAT I IOX.1gA4)
$$All 112. 140 FORMAT (/.T{.'••-ERROR... F11ZOR',/.T20.'T00 MANY LEAD CARDS.
00435 113• • 'HAVE BEER READ.'.I.T20,'00 WORE LEAD CANDS MILL BE •.
'	 0043S .114• . '#EAD.'./)
01434 115• 170 FORMAT (/./,/,T40.*SUMRART OF	 INPUT TA►E', /,Tt0, 211'-`1. /, L /,
60454 110• • T25..'INFIZ	 INPUT 01	 LOGICAL	 UNIT	 •,-!2','.',I,l,
00436 1174 • TZS,'INF12 f1LE • .IZ.'	 GENERATED OR . '.ZAO.' AT	 •,
004!{ 11{• • A2.'1'.AZ.'1'.AZ.
10430 119• • .	 PILL	 BE PROCESSED.',1.1,1,
,	 00430 120• • T21.'SUNMANY OF	 INPUT SCANNER;OATA1',l>
00437. 1211 160 FORMAT (T29,'10. THRESHOLDING HAS BEEN, APPLIED,',?) 	 -
00440 122• 111. FORMAT (.129.'CH1	 SQUARE THRESHOLDING 14AS BEEN APPLIED.'.l)
-	 00441 123• 192. FORMAT.(.TZ9.'EMP.IRICAL THRESHOLDING HAS BEEN APPLIED.',I)
00442 124• 111 FORMAT (T29.'USER-INPUT THRESHOLDING WAS BEEN APPLIED..'„1)
00443 125• 191 FORMAT ITZ9.'PROCEISOR DISPLAY APPLIED SPATIAL FILTERING.'./1
00444 124• 190 FORMAT (TZ9,'PROCESSOR DISPLAY 010 NOT APPLY SPATIAL FILTERING.*
00444 127. • ,1)
00445 129. 200 FORMAT (TZ9,'DATA CLASSIFIED FOR AA ►TAP FILE	 ',11,' 01	 '.AO.A4,
001641 129• • ..',/>	 '.
	
_40.440. 130. 210 FORMAT(TZ9.':NUMBER Of	 INPUT LINER	 n ',ll, • .`>	 a
00447 131• 211 FORMAT CIH•.T1S,'•^•ERNOR•••')
011450 172• 220 FORMAT( /.T29,'NUNOER OF	 INPUT SAMPLES ro',IS.'. `)3
40451 133• 930 FORMAT (1,729,'VUNBER	 OF	 CLASSES n 	 '.12..'.'.l./.	 _	 I00451 1341 • TZ9,'NURBER Of	 SUBCLASSES
	 n 	 '.i2,'.',/,/,
00411. 135• • T29,'NUNBER	 OF	 TRAINING	 FIELD?	 s	 ', IZ, • .'./,	 ,
fi 00451 130• • I.TZO.'NUNBER Of TEST OR DESIGNATE FIELDS •'. U..'.')
00452 577• 240 FORMAT (I..TS,'II.ERROR • ••	 FILZOM'./.TZO.`NURSER OF SAMPLES
	 '.
01452 139• 'TO SKIP n • ,IS.I,TZO.'BUMBER OF SAMPLES OR INPUT TAPE :.
604S2 ISO- • IS)	 -..
SOBS! 140• 250 FORMAT (/,Ti.'•.•ERRON.•1	 FILZOM',/,TZO.'RUMtER OF LINE! TO
00453 141• • 'SKIP n ' . .15,/,T20.:'NUMBEROF LIV S 01	 INPUT TAPE n •,	 .
00453 142•: • 15)	 -
404S4 143- 240 FORMAT (/,T{,'.••ERROR••• FILZOM',/,TZ0„'FRROR CODES ARE
004546 1416• • 'LESS THAN 1 OR GREATER THAN Z5$ OR'./,TZO.'THE CODES',
904S4 145• 4 ARE NOT UNIDUE.'./.,/,TZS.'SUBCLASS',T35,'CODE'.
00454 14{• • 1	 T2S,.it.''').:T35	 •-___:'.1)
00451 147•. .200 FORMAT (TZ0,12.	 .'.T2{.A4,T35, 14,T10. 164)
06156 1,410 Z70 FORMAT </,Tt,'•••ERROR••. FILZOW',/,T20,'ZOOM LINE FACTOR
00456 149• F10.3./.T20.'THE SKIP LINE VARIABLE. 1S 10 ERROR OR
40450 150• • 1.720.'THE ZOOM. LEAD CARD 	 IS	 11. ERROR :ON`...
00450 151- • /.T20,'THE LIMIT! LINE VARIABLE '_1	 10 ERROR.').
00157 SS2r: Z{0 FORMAT (/,TO,."•••	 RROR •••	 f L20M'.I.T20. E	 ;'ZOOM $APPLE. FACTOR a',
•	 10437 1S3• •
T
F10.3,./,T20.'.	 NE	 SKIP	 SAMPLE. VARIABLE	 IS	 11 ERROR OR
	 '.
11457 I54• • I.TZO.'THE	 LIMITS .SAMPLE VARIABLE	 13_-19_.ENRON.')
00460 Iss. 300 FORMAT (1./.I.T40.'PROCESSING FOR FILZOM',/,T40,Z1('-)./,/,
00460 1300 • T2S,.'TAPE	 OUTPUT 00	 LOGICAL
	
U1111',13)
`00401 157• 302 FORMAT. 11H • ,TSA, "--	 UNIVERSAL -FORMAT.',/).
00402 1.52• 303 FORMAT (IH-,.T16.'--	 LARSYS	 11	 FORMAT.`./).
..	 .04403 159• 310 FORMAT (IZS.'Ot INPUT TAPE. BEFORE PROCESSING BEGINS '.I4,;
-	 1146 1601 • LIVES MILL	 BE SKIPPED.` ,I,.I.TZS.'ON-EACH LIKE	 ',
00407 101• • *OF THE INPUT TAPE *.14.' 	 SAMPLES WILL BE SKIPPEO.'.
*,	 .00403 102.• / 0,.1.125.'ZOON	 LINE .:FACTOR ::	 •:.ft0.3./../,T25.
49463 143- + 'ZOOM SAMPLE FACTOR
_	 10403 104• • 'LINE. LIMIT	 +'.1/0•/,a. TZS,'SAM ► LE	 LIMIT :-,110./1








166 • • 'DUE TO INC 200% LINE FACTOR.',/)
00411 147• 317 FORMAT (TZS.'OUTPUT	 LINES	 '.11,'	 10	 ';IS.'	 WILL	 BE DEFAULT
9.411. la • 'VALUES DUE TO THE ZOOM LINE FACTOR•'.I) 1
04466 1N• 326 FORMAT (TZS.	 1 00 EACH	 INPUT 11NE.	 SAMPLE1'.15.' TO	 ',15, {
664:6 170• • WILL GOT If PROCESSED DUE TO THE ZOOM SAMPLE . FACTOR.',
04466 171• /1 j
00467 172• IZZ•FORMAT (T25.'OUTPUT SAMPLE '.IS.' T0: ',IS.'	 MILL OE DEFAULT 13
1046? 173- 'VALUES DUE TO THE ZOOM SAMPLE. FACTOR.',/)
O:4rf 174• 110•FORMAT (TZS.'ISLAND	 TEST	 -	 ',1015)
00471 171• 331 FORMAT </,T21.'UN C LA SS I FIED PIXEL TEST 	 (HOLE) :. 	", 1015)
00472 17:• 332 FORMAT (/.T25,'DEFAUIT CODE FOR UNCLASSIFIED PIXELS a'.T6603.1.1
06472 177• ,TZS.'CEFAULT SVMOOL FOR UNCLASSIFIED PIXELS s•,T64.A/.
001472 17!• /./N.,T6:.A1) 1
::1473 176• 333•FORNAT C/, T 27•' DESIGNATED COOES%',TSO.'UNIOENTIFIED t'.T1Soil. 1
0003 1S0• • T?S,'OTNER	 a',T:1.14./,t,T2S.'DEfIGNATEO SYMBOLS%'.
01473 181• • 710.'UNIOENTIFIED	 s	 ',T65,A1.TYI.'OTN(R	 •'.T:S..A1./,1H•.
$0473 111• • T:S.AL,T&l.A1)
0004 143• 335 FORMAT /I.i{,'•••ERRDR•.. 	 FIL20R'.1,T20.'A GROUP CARD SHOULD	 '.
0004 /:1• • 'NAVE BEEn USED IN %CLASSIFY TO GROUP THE TWO OR MORE%
00474 1{S• OI1FI:E:1 SUBCLASSES
	
IN A [LASE.'./)
0005 106• 340•FORNAT (.1,T6.'f•+ERROR••• 	 FILZOM'./.T20.'SO%E OF	 THE	 INPUT	 SEC
:0475 1:7. • ,'CLASS NAVIES ARE NOT VALIO.'.I.T20.'RERUN THE 400 USING',
0005 Is/- • •' A NOSED% LEAD CARD. A SVNIOL LEAD CARD. A CODE LEAD
00475 191• • 'CAMO.'.1,T20.'A DEFAULT S LEAD CARD.. A DEFAULT C
0005 100• • 'LEAD CARD AND A DESIGNATE	 '-	 '
00475 101• • • NAVIES`LEAD CARD.'I.T20.'THE CLASS 	 11 ERROR ARE NANXED.',
00175 102• • /'. /, TS O.'CLASS NAVIES'./. TS$.' ------------- /.)
00 476 103• 34Z FORRAT (?%0,.12,'.'.2X, A6.SX,AU
90177 104• 34S FORMAT (T40.A1.1K.A6)
- 90500 tes• .350. FORMAT (.16)
*OS41 466+ 360 FORMAT (/,T6..'•••ERROR••• 	 FILZOVI'./.TZO.'%ONE OF THE SYMBOLS
-
90501 167• • •,'ARE NOT UNIQUE.",1.T20,'CORRECT THE SYMBOL LEAD CARDS
$05.1 194• • 'ANDION DEFAULT S LEAD CARD.'.
., Mol 110•. • I,/,TSO.'SUICLASI HARE*.T?O•'SYNOOL'./,TS0.10('=')..
00591 200• • T70At'.—•1,/) _	 :.
•0562 201•. 365 FORMAT tT41,IZ.'..'.ZX,A6.T?I,At,/.1H•.T73,A(,T74,A6)
00563 M. 400 FORMAT OF OUTPUT FOR FILZOM',/,
96503 203• • .140.2!(' +•>.l./)
80504 2640 40% FORMAT (T21.'OUTPUT FILE'.12,' 	 ON	 UNIT',131
-	 - 4$sOS. 20S•. 410 FORMAT (TZS.'NUVIIER OF RECORDS TWAT HAVE BEEN READ FROM
-. Oases 206• • 'L001CA1	 UNIT',Y7,'a',iS,'.')
i OOse: 207• 411 FORMAT (TZS.'.NUNBER OF UNCLASSIFIED PIXELS THAT HAVE BEEN
90506 ZOA+ • 'RECLASSIFIED DUE TO THE HOLE TEST 	 t'.I2,'Y FOR FILTER', q^
00566 Z09• • 12.	 •	 14.	 .'./. TZS.	 'TOTAL NUMBER OF HOLE PIXELS THAT', j
00506 210•. . HAVE BEES RECLASSIFIED	 ',16.'.') 1!
Best ? 211.• 4.16 FORMAT (TZS,'NURSER OF	 ISLAND PIXELS THAT HAVE BEEN	 '.
also? 212.• • 'RECLASSIFIED DUE TO THE	 ISLAND(',12..') 	 FOR FILTER',	 -
00507 213• • 12.'	 • c 16.'.'./.T21.'TDi4L NUMBER OF	 ISLAND PIXELS THAT%
OOse? 21.1• • HAVE	 BEEN RECLASSIFIED	 s•,11.'.')
OOS/0 2/S• 420 FORMAT (TZS. • TOTAL NUMBER OF ZOOMED OUTPUT POINTS a	 `,1i.','y/, U
OOS11 216• 440 FORMAT (TSS.'PENCENT	 TA1LE'.1,TSS,13('-').1.1,T37. i
80011 217• • 'SUBCLASS NAME .TS7,'TCTAL POINTS',T74..'PERCENTAGES'.1) d
90512 216 • 460 FORMAT (T41,.A6,T50.16,T1l.FS.2)	 -	 - -I
40%13 219• 465 FORMAT ( IOX.I5. . ISX.ISI 'I
96514 .2204 S06 FORMAT t/,/,T20,'TIME FOR FILIOR •',F6.3.' 	 MINUTES.')
oasts 22.10 5.1.0 FORMAT (1><..H.0)
8051:. 222 • 115 FORVIAT (F:.C)
045.17 ZZ3• S20 FORA"! c/,/.T2S,'FOR FILTER	 I1.` THE AVERAGE CRI.FOR ALL ".
felt? 224• • 'LAND PIXELS	 IS	 '.F7	 3,'.")
80120 225• S!4 FORMAT (1N1,10X.'OATA 11 ARRAY 	 '.A6.1.1.1)
-00521 226+ SB% FORRAI t10taK,IS.'.	 ,1X•13))
00522 227• f$0 FOMAT t/, ii,' • ^•ERROR ••1 FILZON',/.	 T20.	 `RECORD	 '.1.4,




OF POOR QTJ T rfy,




13	 221•	 /0 F "NAT t/	 ••. RR N..• F	 TZ0,'LOGICAI UNIT'.11.:I	 S 0	 .TS.	 E 0	 IL20M'./.	 .
•0523	 236•	 •	 "AS A
sells





T14E PREVIOUSLY MARKED FOR004SI CAUSED THE PROGRAM'.
115244	 277•	 •	 ' TD	 RDR EXIT.•,/./,111.1)
1	
sell!
	 234•	 115 FORMAT (I T1."••.ERNOR•.• i1LZOM',/,T20,'ERROR IR SUBROUTINE
sells	 2)5.	 'F12SOY, T t1,'CALI A PRO GNANMER.'•./1
10526	 276•	 120•FONRAT (/.T1,'•••E INOR.•. FILIOM',f,TZ O,'INFIZ 01 IOGICAI UNIT'.
10726
	 237•	 •	 1!,' iS N0T IN T"E C ORRECT .FORMAT.', /,.TZO. OGL Is,lNG
60$26	 271.	 •	 ' OF THE PHYSICAL NECORD FOLLOYSe'./, 5<SK.011))
soS2?	 231.	 92S FORMAT 11.T1•'•••EPROR.•. FILZOM*d.TZ0.'FLDXEV 1 n COMMON
6IS27	 2441•	 •	 BLOCK DIfPI
	 '.IS,' .'.f. T20,'FlOKEY.MUST EQUAL T_'."
10511	 241.	 a	 •WHICH INDICATES GROUND TRUTH FIELDS ANE ASSOCIATED",-
'	 •657?	 242•	 •	 TO SUBCLASSES.'./,TZO,'GIVE ALL GROUND TRUTH FIELDS
66527	 Z43.	 'SUBCLASS NAMES AND RERUN THOSE JOBS".')
49559	 2444+	 930•FORRAT 1/, 11,'.•.ERROR..• FIL20M'./,TZO.:'FIIE NUMBER Of
14571	 24S•	 •	 'INFII TAPE a ,12,'.',/,T20,'T"E OWNED FILE
44130	 246•.	 •	 'NUMBER .	 IZ '.'./.T20.'.CAII A PROGRAMMER.')•
105!1	 247•	 140. FORMAT (/,TA.' ... ERROR • FILZOR',/,TZO,'ON RECORD'.IS.' OF
06571	 244•	 •	 'FILE '.I2.. .IS.' WORDS MERE READ.'.1.120,'THERE ARE",
61Sl1	 !441•
	 I5:' PIXELS OD A LINE.')
sells,	 2311•	 /SO•FORMAT 1/, TS,' • •.ERROA • I FIL20R',I.T20,
$6532	 231•	 •	 'ERROR CONDITI0; Of ATTEMPT TO POSITII. IS F IZ OVER'.
•6532	 252•	 •	 13,' FILET.'./.T20.'FSBSFL STATUS COO[ 4',14)
./0533
	 271•	 114 FORMAT (/,Tf,' ... ENRON — F!LZOM',/.T20,'TAPE UNIT '.42.
7:133
	 ZS4•	 +	 HAS .A WRITE ERROR FOR. RECORD '.It..'.FILE '.11.%')
j	 60577	 235•	 C
46531
	 230•	 C..•••• ......• .. •••.••••ru•••• ru•n.•. -.•••......••u•.......•.........•..
66533
	




2sB•	 C.••..... . .................................... ..................•....•.•...•.•.•
49553	 251•	 C
90134	 264•	 CALL RESET	 j




40377	 217•	 WRITE (6,70)
66541	 261•	 1040 CONTINUE
66142	 265•	 READ (5.10.E40 • 2760) CARDI. CARD2, [CARD
46332	 26<•	 CRDCT . CRDCT • 1
99515
	
267•	 li (C110CT ,GT. MAN
 Coo) GD TO 2350	 j
00151	 260•	 IF (CARD2' .BE. $LANK.) GO 10 1050 	 1
loss?	 260•	 IF (CAND1 AD. 6HOUTPUT ) GO T0. 1060	 i
•0561	 " 270•	 li (CANO1 ,EO. :"SYMBOL ) GO TO 2000
69563	 271.	 li (CAND, ,EO. •HZOOM	 ! GO TD 20444	 i
60565	 272.	 IF cCARO, .EO. 6"1.,1011 1 GO TO .2060
66567	 273.	 IF tCAN01 .EO. 6M1fLAND ) G0. TO 2060
16571	 Z74•	 IF (CANDI. .ED. 6NNOLE 	 ) 00 TO 2100
46"I	 275.	 IF (CAMOI .EO. 6NSIIP	 > GO TO 2120
60S7S	 276.'	 IF (CARDI.ED.6H000E	 ) GO TO 2140
605??	 '277•	 li ,CARD•. .EO. ♦HOEoUG ) GO 102200
00601	 274•	 IF (CARDI .EO_. 64FILE
	
) GO TO 2220
60601
	
271r	 IF (CARDI _EQ. .6NFILTER 1 GO TO 2225
!,	 60005	 210•	 li ICANO3_.EO,. iHNED1 -
	) GO TO 2Zt0
10007	 201•	 I6 /CARDS A	 6NNED2
	 ) `-G0 TO ZZ60	 --	 ^
00611	 212.	 IF (CARDS .ED. 6NDATE
	
) GO TO 22A0
19613
	
217.	 ii (CARDI .EO. •NEOSEDS ) GO TO 2710
10615
	
2144• '	 1050 1F (CANDI .EO:. 6NCOMEN.. AND. CAROZ .ED. 40T 	 1 GO TO 2300
-.•0617	 - 2oS:	 IF (CARDI .EQ. 6NDEFAUL .AND. CARD2 .10. 4WT f I' GO TO 2020 	 -	 -
:0621	 216•	 if (CAND1 .EQ. 6NDEFAUL ,AND, CARD2 .EO, 4HT C )GO TO 2.1s0
,.i	06623	 207•.	 1F (CARD, .EO. SHOESIGI .ANO. CAROL .EO, aHATE ) GO TO 21/3
00625
	
Z01•	 [RNOR . ERROR • T
16626	 260.	 WRITE :(6.70) CANDI, CARD2.- ICANO, DASH, DASH 	 B $AD'IDENTIFICATION
00640	 210•	 GO TO :1046	 -












2 Z92• ERROR. s ERROR • 1
49043 Z03- WRITE (0.401 CARDS.	 CAMD2,	 ICARO.	 SASH. O+:EN 1 DUPLICATE to.
//ASS 294. GO 40 1044
_	 1!651 Z 1F71: CONTINUE
/0157 244. WRITE (4,00) CARDI.CANDZ.ICAND 1 GOOD LEAD CARD
46407 .247.. GO TO to4o
/4671 2/0• 117! CONTI nUE
1X1 200•. ERROR. .ERROR • I
411072 380. WRITE 44.77) CARDS.	 CARD2.	 ICARI 9 FOMNAT RENEAD
90702 301• GD TO 1040
/:42!02 • C••..•.a.........•..
142 703+ C	 LEAD .CARD OUT►UT
1:42 704. C .............. .....
N7/3 SOS- 10B11D0► = 100►	 1
/:44 7tf• IF (IOO► -GT.	 1)	 GO TO 1060
1:06 707• lF (I[ARO(51 .ED.	 TML) TA►OUT = 2
06710. 744• IF (.CAND(S)	 .EO.	 1040 GO TO 10 70	 -
60712 3191 WRITE (4,70) CARDS,	 CAMDZ,	 ICANO.	 BLANK, /LANK. /LANK, BLANK.
00712 710• .DASH, t/LM[,	 1 • 1. 10)
10771 311• .ERROR :ERROR • 1
34 712• GO TO 1060
1:34 717• C ...................
/1774 314• C	 LEAD CARD SYMBOL
h774 315. C....•...•...........
/0775 lt6• 2110 IDfYN . IDfrN • 1
/4710 717• If	 tlDfrM ,GT.	 21	 GO TO 1.041
1:4/ 5110• ti (IDSrN .EO. 21	 G0 TO 2044
7»... 00 ZOOS I • 1. 	 (SU1CC
X
4Z




722• 2410 DD 201/	 1.. I.ISUBCL -
4:53 IZ7• f1MU.IDBrNI . ICARD(I)
/1754. 3ZN .2/70 .... IIS E J
0/75• 725• UNITE (4,11!1 CAROI,CAROZ.ICARD !
1/704 724• GO TO tN0 I11704 727• C..* ................
4746 1323• C.	 LEAD CA20 DEFAULT I
4766 329. C....•......•...•.•. 1J
0^7 7 370( 21(0 IDDf MOOS • 1
•177! 771. IF tIDOf .CT.	 1) GD TO 1040
_	
.,113/1772 732• pFTf YR/t) n ICAMOf S)
'..	 01773 7137•: pct'fr11/2>	 ICARD<10>
00774 374• WRITE 1401111	 CANOI,.CAMD2.	 ICANp 	-
91004 733• 00 TO 1040
/1104 370+ C...................
/1414 .737. C	 LEAD CARO 2008
111/4 ll/.C•.••..............•!3$
11015 .139. 2040= ID20N : IOdOM. • 1 301406. 740. IF (IOZON AT:. I$ GO TO 1040 9
/1)11 341• READ 130.!0, EMR • 1075/ ZORL111 2pNSAM
11114 342• YRITE /6,710)	 CAMO1,	 CAND2.	 (ICARD(1),Iz1,70)
/142( 347• CO TO 1040
61424 344. C ...................
-01024 M- c	 LEAD CARD LINIT	 -
B5R4 340. C ...................
.41025 -.:747- !041	 IDLIN..	 IDLIN	 •.	 t .. -
01126 344• IF	 1101.111	 AT.	 1)	 GO TO	 1040
01439 749. READ (30,. 100. EAR-10715)	 LIRS.IN,	 L-IMSAN
SSM4. )SO• ARRAY(l) s. 1LAN[
a-	 /1/!5 751.. ARMArf2) • BLANK
/1171 112• IF ILINSAM .LE. 0)	 ARRArl1) . DASH
41141 M. IF f.LIMLIN .LE. 0)	 ARRAY(2)	 . DASH:







7	 155.	 If ( IMI .61. •ARLIR) ARRAY(2) a DASH
61066	 310	 IF (ARRAY(1) .ED. CASH) GO TO 2D70.
L	 •1050	 .757•	 If 1AM1 ,12Y .Ep. OLAKKI GO t0 1070x	
•1032-	 7S t• 	2070 YRITE (6,70) CA. 0I, CARD2. {.CARD./LAOK.(ARRAY(11.J!-1,6).
0/OS2	 ISh	 s/lAR[,(ARRAYIT).J-1,6), (/lAK[.J=1,601
0110•	 760•	 GO t0 1060
01100
	 161.	 C...................
01100	 362•	 C	 LEAD CARD ISLAND
01100	 167•	 C ................... -
01101	 761•	 2000 1D)SL • 1011, • '1
011)2
	 761.	 If LIOIfL .GT. 11 GO- TO 1060
61.104
	 766.	 READ 430. 12o. ERR s 1073) MIST
01112
	 767.•	 ERRTST • 0
01117
	 !60.	 00 20.90 1 a1.,►ARFIt
0111♦ 	 7699•	 ARRA"	 • OLARR
01117	 770•
	
IF 'IS LIST( U .EO. 0> GO TO 20.90
L`112)	 771•	 If (IA0!<I^LTSTI111 .LT. 1) GO TO 200
SIM	 772•	 If t.IA/St lSl:fi(1>) .LE. 6) GO TO 2094
1123	 777•	 2003	 ERRTIT . ERRTIT . /•
•1126	 376•	 ARRAY(1) • DAfM
01127	 173.	 2000 COOTIKUE
01131	 776•	 IF (ERRTIT .ED. 0) GO TO 1070
01157	 377•	 YRITE (6,106) CARDI,CARO2. ICARD, (ARRAY(U,'.I a 1.PARFIL)
WAY	 M.
	
ERROR ..ERROR • i
•1130	 997.9•	 00 TO 1060
•1150
	 700..	 (a H....u.r....r 1...
01130	 101•	 C	 LEAD CARD N01.11.	 -
01130
	 3020	 C ... .. ...... .....u•
01191	 347•	 2100 IONOL • IOHOL • 1
01152	 711•	 If (IONOL AT. 11	 30 1060
01136	 343•	 READ (70, 120, ERR'x 1971) NOLTST
011611	 70H	 ERR111 a 0
01147
	 .717 • 	00 2110 1 a 1.PARi IL
01166	 300.	 ARRAY(l) s /LARK
01167	 7099•	 If 1NOLTSTfIL .E0. .0) GO TO 2710	 -!
01171	 1.90•	 If 1'IA/S( NOLTSTf1)1 .LT, 11 GO TO 2105
41173
	
301.	 If (IA/f(NOLIST(l))-.LE. 0) 60 TO 2110
•1171	 7992•	 2103	 ERRTIT a ERRTIT-• 1
01176
	 393.	 ARRAYM * DASN.
01177	 714	 .2110 CORTiOUE
01201	 NS.	 If <ERRTIT .EO. O1 00 TO 1070	 -
01203-	 3.91 • 	YRITE 16.t0U CARDI, CAR02. (CARD, (ARRAY(41.1s1,FARf ICI
:1,217. 3	 'ERROR_. ERROR •1
	
7990 • 	GO TO 1060
2	 30:.	 p...^.u........u.
01220	 6000	 C	 LEAD CARD SKIP
01220	 •01.	 b...u. u...eu.u.
01221.	 102 •	2120 1DfAf .. .104[•	 i
01222	 LOS•
	
If 4100Rf .OT..... 1)' Go10.1060
01126	 114.	 READ (70.100, ERR . 1075) SK1LIR. 1[)SAR
•12)0	 101•.	 YRITE 11.1101 CARD1, CAR02..1.CARD 	 -a
01160	 606•	 60 i0 1060,;
01240 	 107.	 0.........r.a......•
01260	 600.	 [.	 LEAD CARD COOf
	
•12601099.	 C.^........u..ur...
•1261	 Y10•	 2160-IOt,00a1000D.• 1.
01242	 611..	 if (IOCUO AT. A). GO To 1060-
•1244	 612•	 li CID000 .oT. 11 G0 TO 2100.	 -
61146	 613.	 00 2150 1 • 1, 11U0c1
M.	 .41211	 •1/.	 COOE(11 .: 0
..•1142	 6.11..	 z13o..ro111lruE
0.1216	 416•	 2160 ,J . c.ID000
	
11 . 10: 1




i_ 4 413. - IREAD (30.120.ERR. 10751	 (CODE(1). z J. t)
x264 419• YRITE (0.110) CARDS.	 CARD2. 1CAND
•1274 420• GO TO 1040
612» 421• C•.........•......•.
•01274 422. C	 LEAD CARD DEFAULT C
61274 423. C ...................
•1275 424• all@ 109C = IDDC • 1
01276 425• IF (IODC .01. a	 GO TO 1040
91300. 4Z4• READ (30.100..:E00 s 107S) OFTCOD
01303 427. YRITE (4,1101 CARDS.	 CARDZ. '[CARD
•1313 421• GO TO 1040	 -
01313 429. C ...................
61313 .430• C	 LEAD CARD DEBUG
61313 431• C ...............•...
01514 432• ZZOO IDDUG s IOBUG . I
61315 433• IF ( [ DRUG AT. 1)	 GO TO 1040
61317 434• READ (30,100, ERRs 1075) OESUGf
01322 435• IF (DEBUG$ .EQ. 1) 	 GO TO 1070
11324 430• U1kITE.(6.70)	 CARDS.	 CARDZ.	 ICAND.	 $LARK.	 (OASN.	 1	 .	 1,	 4).
_	 11324 437• -HANK. I . WO)
01345 ASR- ERROR . ERR$^	 1
01346 439• DO TO 1040
-
41344 -	 440 . C...................
01346 441• C	 -LEAD CARDFILF
•	 01346 442. C ...................
61347 447• ZZZ• IDFIL •	 IDFIL	 1
61350 444. IF	 (IDFIL	 .GT.	 1)	 40 TO	 1040.
01352 44.5.. DEAD (30.100. ERR.IOYS) FILE
i13SS 446• IF (FILE .OT. 0)	 GO TO 1070
B13S7 447•. YRITE (6.70) CANDI,	 CAROZ..	 ICANO. BLANK,	 (DASH.	 1	 . 1, 41,
.-.	
•1.357 AAA- _.(ILANK.1•6.10)
01400 449. ERROR.. ERROR • 1
•1401 ASO. 60 TO 1040
•	 01401 451• C...........•.......
6140 1 . 452• C	 LEAD CARD FILTERI 	 01401 ASS C.•........uu.aru•
01402 4S4• 2225	 IDFIT . i p F[T • 1
61401 45S• IF (IDFIT AT. 1)	 GO TO 1060
1 1 40 5 454+
J
READ (30.105.	 ERR s IC7S)	 TINFIL.. F1LRA► .	 FILFIL	 -	 -1
11412 457• ARRAY (1Y s. BLANK
01413 ASO• IF (TINFIL	 .GT. ►ARF1L) ARRAY(1) =DASH	 j
61415 459. IF	 (7114F(L	 .LT. '1)	 ARRAT(1). s DASH
01417 440• ARRAY (2.) s DASH 	 I
61420 4616 IF (FILRA► .ED. BLANK) ARWATCZ) = BLANK
01422 442. IF (FIIRA► .EO. 6NRA► 	 )	 ANRAY(Z) . BLANK
61424 463• ARRA1(7) s CASH
1 1 425 464• IF (FILFIL .ED. BLANK)	 ARNAM) . BLANK
01427 461.. -	 IF	 -(FILFIL	 . ED.	 6HFILES	 )	 ARRAT:(3.)-=	 BLANK
..61431 .446• IF (ARRAY(l)	 E0.. DASH)	 GO TO 2220
61433 467n IF CARRAT(2)	 .EO. BASH)	 GO TO_ZZ30
01435 460• IF	 (ARRAYC3)	 .EO.	 BLANK)	 GO TO 1070
01437 469. 2230 ERROR . ERROR • 1
01440 470• WRITE	 (6,70)	 CARDI,.CARD2-.. ICARO,(9IANR,1.1.,4),A114AY(1).
j 41440 471. .(11LANt.1	 . 1,4).ARRAY(Z).ARRAT(2).ARRAY(Z),ILANK.ILANK,
05440 472. -	 •.(ARRAY(3).1	 .	 1.5),CILANC.I	 • 20.70.)
$1474 473• (OFIL . 999
01471 474• .00	 T0 . 1040.
91477.. 47S. C•.., .............•..
j 61477 476• C	 LEAD CARD WEDS
01477 477• h•.•......••.......:.
fill$ 470 • 2i4f 104(01	 s.,	 ONEDI	 . 1
J	 '. 61501 479• IF (IONICS	 AS. 1)	 10 20.1060







I^ll1 4411• GO TO 1670	 1
•1511 4412• C ................ a..
1751 . 1. 4413. C	 LEAD. CARD HED'@'. 	 J^J
t	 •151.1 4tH C	 ..............	 -	 1
11!12 4413• ZZ6O IONED2 . IDNEOZ • 1
11!1! 4416• lF <IONED2	 .GT.	 11	 GO TC	 .0
11313' 4417• READ 120, 140. 1 ERR =1075) NEIl,
*Isis Ott• GO TO 1070
01523 4411. C•.....•...u•.••..•
01523 4410• C	 LEAD CARD DATE	 .'
11523 a0t• C• .................•
1H24 4412• 22410 IOOAT = IDDAr • 1 	 f
11SZS 493• IF 41COAT .GT.	 1)	 60 TO 1060




11575 4417• L	 LEAD CARD COMMENT
/1s3s 41!41. C....•.•.•.........•
11536 490. 2300	 IOCOR.: tDCOR • 1
11537 300. IF (IOCOR	 .GT.	 1)	 GO TO 1060
11!4) !O/• READ 130.140, ER4.1675) CORERT
11147 102• GO TO 1071
11547 303• C ...................
11547 504.' C	 LEAD CARD BEDS
11.!47 !03• C ...................
11!30 306• 2310 IOSEDS _ IDSEDS • 1
'11SS/ 307• IF (IOSEDS	 .GT.	 1)	 GO TO 1060
11737 SOt• SEDRET . Z
01!54 Set- GO TO 1070
11!!4 311. ;..• ...............•
11534 111• C	 LEAD CARD. DESIGNATE.
01SS4 S1Z. C ...................
41S3S 5.13•- ISIS IDDES . IDOES • 1
SIS36 S14. IF.(IDDES	 .GT.	 11	 GO T.	 1060
'.	 11.310 ':l1S. READ 130.441,ERR g 1075) CESCOD)1),DESCOD(2): 	 i
.411564 510..._ DE415YRt1,1>	 .	 1CARD1101
1150! 517. OESSYRC 2. u n ICARD<1S)
11566 5141• OE:SYR(1.2) • ICARDt30)
f7S67 Slh `.DEf11Mti.2)	 :	 ICAROtlS)
- oil? 320• YRITE 16./10) CARDI.	 CAMD2,	 ICARD
0160: 321•. GD.TO	 10,.0
11600 SZ2• C ..................•
01600 52.3• C	 TOO MARY LEAD CARDS NAVE BEEN READ 	 -
'	 1/600 $24 C ................... 	 g
-	
01400 32! • C	 17
11661 SZb• Z3s0 CONTINUE
11602 127• ERROR •..ERROR • 1
01603 Stt: WRITE (6.160)	 0 700 PART LEAD CARDS
0/607 Sgt. C
01683 130. C•..••• u.......••.•........., .....................•.•.•.•...........:......••... 	 ...
91603 S31. C	 1..	 VALIDATE FIRST RECORD OR 1RFI2'TAFE.
41603 slt. C	 2.	 Skl• THE NECESSARY FILES IF FILE IS GREATER THAN 1. THEN
$1603. S37 • C	 READ RECORD I OF THE FILE TWAT 15: DOING. TO BE PROCESSED. 	 !
11603 'S74 • C
01603 535. C ............................r.•..............................................
• 1 683 sac• c
tIbOS 537. 23611'CORTl..E
6:1606 5341. IF	 (FI.LE.	 :LT.	 1).	 GO TO 9090 	
.01'610 :Slt ... CTRECD • 1.
11611 341c SkFI.LE. •	 0.
01612 541. 17 a	 1
01613 s42• IR"AT;13) • D
01614 343 • IF	 (FILE .1T.	 Il	 .0 TO'237S
D-14
)a $44• 2363 CALL MREAO IUOTFIZ. 	 1. ARFIZI. PAMAMF. 	 IMSTAT(13).	 IRWROf(171)
•1617 343• 2370. IF (IRS TAT " "	 EO. 1)	 GO TO 2370	
-
•1621 1146• IF (IRSTAT(13)	 .GOT.	 1)	 GO TO 9000
•162! !ll• IF (f12NAM .1E.. 6NIIFIZ	 ) 	 GOTO 9010
•1625 1149. 1F (f1lE	 .E0.	 1)	 GO TO ZaaO
0/627 549• lF 13KfILE .Gl: 41	 CO TO 2440
016!1 SSG• 2773 CONTINUE
616!2 551. fKFilE - FILE -	 I
016!7 3112• CALL	 FSISFL	 (U MTFIZ.SKFILE•.IQSTAT(IS))
41634 S.3• lF (1RSTATt1I)	 .NE. 0)	 GO TO 9030
4/Ip6 SSa. CO TO 2365
	 -	 -
•1676 SSS• C
:1610 536• C•••.••••••••••••..•......••••.••.••••.•••......••., ...........................•••
010!6 SS7. C READ RECORD FROM INFIZ AND STOME OATA IM CONNOR BLOCK GLOBAL
11634 SSB• t ..... 	 .............. .................................•................ 	 .....•..
.	 •1636 SS9• C
•1677 S6t1. 2494 .CONTINUE 	
-•/640 349• CTRECD .	 CTRECD	 1	 --.
-	 •16141 1162• CALL MNEAD (UOTFIZ.	 1.	 OUNGLO,.PANGLO.	 IRSTAT(13)..	 IRWRDS(13))
•1642 563.• 244S IF	 IIRSTAT(131	 .EO... 11	 GO TO 2141
•1644. 564. IF	 (IRS TAT '13)	 .GT.	 lI	 GO TO 9000.
01644 S6S. C
61644 566• C••••.•..•..............•..••.•••.•...........•..• .............••.....I....•....
•1644 567• C READ RECORD FROM INFIZ AND STORE DATA IN COMMON BLOCK DISPLY
41644 $66• C• ...............•..•.......••........... ....•...•..........•...••.uu•u.•....
•1644 569. {
•1646 S70• 2460 CONTINUE
•10147 S7t• tr:TC	 a C^TRE CO • i
•1650 S72• CALL MMEAO (UNTf 12,	 1. OURDIS. PARDIS.	 IR6TAT(I3).'IMWRD3(13)1	 -
11651 S73• 2465 IF	 (INSTAT(I3)	 .EQ.	 1)	 GO TO 2465





f2fll	 .If.	 FILE)	 GO TO 9070
If	 LDNEr .IE. 1)	 60 TD 9010
l6s2 777. C I
41657 574. C•..••..• .............................,,.........................................
01657 S79. t PREPARE HEADING FOG PRINTER.(IUTPUT AND PRINT SURNART OF 	 INFIZ
616s7 Sao. C..•.••••.....•.......••....•.......^.•...•...•....•... 	 .....••...............•••
41657 1161• C
01661 S62• 2470 CONTINUE
4166Z . 183 • DO 2490	 I s 1.10	 I
11y11 1144• NEA)(1• 2)	 NEG1<f)
01649 SBS• NEAO(1•N) . HEDZ(I)
'. 11667 566• HEAD(I.31) a COMEIT(1)
0.1670 367• 2460 CONTINUE
01672 SRI. IF (IODAT'.GT.	 0)	 60 TO 2300
01674 S69• CALL TDATE (DATE)
416711 1190• 2500 NcAD(IS)	 r DATE(1)
61676 S91. MEAO(16) - DATE(2)
81677 S92• WRITE	 (6.14EAD)-
$1701 593 • FLD10.12.INR)	 . FLD(0.12.OSPYTM)
'	 11702 1194. FLD(O.1Z.IMIN)	 s	 FLD(12.12.OSPYTM)
•1703 S9S• ilD(O.lZ.ISEC)	 s	 FLD(24.TZ.DSPYTM) 	 -	 ]j
91704 Set. WRITE	 (6.170)	 URTF12.	 FILE..OSPYOT(1 , ).	 OSPYOT(Z),INM..-IM14.:ISEC
i	 4.1715 597• IF (THNSK-Y	 .EQ.	 0)	 WRITE(6.110)	 -
f1720 194• If	 (THRS9V	 .EQ.	 1)	 WRITE	 (6.181)	 ..
01723 599• IF	 (THNSK'/	 .EQ.	 2). WRITE	 (6.182)
T	 -01726 600.: If	 (THMSKT---.EQ. 	 3)	 WRITE	 (6..183)
ilY31 'Gas•. IF (FILTER JO. 0) WRITE (6.190)
f	
-	
01734 66Z•. 1;	 (FILTER	 .EO.	 1). WRITE	 (6.191)
(.	 A	 01737 G0!• WRITE (6.200) IFILE.CDATE(1).CDATE(2)
-	 _ 6174 4 604. CNECK . ((tLIMED-ILt1ST)+IL11.IC)IIIINIt
:'..	 01745 605• WRITE (0.210)	 INLINE.
61714 a40 • IF (CHECK .10. WINE)	 OO TO Z542
Y
D-15
iZ	 •07. ERROR a ERROR • T	 J
01IS3
	
600•: YRIiE	 (4,2111	 1
01)37	 400. 2540 CHECK	 . (CISANED-ISANST)•ISAMIC)IISAMIC
01750.	 410a WRITE	 (4.220)	 INPTS	 -
01761	 411.. if1(CHECK	 .EQ.	 IN►Tf)	 GO TO 2540
01743	 442• ERROR z ERROR • 1
01764	 411. WRITE (4.2.111
01766	 614.	 -- ZS66 WRITE (6.230) NOCLSZ.. NOSUIZ. 	 NOFLD2:,	 NOFLD3
01716..	 *1$. .0
01711	 41N C ur..•.•.ua.•.... .... u.uu.•r•	 ..•.•••.•....•...............................
01744	 N7. C	 VaLIOATE LEAD {ANDS TNAT'YENE NOT VALIDATED WHEN READ.
11766	 Ylf• C	 ►ERFORN THE NECCES3ART CALCULATIONS PENTAIN114 TO THE 	 I
616. i.0	 IEAD CARDl.	 117
:
01766
1I46	 620. :C...•.•....• ..............................•......................•....•......•.•• 	 3
0174{621 . C.
01774	 622. 7060 CONTINUE
01774	 623: C ..................
•1774	 .621+ C	 LEAD. CARD SKI 
01774	 423• C•..• ..............
01771
	 626. TO►RAG - 0.
01774
	
6Z7. Ii 13tP1AM .LT.	 I1PT0	 A.D. ft►SAM .Gf. 01	 60 TO 3020	 -
02000	 626. ERROR n ERRON of
.02001	 42h. TOPPAG• 1
02002	 '670 • WRITE (6.HEAD)
12004	 131.. WRITE 11,240) SKfSAN,	 I1PTS
02010	 671- 3020 ii	 (SK►L I1".lT.	 INL'I1E	 .AND. SKPSAM .GE. 0)	 GO TO 3040
-62012	 633• IF	 (TO►PAG	 LT.	 1)	 WRITE (6,NEAD)	 r	 '
02013	 634.	 - TO►►AD : 1
02014	 435. ERROR .ERROR - I
02017	 634• WRITE (2,250) SKPLIN,INLISE
02017	 1374 C. ..............••.,
02017	 636.: C	 CHECK ZOOM FACTOR!
02017	 131. C ..................•
02023	 640• 3040 CONTINUE
02023.	 641 • C	 •..............
•	 1202.3	 64Z. C	 CALCULATE ZOOM . LINE FACTO*$	 i
02023	 643. C	 •............•
r	 02023	 444. _	 C
02024	 445- -	 IF (ZONLIN	 .GT. 0)	 GO TO 3060
02026	 646• ZONIINf, .. FLOAT(LIRLIN)	 I	 FLOAT(INLIN4-84PLIN)
02027	 647. ZONLIN. - ZONLIN •	 .00001	 -
02030	 049- IF	 (20MLIN'.GT. 01	 00 TO 3040
02032	 040. IF (TOPPAG. L T	 U WRITE (..MEAD).
02035	 650• TO►PAG . 1
-,,	 02036	 611... ERROR . ERROR • 1
02037	 -	 452 e -	 WRITE 16.2?0)	 20RLI N
IZOS?	 453. C	 ..............
02037	 654• C	 ZOOM SAMPLE FACTOR
02037	 415. C	 • ............. 	 Sq
0Z042	 656. 3060 CONTINUE	 ,l
02043	 657. If (ZOMSAR	 .GT. 0) 00 TO 7010	 1
4204.5	 656. !	 ZORSAN'.. FLOAT(LIRSAM)	 I	 FLOAT(I4PTS-StP1AM)
IZ046	 1650 • ' ZONSAM . ZOMSAM •	 .00001	 -	 'F
-	 02047.660• IF	 (ZONSAM	 . GT.	 0)	 GO TO 3060.
020514F1 • IF	 (TOPPAG	 .LT..	 1) WRITE (6.NEA0 ) 	 -	 !8
02054
	
142- COP►AO .• 1=
02053	 663. E111tOR	 . ERROR	 .	 1.
02010
	
664• WRITE (6.260) ZORSAM
12416	 665• C• ..................




02061	 667• 3000 CONTINUE'








•4 070- IF(IDSTN	 .GT.0)	 GO TO 4000
1 92000 071• 00 7090. 1	 + 1, NoSUBZ
02071 672• fTR(1.11	 =. SYMMTX(I)
Oz07z 073• STR(I.2).	 + BLANK
02073 074- 3090 CONTINUE
62075 075• 4000 IF (IDDS	 .ED.	 0)	 OFTSYR(1) . SYNNTXCNOWU92 •
	 1)
02077 070• If (IDDS	 .ED. 0)	 OFTSYNtZ)
	
c BLANK
02101 077• IF (IDOC
	 ,ED. O)	 OFTCOD . NOSUIZ • 1
IZI03 071• IF (IDDEf	 .ED.	 0)	 DESCOD(i)	 - OESUNT	 -	 -
12105 079- If	 (IDDEf	 .10.	 0)	 DESCOD(Z)
	
-. DESOTN-
02107 000• IF (I000D AT. 0)
	 00 TO 4700
02111 O81, 00 400 I s 1, NOfUBt
02114 002• CODE(1) + 1
02115 003• ....	 _4010 CONTINUE	
-
02117 004• DO TO 1700
-	 02117 00'9• C. ..............
02117 090• C VALIDATE SE05 CLASS VANES VITO THE CLASS NAMES ON THE INF12 TAPE.
02117 007•: C If THE INPUT [LASS NAMES AGREE WITH THE SEDf NAMES. THE DEFAULT SYR
	 -
-	 02117 000• C ARRAY :AND THE OEFALUT CODE ARRAY HILL BE PUT II THE SANE ORDER AS THE
02117 109• C INPUT CLASS NAMES.
.02117 490. C ..............
02/20 091• 4040 CONTINUE
02121 092• CHECK + t
02122 097• 00 1050 I n 2, +OSUB2
Oz125 N6 IF'(19
	
M(I)	 .EO. SUBNAM(1-1))	 GO TO 4050
02127 695. .CHECK.'..	 CHECK	 •	 1
02130 094• 4050 CONTINUE	
-02172 097. IF (CHECK
	
.+E. NOCLSZ) GO TO 9050
02154 090• 00 4070 1
	
- 1.PSEDf
02177 099- IF	 (SEONAR(I) 	 AT. 6N •	)	 DECODE 41,510.SEDIAN(()) ZSED(I')
02147 700• IF	 (SEDIAN(.I). LT..	 6H-	 ,AND.
	 SEONAN(I)
	 .1E.. OHHATER )	 i12/47 701• •	 DECODE (0.S1S.SEORAM(I)) ZSEDII)
a	 -02147 702.• IF (SEDIAM(I)
	
.ED. OHHATER ) ZSED(1)
	
s 0.0
02151 707- 4070 CONTINUE
0=153 704-. D0..4100.:1
	 -	 1.	 NOCLSZ
021.50 705• ARRAT(1)
	 +. BLANK	 -	 9
02157 700- 00 4060 J•1,CTSED
	 -	
`#





02144 700.. 4000. CONTINUE.
02140 709. ARRAY (I) + OHERROR
i	 02167 710• ERROR - ERROR • 1
	
j
02170 711- ERASED +.fARCOD
	
-
02171 712• GO t0. 4100
Oz17z 713. 4000 PTSVM(I) +
02177 714- 4100 CONTINUE
02175 715• IF (ERASED .EO. ERRCOO)
	 GO TO 9060
02175 716 i ..••............
02175 717. C ARRANGE SEDS CODES II THE ORDER Of THE $ED IN P UT CLASS NAMES
_	 02175 716 C ON	 INFIZ TAPE	 3
'	 02175 719• C ..............
-02177. 720.. If	 (IOCOO AT. 0)	 GO. TO 4160 	 ]
02z01	 : 721- ..00.4.120 1 s	 1,CTSED
02204 722. HOLARI(I.1)	 n
_ CODEYI)
OzzoS 727• 4120 CONTINUE	 i
•zzo7 7Z4• 00 4140	 1 + 1,	 NOCLSZ
02212 7259 PT - PTSTRt u
12211 . 720• '.CODER.I)
	
s	 HOLARR(PT,1)	 ..
02214 727• 4140 CONTINUE.	 -	 --
n	
02216 720- 4160 DO 4145	 1	 +	 1, NOCLSZ	 ..
r	
Otzz1 729- 20URY(t) •,2SED(I)
02222 730• -	 416S. CONTINUE.
	 -
12224 731. 00 4170 1 + 1,90LLS2





Is 713• 2SED(N = ZOU......
•ZZ31 734• .... CONTINUE
02233 735. If tIDSYM .GT. 0)	 GO TO 4300
022!! 736• C	 ..............
022!! 737• C	 ARRANGE SEDS SYMBOL$ 10 THE ORDER OF THE $ED INPUT .CLASSES.
02233 738• C	 ..............
S223S 730. 00 4150	 1	 = 1.,	 CTSEDL.
02240 744•. SYMCH[(1.1)s SYN(1.1)
02241 741. SYMCHK(I.2)a SYM(.I.Z)
42242 742• 4186 CONTINUE --
62244 745• 00 4200 1 = 1, ROCL32
12247 744. PT a PTSYM(I)
62254 745. SYN(1.1.1	 s	 SINERK(PT.1)
42251 746• SYM(I.2) • SIMCHK(PT.Z)
i 02252 747• 4Z0• CONTINUE
.02252 748. C ...................
82252 741• C	 PLACE DEFAULT SYMBOLS AND BORDER. SYMBOLS IN ARRAY SYN.
02252 7S0• C	 PLACE DEFAULT CODE I1. ARRAY CODE
•2254 752• 434BCOI7IRUF
MIS 753• DFTPT s nOSU12•1
$2256 754. TORSO . DFTPT . / -.
02257 755• TSTNO a OFTPT • 2
02266 756• OES101 s DFTPT	 4
02261 !	 7S7. SUINAN(TRNNO) a6HTR n FLD
{ 02262 77$• SUNNAM(TST10) a $HTSTFLD
L. MRS 750. OUPIO a TSTIO . t	 -
^: OZ2$4 760• $USBAR(TSTIO.1) n ANDUPFLD
O226S 761•
_.
DES/02 a DFTPT • S
02266 762• CODE(OFTPT) :.OFT000
02267 763. SYR ( OFTPT.1) r OFTSYM (U 	 -
42270 764• $YN(DFTPT,Z) a OFTSYMQ)
OZZ71 7AS• STRIDFT1.7-10) a TRNSYM
02272 766• SYM(OFTPT•1..2) 	 s BLAN$.
j : 12273 766• SYN(OFTPT•2,1) a TSTfYM 1
02274 76$• SYN40FY►T•2,2) a BLANK.
BUYS 7670 SYN(DFT ►T•3.1) a OUPSYM
02276 770. SYN(DFT ►T•4, U =-:DESSYM(t.1)
j	 L 02277 771• SYN(OFTPT•4,2) s DESf YM(2.1) I
(	 - 02360 772• STN(DFTPT•5.1)	 a DESSYM(1,Z) -	
-	
-j
B230T 773. SYR(DFTPT-S.2I	 s OESSYR(2.2) -
>. •2302 774• CODE.(OFTPT•4)	 a OESCOD(i),
;.. OZ303 7751 CODE(DFTPT•S) - DES[OD(Z1 -.
j 02704 77$+ -	 SUINAMCDESN01). a AHUNIDEO
027.5 777. -:	 SU11AM(DESIOZ)	 a 6010THER
OZ306 ._??A- CLSIAR(NOCLSZ•1) a 4WHOLE
-	 SZ307 770• SU•IAR(.DFTPT)	 :. AHHOLE	
..
02307 _7S4. L. u.............•.....j
-•2307 78t.-^, C	 .:.LEAD CARDS frRlOt AND DEFAULTS
•2307 762. C ...................	 .
:.
.42310 783• 4310 CONTINUE,	_.
02310 7$4. ......C	 ........
02710 CBS. C	 REARRANGE 166E TWO SYMBOLS FOR EASY VALIDATION`
02311 766• C	 •.•.	 .........
02311 7J7. IOFTPT a.DFT►T • S
02312 788• If (DESKEY	 ED. 0) 	 (DFTPT = JOFTPT -Z
SZS16 780• SO 4320 1 a 1. 1DFTPT
02317 710. -	 SYMCH9(I.1)	 .	 ILAN%
82320. 701. SYMCHK(1,2) - BLANK
i 02321 702• .FLD /0,,•,	 fYRCNKU.t)) a clD (0. 6, fYM<l,t»
82322 70!• il0 <A,- 6	 bv H[(1.2))	 a FLD (0,: $,	 3YM<I,i))II4
12325 704• FLO	 (6.	 •,	 SYRCH$(1.1)) :-:FLD	 CO. 6.	 SYN(I,Z))
02324 COS. FLD (0. 6. SYMCNLt I.2)) a FLD ( f. •. SYM41.2))
D-18
10232 5	 766• 4326 COOTIRUE5	 767. C .........r.u..
I2I2S	 769• C CHECK THE UNIQUENESS OF EACH PAIN OF STNIOLS FOR A CODE.
"	 02325	 761• C ..............
0287	 - 60. JOFTFT - IDFTPT - 1	 3
1273•	 '
01,
00 6746 I	 = 1. JDFTPT	 1,.
0237!	 l I• K	 •	 1	 tI02334	 SaI-• ARRAT(1) _ /LANK
112335	 104• 00.4340 J - K,	 IDFTFT	 J
-	 62340	 605- "IF(SYNCH((I.I) .EO.	 SYNCNKCJ.i).)	 G0. TO 6360
-	 12362	 904- IF(3TNCNK(1.1)	 .ED..SYRCNK.(J.2))	 GO TO 4360
I2344 	 107. 4340 CONTINUE
42366	 loll. __ 60 TO 4310
02347	 106• 4160. ARRAY(J) s 6HERNOR
0235•	 /10. (DAY" s ERR000
02751	 all- 4tAS CONTINUE
I23SI
	
112• IF (IOSYRI.LT. ENRCOD)	 OO TO 4600
023SS	 613.. IF (TOf►AG - *LT.	 1	 UNITE (6.HEAD)
02760	 I14• ERROR.. a ERROR • 1
02761	 US• UNITE (6.360)
02767	 816• UNITE	 (6.36S) YI.SUINAM.1>.lYR<1,.11,fTM(I..21,ARRAY(I I,
02363	 W- .1-I.IDFT►T)
•2363	 M. C..• ................
42763	 ill. C CODE LEAD CARDS------CODE, DEFAULT C. DESIG. C
62163	 120. C• ..................
-02375	 61 - 4400 CONTINUE
02775	 I=2,• C •......•.•...•
6237%	 /t1• C ARE THE CODEf VALtO
02375	 t24. C .............•
02776	 I25• 00 4460 1 • t, DFYIT
02401	 424• ARRAY (I) : (LANK
62602	 IZt• IF (CODECI)	 .LT.	 1).	 GO TO	 4450	 -
62601	 /24• If (CODE(()-.OT. 2SS) 	 GO TO 4450
12106	 /2o• GO TO 6(,60
62407	 130• 4450- ARRAM ) •'.6HERROR
-	 02410	 q1• IOCOO s ERR000-
•2411	 ASZ- 6460 CONTINUE
12413	 337• IF (DESKEY .ED. 0,	 GO TO 4410,
,.	 02175	 436. ARRAY(DESNOI)	 _. /LANK	 1
02416
	 I75• ANRAY(OES1102)	 - (LANK	 i
02417	 ,436 • If (CODEIDESNOI) .LT.	 1)	 ARRAY(DESNOI) n 6HERROR
02121	 637• - If (CODE(DESI01)	 .GT. 253)	 ARRAY(DESNO I) 	 _ 4HERROR
02423
	
636• If (CODE(DESIO2)	 .LT.	 1).	 ARRAY(DESNO2)	 . 4HERROR._
-	 -	 02125	 I3t• .. IF (CODE(OESIO2)	 .GT. 2SS)	 ARRAY(DESNO2) - 6HER404
02427	 " . 1140. IF	 (ARRAt(OES101t)	 .EQ.	 6HERROR	 ).	 IDCOD	 • .I000D •-1.	 -	 y
02431	 14.1- If (ARRAT(DESIO2)'. ED. &HEARD*	 )IDCOD . IDCOD •	 1.
02131	 442. _	 C •u..... •.....
02431	 443• C CHECK TO INSURE THAT EACH LODE If UltOUE	 I
01431	 f	 944 1 . C ..............	
-02433	 145. 4460 CONTINUE.
-. 02434	 446• DO 4520 U- 1. NOSUE2	 -
02437	 SAY. a	 -	 1	 '-	 i	 < a
- $2440	 644. ., -	 00 4320 J - K. OfTFT 	 ,
-	 `	 02443'	 146, •. IF (CODIM	 .114. COOE(J)) 	 GO' TO 4500	 -;
..	 02445	 ISO'.. ARRAY(J)	 • 6HERROR ..	 -
-	 02446.	 W- ID000,=,ERACOD
02447.	 152. 4500 - CONTINUE
-02450-03 • 4S20. CONTINUE	 -
02457	 S14. If (DESKEY	 .ED.	 0)	 GO TO 4336
w	 02435	 INS. IF (CODE(.DESNOI)..10. 'COOE(OES102).) ANNAY(DES002) 	 • 4NERRO4.
02457	 056• If CARRAY(DESSO2)	 .ED. &HERRON	 )	 IOCOD a	 I000D • I -
-;	 02461	 -	 IS7 • 00 4SIS 1	 n DESI0I,DES1102






7 /79• IF (00DE(1)	 K. CODE(j))	 GO to 4530
024x1 660• ANNAY(1)a 6HEMROM
12472 /6 • IDCOD + I0000 • 1
12473 /62• GO TO AS3S
02474 963• 4530	 CONTINUE
02476 1)4. 4735 CONTINUE
02500 /AS• 47.36 CONTINUE
02501 86• If (IOCOD .LT, ERROOD) 	 GO TO 4540
02503 /N• IF	 (TO►PAG AT.	 1)	 WRITE (&,ME AD) .
.	 62106 66S• TOPPAG	 i
02507 69• ENRON a ENRON • I
02510 670• M017E (6,240)
02512 971.. WRITE.	 (6.ZGS ) 	(I.	 3URMAMtI)..	 CODE(I)..	 ANRAT(1),	 I	 +	 1:,DFTPT)
02523 M. If	 (DESKEY	 ,EO.	 t)	 -
02523 673• -WRITE (6,Z&S)	 (1.SU/0AMt1),[ODEtI),ARRAY(IJ.1+DEfMO1,DESt02>
62523 /73. C	 .............•
1ZS23 M- C	 CHECK. FLAGS FOR ►RtNTISG GRAYIIAP FOP EACH TIME DATA 10 FILTERED.
02523 976• C	 CHECK FLAGS FOR OUTPUTTING A FILE FOR EACH TIRE THE DATA IS FILTERED.
.	
•2523 M. C	 ..............,
-	 02SSS 979+ 4S46 CONTINUE
OZS36 179• IF (IDFI1 AT. 1)	 GO TO 4600
12146 //0. IF:(FILRAP .ED. GHMAP	 )	 GO TO 4560
12742 &&1• DO 4550 I + I.TIMFIL
-	
-	 9Z54S 1192. NAP(I)	 - 0
02546 J/7• 4SSO CONTINUE
02SS0 963• MA► (TIMFIL)	 +	 i
GIS7t //5• 4160. IF (FIIFIL	 .EQ. •HFILES	 )	 DO TO 4400
02535 1186• DO 4710 1 +	 1,TIWFIL
12SS6 //7• OTFILE(I)	 -..p.
12757 M. 4S/0 CONTINUE
62561 139. OTFILE(TINFIL) a	
I..
0ZS62 490• GO TO 4600
02562 991•: C
..02562 892• C ..............................................•.•.......•.....................•..
02562< 633 . C	 If 00 ERRORS HAVE OCCU RR ED THE SUMMARY FOR LEAD CARO$ AND THE 	 -
)'	 02562 894. C	 CALCULATIONS MADE FROM THE LEADS CARDS ARE PRINTED.;.	
.02562 /9S. C .......................... ................. .................................... 	 _!
02562 NN C
•2563• 897. 4600 CONTINUE
02164 -N/ . If (ENRON .GT. 0)	 GO TO 9090
0216: 999. WRITE (6.HEAD)
02570 900. WA17E (6,300) OTUNT
02573 901 • IF (TA►OUT .EQ.	 1)	 WRITE (6.302)	 ..	 0 UNI VERSAL FORMAT	 .
02576 -. 902. If (TA►OUT .EO. 2)	 WRITE (6.303)	 8 LARSYS It FORMAT
02661 903. WRITE. (6,310) 'SKPLIN.	 SKPSAM,	 ZOML.IR. 20MSAM, LIMLIN.	 LINSAM
02611. 904-. -	
.y
CHECK a	 (FLOAT ( LI)ILIO)IZOMLIN)	 • 3KPLIN
02612 90S• CA s CHECK	 • 1
02613 906• IF	 (CHECK	 .LT,	 INLINE E )	 .WRITE .(6,315)	 CK.INLINE
SZ620 107. CHECK s.(.FLOAT(LIMSAR)(ZOMSAM) • SKPSAM 	 a
62621 906. CK a CHECK . 1	 a
02622. 909. - IF	 (CHECK	 .LT.	 INPTS)	 WRITE	 16,720)	 CK,IIPTO	 y
02617 SIG. CHECK .	 FLOAT (IMLIME - SKPLIN)	 . ZOMLIW
02630 911• CC a CHECK • t
02631 912• IF	 (CHECK	 I.T.. 	 LIMIIN)	 WRITE	 (6;31.7)	 CK.LIMLIM	 1.
02416 913• .CHECK a FLOAT (IMPT3 - SKPSAM) . ZONSAM 	 _.
02637 914. CC	 + CHECK	 . '1
{
12640 915. If	 (CHECK	 .LT.	 LIMSAM)	 .WRITE	 (6,322)	 CR.,	 L: IMS&M	 1
02645 916. - :WRITE	 (6,330)	 (ISLTST(l),	 I	 =	 1.TIMFIL)
02633 917• WRITE	 (6,331)	 (HOLTST(I),	 I	 s	 1.	 TIMFIL)
0266 91/. WRITE (6,332) CODE(DFT ► T),	 3YM(DFTPT.1),	 f7N(OFTPY.Z)
OZ666 910• IF	 (OESKE:Y	 .EO.	 1)	 WRITE ,(6,337)-DESCOD(t);DES000(T),
92666 920• •OEffrMll,t),DES Rrl1t1 ,2).DEffrnc2.ti.DE33r11cZ.t1






6. •Z2• C..••.......•.................•....•.....•..•..• ........ 	 .....................	 .
02:6 123• c
02666 664. C	 THE RECTANGULAR VERTICES M641CH OUTLINE A FIELD ARE STORED AS FOLLONS-
*	 i266C 915. C	 TIRE Nit..	 LINE MAX,.	 SAMPLE MIN.;	 SAMPLE MAX.,	 AND THEM A POINTER
026: 126. C	 WHICH	 POINTS TO THE ACTUAL VERTICES..
•26N. 127• C
62666 120• C	 THE ACTUAL FIELD OUTLIVE IS STONEO AS FOLLOMll
	 -
-	
02:6 " 121 • C	 SAMPLE. LINE ETC.
•2666 130• C	 -
SZ666 131. C	 TRAINING FIELD DATA. 	 TEST FIELDS. 04 DESIGNATE FIELDS ARE
OZ666 932. C	 ALL STORED THE SAME VAT.
42:6_.....133• C
,.	 02666 134. C..........•...•.........•..••......••.........•........• ....................•.....
6266i 135• C
02664 436. C
02664 _	 4137. C•...• ..............
02666 136• C	 CALCULATE ADDRESSES FOR TRAINING FIELDS AND TEST OR DESIGNATE FIELDS..
-
-'. 02666 131+. C.•••.•....•••....•..
-	 02677 140• fLDSVZ	 - 1-'	 '....	 -
-	 027410 941. FIELD2.a	 (4'	 .	 NOFLD2)	 -	 1.	 --
02701 142• VENTX2 -	 (4	 NOFLDZ) -	 (5 • NOFL02) -	 1
02712 143 TOTTMII	 (4 • NOFLDZ) - (S . NOFLD2) - IZ . TOTVTZ)
02163 044.: FLDSV3 - TOTTRN - 1
02704 443• FIELD3 - (l • NOFLOS) 	 -'TOTTRN . 1
02705 $A&- VERTX3 - (4	 - NOFLD3)	 -	 0	 • NOFLD3.) - TOTTRN - 1
62706 147- TOTTST.- (4-. SOFLD3) 	 --(5	 . NOFLD3) - (E . TOTVT3) + 'TOTTR n .
12706 146- C.; .................
02706 941• C	 READ TRAINING FIELDS 	 -
02706 910. C ...................
-	
-	
•2707 951. 6020. CONTINUE.	 -
4127/0. 152. CIRECD a CTRECO .	 1	 --
02711 155. .	 CALL MREAO	 (UNTFIZ,	 1.	 AltRAY(FLDSVZ). TOTTAN..IRSTAT(1.3)-,
02711 154- •IRYRDS(I3)>
02L12 155- 6040	 IF (INSTAT(13)	 .EO,	 1)	 GO TO 6040
02714 106- IF (INSTAT(13)	 .GT.	 1)	 GO TO 9000
02716 157. IF (DElUGF AD.	 11	 CALL FIZYRF (ARRAY(FL09VZ). ARRAY(VENTXZ),.
-	 02716 150. -NOFLDZ.	 1,	 CLSNAM.
	
SUNNAN.	 CODE. SYN. DFTPT. OUTLIP,	 SYNRTX)
•2,746 .151. C..•••••••..•.......•
;.	 02716 160• C	 -	 ZOOM RECTANGULAR VERTICES FOR THE TRAINING FIELDS
02716 -161 • C..• ................
02720 9628 ENDFLD - VERTXZ -	 1.	 -
02121 163• DO 6000 J1= FIELDZ. ENOFLD, 	 5
•272. 4164- J2 - J1	 - 1
427ZS 965- J3 - Jl - 2
02726. 166. J4 - J1 . a
021Z7 147- ARMAY(J1)	 - FLOAT ((ARRAT(J1) 	 17L.INIC)	 - SXPLIR) -	 ZONLINi 02730 160• ARRAY(J2)	 - FLOAT ((ARMAY(JZ) I 	 ILU1C)	 - SKPLIN).- ZOML.IN
02731 -161- _AMMAY(43.)	 - FLOAT	 (.CAVRAY(.J3)	 I	 ISARIC)	 - SKPSAM)	 . 20RSAM
	 -
$273Z 170• ARRAY(J4) .. .FLOAT ((ARRAY(.J4)	 I	 I.SAMIC) -	 SEPSAM)	 -	 20RSAM
i	 027)3' 171.. :6060 CONTINUE
62733 4172. L..•..................:
02733 013. C	 ZOOM ACTUAL TRAINING FIELDS
• 02733 _:174•_ _C ...................	 ..
02735 175. 00 7600 I. • VEMTXZ. TOTTRN. 2




- FLOAT C(ARMAY(3)	 I	 ISANIC)	 - SNPSAN)	 ..ZONSAN
!-	 02142 *?A- ARRAY(J)	 - FLOAT	 ((ARMAY(J)	 I	 ILINIC)	 - SNPLIN)	 -	 ZONLIN	 -	 -
WAS 171• :.	 7000 CONTINUE	 --
02745 100• CALL F12HAF	 (AARAY(FLDSVZ),	 AMNAY(VEMTXZ), NOFLDZ.	 3. :CLSNAN,.
+	 :	 02741 1/1. .IUIIAN.	 CODE.,	 SYN. OFT ►T, OUTLN► ... SYRNTX- )	 -_
02745 •SZ. C...................
02745 103. 'C	 READ TEST FIELDS 04 DESIGNATE FIELDS	 -





0	 005.	 7000 CONTISUE
02747	 981.	 IF (.TSTtET .EO.. 0 .AND. DEStET .EO. 01 GO TO 7200
02751	 007•	 TSTMAD - TOTTST - TOTTR4
OZ7S1	 094.	 CTRECC = CTRECD +
.0275!	 q0•
	 CAII RREAO IU4TF l2.. 1, ARMAT(FLOSV3). TSTYRD. IRfTAT(Ct31.
02753	 000..	 •IRMRD3(13))
02754	 091•	 7040 If (1RSTAT413) .40. 1) GO TO 7010
02756
	
H2•	 IF (IRSTAT(II) .GT_. 1) GO TO 9000
j	 02700	 003•	 Ii-IDESUGF .EQ. 1 .AND. TSTREV .40. 1)
02700
	
004.	 •CAII FIZYRF (ARRAY(FLDSV3).ARMATIVERTY3),/OFLOI..Z.




j	 02760	 007.	 C	 ZOOK RECTANGULAR VERTICES FOR TEST FIELDS 00 DESIGNATE FIELDS
0276 ,	 994.	 C ...................
02702.	 9,00•	 ESOFLG . VERTX3 - 1
02703
	
1040•	 DO 7100 J1 s FIELD3. ENDFLO. S
0276` 1061•JZ_- J1 • 1
	02707- 1002 • 	J3 - is • 2	 --
02770
	 1003 • 	 4 's -J7 .3
02771	 163 • 	ANRAT(J1) - FLOAT ((ARRA7(J1) J ILISIC) - StPL14) - ZONL1/
02772
	
1005•	 AM *At (JZ) n FLOAT (IARRAT(JZ) I ILINIC) - SRPL11) .. ZORL.I/
02773
	
1003•	 ARRAT(J3) . FLOAT ((ARRATCJ7) 1 ISANIC) - SR►SAR) • ZORSAR
12774	 1007•	 ARRAVIJ3I . FLOAT ((ARRAT174) J ISARIC) - S/PIAR) • ZONSAR
02775	 1004 • 	7100 CO.TISUE
02775	 1000.	 {.•...•......:...•...
b	 WIT' 1010 • 	-C	 ZOOR ACTUAL TEST ilElDf
,!.	 01775.	 1011..	 C.....•.••......•.•.
02777	 1012 • 	DO 7120 1 • VERTX3.TOTTST. Z
03002;	 101
	
!•	 J • 1 • t
.•3007,
	
1014•	 ARRAV(I) . FLOAT:((ARRAT(1) I ISAMIC) - SEPIAN) . ZORSAR
:
0!004:	 1015 • 	ARNAT(J) - FLOAT ((ARMAT(J) 111INIC) - SRPLIW • ZORLI/'
340S	 1010• 	7120 CONTINUE
03007	 1017 • 	li /OESREI. .EO. 1) CALL YRTILD /ARRAT(FLOSVI). ARRATIVEPTXl1.
03007	 1014 • 	•SOFLD3,l.[LfSAR,SUR.AM)	 i
07011	 1010 • 	if (TSTRET .EO. U CALL FI2YRi IANRAT(FLDfV!).ARRAT(VERTX3), 	 j
07011	 1020 • 	•00FL03.A.CLS/AR, SUSNAR.000E.STR.O FTPT.OUTL/P.ITNRTXI
07011	 10 •	 C r03011	 1022
21
•	 C....._...	 .u. ....• ....• . ....•.•.u•........•.............•........u•.
.67011	 1023 • 	C	 CALCULATE MOM NANT , TINES. A PIXEL MILL OE MRITTEO OS TAPE.
03071	 .1024+	 C.•.......•..•...•• a .....•....•... a..... ....•. ......•......... • a u•.... v.•
63011	 10S . C	 1
03013
	 1020 • 	7200 .CONTINUE	 3
	
0301.4 1027 • 	AFAR s SRPSAN • 1	
7
.03015	 1029+	 SAROFT.- 0.
03010	 7020•	 J ...6
	
.03017 .1030 • 	RAXSAR 
	0!020 1031.	 DO 721$%% ASAR. ISPTS
03023	 1032.	 J . J • 1




03026	 1035.	 If TRAXSAR .ED. LIRfAR) GO TO 7215
03970	 1030+.	 )210 CONTINUE
-	
93072	 1037.	 1's. IRPTS
03053	 1034.	 J - IRPTS - 1
01034	 1039/	 SAMDFT . LIMSAN - MAXSAM
07035	 .10401	 SARSOY(J) • SAROFT
	
0307• ..1041.	 RAX:AR - SARSOM(J),•-AAXIAM
	
0303 7 1042 • 	7213 PlOAR - 7
03040	 1043.	 ISAM n I.
03041	 1044•	 ASAN1 s ASAR
3042.	 1045•	 IF tASAR .EO. 1) ASAN1 . ;0
03044	 }040+	 ,;ANF - ASAR
	
...07045 . 1447.	 If (ASAR .6T. 1) ASARF• ASAN-1
GINS' 1^A'^^ ^_w
F p00% Ru	 D-22
:1Y 1649- :SAM+
0Jfl: 1:4:• ti (ESAM .EG.	 IRPTE)	 ESARI	 . (NPTS - 1
•7:112 1H0• ESAMF n ESAM . 1
•IDS! 1051• If ([SAN .ED.	 INPTS)	 ESARF . INPTf
•TOSS 1:112 • li	 c0E0YGC	 .EO. 0)	 GO TO 722,.
1l:117 1:SI • ARNME n •N7AMDOY	 i1
:3:6: 1:54• YRITE 16,560) AM NAME
07:67 1:51• YRITE	 6	 S)	 It, fAMlOY<I>.	 1 =	 f.1ROSAM)
:3003 1:5: • C
i116f 1037 • 1;..•....•........•.........••.....•....•.••.•........••..• .............••........





0702 1061 • 722: CONTINUE
07073 1002• DRNST . TOTTST • i	
-
03074 10.3 • NOCOL . LIPMANI PAGSYM
01075 1014. IF (MOD1lIM
P
SARPAGSYM)	 .NE. 01	 ROCOL n NOCOL • V
B000YM =	 A.	 ;P0!077 1065•
D310: 1006. IF	 (RODI ►AGSYM,3)	 ME.	 0)	 NOCOYR - nOCOYN • 1	 -
-	 03102 1067 • HOLMAM =. PARARR - TOTTST
07103 1066 • MOWN =tNOLMAP 1 (NOCOYN . NOCOL .2))
03104 106'7 • IF (NOLLIN	 .LT.. 1)	 GO TO 1045	 -
031:• 100r HOLM n 	 NOLLIR • NOCOWM . 2
07107 101 • CAL, NINIT (1BADDR, IYDS)	 -
0311: 72. 'CJL INCt1>	 .	 IBAOOR	 -
07111
10
U77.- ...... Cat.	 0(U A 13AD0R
:3112 104 . ALADD s §OCOYM+• IINLIN . 2
•3113 1075• 0RRYMT s 0;
.0711♦ 106 • lF CNOCOL .EG..1)	 GO TO 7250
$3116 1077. 00	 7270	 1	 • 2.	 0010L	 -"	
-
63121 1073•. COLADO(I)	 = COLADD(1'-1)	 : ALADD.
07122 1:7:• COLI:C(1)	 n 	 COLADD(I')	 ?
8123 t:60•	 _..' 123: CONTIRUIi 	 ,
•7125 10U . 725: CONED s ORMST • tNOLYND - NOCOL)	 j
0312• 1062 • 00 7260 1 •DRM6T,. ORMED
07131 10:1.. ARNAY(U)	 _ :LANR	 -
03172 1063 • 72H CONTINUE	 -	 9
03114 1S• SYMPAG - PAGSYI^
:7135 1O
N
D3• REALID n OOLMAPI(NOCOYR•4)
03136 100 • TIRMEA n LIMLIN I REALIN
07131 loss. -Ii^^^; ILI;MLIRyREAIINI	 .NE. 01	 11MEA • TIMREA •.I
0!141 10 N. LMPSAM n MODA1.1 M'AM.4 .) • LIMf AM
8142 1010 • FOR(l)	 -	 4N(1)f. (S	 •.
17145 1:11. FOM(2)	 n iN,2R.T0.	 -
63144 10:2.. FORM n tN..
07145 10:3 • ENCODE (6.3SO.iTT) NOCOYN







:7153 10:7. FOR(7) .. FOR(
03154 10:6 • FOR(6) n 3NA6)
03154 1011. C
Q1S4 Flop. C..........• ...........................................................•.......





:7153 1107 • C.`	 COUNTEM iORTNE L00 ► 10 FILTER THE INPUT FIELD
B71Si 110ar C	 FROM :INi 12 AND THE fA11TRAR OR TAPE. UNIT{..
031SA 1107. C	 -----------------------------------------------
-
, 	 031.54 1106. C





0711: 111: • ..	 BUFPT	 a	 1.
D-23
sig
71	 1111•	 CTFIIE - CTfILf • 1
$3166	 1112.	 IF	 ( NOLTST(CTFTLE)	 .1E.	 0	 .AND.	 ISLTST(CTFILE)	 .NE,	 4)	 -.
03160	 111!•	 •ATFILE + ATFILE . t
03162	 11/4.	 IF. (OTFILE(CTFILE) 	 .•E. 0) $FILE + $FILE	 •	 1--
91164	 1114 • .	 li	 (OTFILEICT::tf.)	 .E0..1)
4!164	 1116 •	 CAIL F	 IND (LINSAM. TAPOUT, OTU$T. DDRRVV, SEDNEV).
03166
	
1117•	 If	 I CTFIIE .EO. TIRFIL)	 00 TO 7300
03170	 1116 •	OUTFAS - UNTFAI
03171	 1141,	 IF (MOO(CTFILE.Z) 	 .E$• O)	 OUTFAS = UNTFA2
03171.	 1120•	 C
03171	 112.1.	 C
931711	 1122 •	C .......... • ................................. ............................... ^...
01171	 1123 •	C	 SNIP TME. NURIER OF SKIP.LINE>	 • 3 LINES	 -




.	 03173	 IIZ7 •	.7300 CONTINUE
03176	 112$•	1SP3 + 1NPLIn . !
07174
	
:120•	 I1	 , Z
$3:716
	
113b	 I2 s q
0!177	 list-	 13 •	 {..
03200
	
1132 • 	J	 • 1
03201	 117! • 	INYRDI(73)	 .	 INPTS-.:
03202	 /,I4 •	IRSTATt13) = 0
03201	 1134.	 DO 71340 LINE + 1,._1[13
03206
	
1136 •	7320	 IF (IMSTAT(I3)	 :ED.	 t)	 GO TO 7320
0!210	 1137•	 IF (INSTAT(13) .4T.	 1)	 GO TO 9000
91212	 113$ •	IF 4.IMNNOS(13)	 H.	 1$PTS)	 GO TO 4$}4
0!214	 1131 •	CALL MNfAD (UNTFIZ,	 1,	 IR<1,J).	 OPTS, IRSTAT(J).	 INYNOSti))
03211
	
1160.	 CTRECO n CTRECO • 1
03216
	
1141.	 1v +	 It
03211	 tt42•	 11 +	 12
03220	 1143•	 12 n 	 13







9322!1147 •	00 7360 SAMPLE - ASARF.ESARf
03230	 114! •	IF	 (	 IR(SAMPLE.I U	 .LT.	 1)	 iM(SANPLE.11) _ OFTPT
03232
	




$1236	 list-	 METFIL	 + o
-	 -	 03237	 11SZ •	IF	 (SKP3	 .ED.	 3)	 GO. TO 7161.
$3241	 1153-	 00 7364 SAMPLE + SfAMF.ESAMF
03244	 1114.	IF (IR(SARPLE.J)	 .LT.	 1)	 IN(SAMPLE,J)	 OFTPT	 77
03246	 It%$-	 7361 CONTINUE
0324o	 t156 •	91011.!- 1
43211	 1147.	 7369	 CALL	 FIZFLT	 (11,1(.EVFIL.J./Z).




03214	 1160•	 CALL	 FIZSON (LI$ECT, OTLINE.. 20RLIN, 	 1SCHR.	 LIRLIN,	 573701
43214	 1161 •	G0 TO 9071
03216	 :1162.	 7370 CONTINUE
03ZS7	 1163 •	CALL F1210T (I1;.ISRMR.SIOT0,ARRAV(FLOSVZ). 	 ARMAV(Ftf L02).
03217	 1164 •	. AMRAV(VERTXZ). ARMA4(FLOSV3). ARRAV(FIELD3)..-ARRAT(VENIX3 ),
43247	 tits . 	.ANNAV(DRRST).J)
•I166	 1166 •	IF (CTFIIE .GE.	 TINFIL)	 GO TO7420	 .
43262	 1167•.	 REMIND OUTFAS	 -.
03263
	
1166.	 JSTAT(1) + 9
$3264	 1164 •	JSTAT(Z) --$
$3261	 117$•	 7340 IF (JSTAT(OUFPT)	 .ED. 1)	 GO TO 73$0
03267	 1171•	 IF (JSTAT(OUFPT)) 7400.7490.77$0
- 13272
	
.1172 •	71400 CALL MYRITE. (OUTFAS.i.NOLANRt1.$UFPT).PROSAM,JSTAT(4UFPT)) 	 t
43273
	






172)7	 1175 • 	c ...... ........a••.• ••••.••.••••..•••• a u.....••......u•.0 ..••.••••.••^^••..•
17273	 1171 • 	C	 1A1N-PROCESSING 00-100►
:7177	 1177•	 Ca. u•a....,...•..v.•.a..•.•,.-•.......................•...•..• ...............•.......
D3a77	 1/n•	 c
1727♦ 	 1179.	 [EYFIL : 1
1327S	 1160 • 	ILIBE c S&P! • 1
172)6	 1161•	 LIRHIT - 0
17277	 1112r	 ELISE n MINE • Z
13711	 11:7 • 	00 7400 LIRE - n SL16E. ELISE
17lO>'	 1164.	 li
	
11 M IT • EOFMIT) 7460, 7460, 6000
"	 :3766	 1167.	 7461	 If (IRSTAT(13) .EO. I) GO 70 7460
13310	 1146 • 	IF (IMSTAT913) .EO. 0) 60 TO 7411
1371Z	 1167 • ^	 IF (INSTAT113) ,SO. 3) GO TO 900:
17314	 1Si6 • 	EOIOIT s. 1
H31S	 11:1 • 	EETFIL s 1
-	 13716	 1110•	 GO TO 7461
13!17	 1191•	 .7491	 If (IRYRDS(17) ,. RE. IRPTf) AO TO 9040
13321	 1192•	 CALL MMEAD (UNTF.I2_. 1, IR(L J). INPTS. IRSTAT(.J). IRYRDS(J)>
13322	 119!.	 CTRECD s CTRECD -
13322	 1194• . 	 •....•.:..•
•3722:	 1195 • 	C	 DETERMINE! THE NUMBER OF .TIMES THE LINE WILL 1E WRITTEN OS THE OG(PUT
13722	 1106 • 	 	 .••.•....•.
17113	 11 97•	 7465	 10NT11UE
17!21	 1101•	 LINECT - LISECT • 1
17725 119N CALL F12SOY (LINECT, OTLISE. ZOML.I.M.,.:ISKYN, LIMLIN, (7490)
07726	 1200•	 LIMNIT .1
7727	 1201.	 7490"	 IF (KEYFIL . U. I) GO TO 7500:
:3731.	 1202•	 D0 749S iARPLE. n ASA OF. ESAOf
:7374 1207.	 IF (IR(SARPLE.13) LT.. 1) 140AMPLE,13) n DFTPT
♦3776 	 1204•	 1415	 CONTINUE	 - --
17376	 1205.	 C	 •.....•....
1337:	 1201•	 C	 illTf RS THE SCAN LINE IT USING THE NOTE AND ISLAND VALUES.
:7376	 1207 • 	C	 .•.•u.•.u.•
1770	 120 • 	1111	 CALF c12FLT (12,SETfll.1/,.131 	 _
:3340	 1209 • 	C	 ••...... u .	 1
17341	 1210 • 	I	 STORES FILTERED INPUT DATA 01 FAfTRAN 00 TAPE FILE 	 .j
1334:	 1211•.	 C	
..........17341	 121Z n 	IF ({TiILI GE  TINFILI GO TO ?$IS
13743	 1213 • 	7511	 tF (JSTAT (1UFPT). .10. 1) GO TO 7517
17745	 1214•	 If (JSTAT(:UFP T )I 7512.7512 1160
177S/	 1215.	 7112	 CALI MWRITE < OUicAS. t,HOLANR(1 JUFPT),PROSAM, JfiAT<(11FP7>>
7751
	
1216.	 7S.1S	 IF (lftMN .LT. T) 00 TO 73200
13lSi	 1217.	 C	 .. .....••.	 1
0335.1	 1216..	 c	 ZOOMS THE SCAN Li NE, COUNTES THE NUMBER OF PIXELS 16 EACH CLASS
17751	 1219• 	C	 YRITES.THE LINE ON TNEOUTPUT TAPE ISNYR TIMES AND
17751	 1210 • 	 	 WRITES THE DATAFOR THE GNAIMAS 0 n THE DRUM.
033SI	 1Z21 •-	 C	 ••.....•.•. a
43353	 1222-.	 CALL Fi2YMT 11Z,ISKYR,S9090.ARMA1(FLOSVZ), ANNAY(FIELD2) .. 	 -
43557	 1223 • 	 	 A4MAY(.VEMTX2),. ARRAY(FLDSV7), AMRAV4FIE103), ARRAY(VERTXS),
07757	 1224 • 	.	 AN RA1(ORMST),11)
'	 O7lS4	 1225•	 7520	 SV . 41.
.	 4355S	 1ZZ6 •. 	 -	 BUFPT a 3- NUFPT	 -
61316	 1227 • 	11 a II'-
J)IS7	 1226+	 I2. n 13	 1
13760	 1229•	 17 n J"
17161	 1230-	 J' x SV
11302	 1211..	 7601 CONTINUE ...
13764	 1232 . 	:000 CONTINUE	 -
:7363	 1233 • 	If 1LIMMIT .OT. Ml GO TO 604:
1136 7 ..:1214+	 ISKYR s LINLIN'- OTL.INE - 	








12 1237 • CALL FIZFLT (I2	 XEYFIL	 DUMMY DUNNV)
03773 IZIA . CALL FtZMRT (IZ.ISKWR.%9047.	 ANRAY(FLDSVZ), ARRAY(F1ELDL),
e3I73 1230 • -ANAAV(YERTII2). ARRAY(FLOSYS), .ARRAY(FIELD3). 	 ARRAY(VERTi(3).
43373 1240- -•ANNAY(ORMSY),11)
03373 1241• C.•....• ............................................... • ................ •.-.-••-
e3373 1242 • C	 OUTPUT SUMMARY FOR FILZON
43373 1243 . C••..•..........•.....•••...• .................•.••.•.••••-....••....u•..u-•.•-
03374 1244 • 0040 CONTINUE
•3377 1245• TNOLCN a THOLCH • HOLECH(CTFILE)
03370 IZ46- TISLCN - TISLCH • ISLOCH(CTFILE)
43377 1247• TOT►CT - LINSAM • LIMLIN
93400 12490 ZTOTPC - FLOAT(TOTPCT) - .01
03401 1244- WRITE (&.HEAD)
63403 1250- WRITE (6.400)
e349S IZSI • IF (OTFILE(CTFILE)	 .EQ.. 0)	 GO TO $010
03407 1252- UNITE (6,405) eFILE.OTUNT
13413 1253 • IF (TA►OUT .EO.	 1)	 WRITE (6.302)
03416 1254 • IF (TAPOUT .ED. Z) 	 WRITE (6,303)
03421 125%. &IS$ CONTINUE
61422: 1256 . WRITE (6,410) UNTFIZ, CTMECD
13426: 1217 . UNITE	 16.417)NOLTST(CTFILE).ATFILE,NOLECN(CTFILE).TNOLCH
03434 12SA- UNITE (6,414)ISLTST(CTFILE).ATFILE,ISLOCN(CTFILEI.TISLCH
93442 1254. UNITE (6.420) TOTPCT
01445 1260 • WRITE (6,440)
63447 1261 • 00 9060 1	 - 1,DFTPT
93452 1242 • ZPC(I.CTFILE) - FLOAT(PERCOT(I.CTFILE))	 IZTOTPC
•3453! 1263 • UNITE (6.460) &UIVAR(I-).	 PERCWT(I.CTF(LE1.	 ZPC(I.CTFILE)
03460 1264+ 9060 CONTINUE
03462 1267- ZPC(DESNOI,.CTFILE) - FLOAT(PENCOT(DESNOI.CTFILE))IZTOTPC
03463 1261 • ZPC(DES%02.CTFILE) . FLOAT(PERCNT(OESNO2.CTFILE))IZTOTPC
03464 1267. UNITE (6,460)	 (SOeOAR(I).PERCNT(I.CTFILE).ZPC(I.CTFILE).
03464 1269+ .1 - DESNOI.DES00Z)
03474 1260• IF	 (9EOKEY	 .OE.	 1)	 GO TO 9075
03476 1.270- ZTOCMI . 0.e
63477 1271- e0 &070 1	 .'1.NOSUe2
03502 1272- IF (SUIRAN(1)	 .ED. 6NWATER	 )	 00 TO 9070
031104 1273• 2NOL . FLOAT(PENCNT(I.CTFILE))
03305 1274. ZTDCRI - ZHOL • ZTOCMI
03506 1;7%- 70114CTFILE) - ZCNI(CTFILE)	 • '(ZHOL • 2390111)
03507 1274• 0070 CONTINUE
e3S11 1277- ZCNI(CTFILE) - ZCMI(CTFILE) 	 I ZTOCNI
03712 1279• UNITE (6,S20)ATFILE,2CMI(CTFILF)
631116 1270• 907S CONTINUE	 -
03517 1290• IF (NAP(CTFILE)	 .EQ. 0)	 GO TO 1120
03521 7291• CALL FIZMAP (ARNAV(DNNST). 	 31000)
03522 1292 • IF (CTFILE	 .OE. TINFIL)	 GO TO 9300
03524 IZ93• DARWAT f 0
03727 1294• DO 4000 1 - ONNST,DNMED
03530 IZ91• AMMAY(I) • /LANK
03539 1296• 9040 CONTINUE
*IS33'. 1297. 00 9100 1 - 1.1000L
431136 1299- COLINC(1)	 n COLADO(1)
03137 1230• 9100 CONTINUE
03)41 1200• ;&120 CONTINUE
431142 1201• IF (JSTAT(I)	 .RE. 0)	 GO TO	 &110
03%44 1212- IF (JSTAT(Z)	 .OE. 0)	 60 TO	 $990
03746 IZ43 . 900 FILE OUTFAS
13547 IZ44. RIFTS - PROSAM
SISSO IZ45 . CTRECD - 0
•31151 1246- FILE	 - I
63552 12074 INLINE - INLINE — S%PUN
•3513 M0 SKPLIN . 0











% 1700 • EOiNIT s 0
gSS6 1301• IINNIT s 0
0lS57 1302• ASAMF a ;
03560 ;303+ EfAMF a 1
03561 1304 A,AN s 1
03502 1304• ASARta 2
03563 1306. ESAR s FROIAR
8564 1307• ESAR;.s :ROSAN - t
03465 130/• U%TFIZ n OUTFAS
63560 1709. NEMINO UNTFIZ
03%67 .1310- GO TO 72/0
0}57• 1311. 0306 CONTINUE
67571 1312. CALL CLOCK (EIATIR)
0}572 .17;3 • MNITE (6.500)ELATIN
Mrs 1314• STOP
93571 1315. C..•• .............•......•.....•.............•............................•••.••
•ISIS 1316+ C	 FATAL ERRON WRITE STATEMENTS AND ENRON EXIT
07SYS 1717. C..........•........•..••.••......•........•.•••.•.•........• ...................
0!576 131/• 339/0 CONTINUE
03577 1719• EADREC a LINECT -Z
•}006 1720• IF (JSTAT(SUFFT)	 .ED. 2)	 UNITE	 (6.900) OAOMEC,	 CTFILE. OUTFAS
03106 1321• IF (dSTAT(OUFPT) 	 .10.	 3)	 WRITE	 (6,990).OUTFAf. OAOREC.
	
CTFILE.
63014 1322 • 00 TO 9090
0701% 1523 • 9000 CONTINUE
0}01• 1726. li	 (IRSTAT111)	 .EO.	 2).	 YNITE (6,990)	 CTRECO.	 FILE.
	
UNTFi2
07624 1325 • 1F <IRSTAT(IS)	 .EO.	 !)	 MNITE U,904) UNTf12, FILE. CTNECD
0}692 1320. 00 TO 9090
0}637 1727• 9010 CONTINUE
- 03610 1320 • NURMN4 a IRYNDf("I
076!5
0324
1329• YRITE c611 ONTII2,
	
IARFI21(U .	 1 a 1,1UNYNf1.92
1330 • 00 TO 9090
03005 1331: 9030 CONTINUE
03646 1312. MRITE	 (6.950)	 SKFILE.INSTAT(13)
03652 1753 • GO TO 9090
•7053 133'4 • 9040 CONTINUE
03654 /73S. WRITE (6.940) CTNECO. FILE.	 IRMRDS(13).	 INOTZ
03602 1336 • 00 TO 9090
07661 1337 • 9045 CONTINUE
033664 1!3/. GO TO 9090
0}66S 1739. 9050 CONTINUE
07606 1]'40• YNITE	 (6.155)	 --
IFf3N0 1361 . W: 7E 16I41	 1ANRA111).	 CLINAM(I),
	 1	 / 1,	 1OCLf2)
03677 1742 • GO TO 9090
03760 136] • 9060 CONTINUE
03701 1316• WRITE	 (6.340)
0!70! 17'4S • YNITE 16.3'42) 	 (1. " CLINAR(1),.ARNA1(1). 	 1	 •	 1,NOCLf2)
01717 11'46 • GO TO 9090
0771• 1347• 9070 CONTINUE
07715 1348 • . UNITE	 (6,930)	 F12FIL.
	 FILE
9l7ZI 1349 . GO TO 9090
0}722 1350 • 9075 Co.TINUE
03723 1351•
WAIT  (6,915)j-.	 03725 1352• GO TO 9090	 ..
-	 03726 1353 • 9096 CONTINUE
13727 IISA• YNITE (6.923) FLDKEI
03732 1155 • 60 TO 9090
Of7If 1}56• 9090 CONTINUE
03774 1757• LAILICLOCK (ELATIN)
MIS 13733 • YRITE 10,300) ELATIN
03740 Is%9 . YNITE (6,910)
03742 13609 CALL CNENR
03743 1761 9 too
D-27





BL POP .• COMBCI,C0MBt/ 00 APO 71	 /1=23.4•
PO► LL1 2403 0010
THIS /ROC ELEMENT PROCESSED 00 00 AIR ft At 11:23)49
000001 ►ROC Delete 1 ENTRY POINT I 	 CONBRO•	 FCOPY
Oe00e2 CONNONIGLOBALINEAO(42).NAPTAP.DATAPE.SAVTAP.BNFILE.SRtfl.
000003 • HISFIL,NI{tEV..TRFORR.ERIPT► .ENPXEY,NAPUNT.NOFILE.
000004 • BRURAO.ORMY03.1AGSI2,DATFII,STAFtI
00000.5 • i	 .ft2UNT,FI2NEY,fI2Ftl 	 FIl20R
000010 END
010007 PROC ORIGIN 2 ENTRY POINT 2	 CONNTI•	 FCOPT
000000 to
000001 C. GLOBAL COMMON IS USED 10 EVERY PROCESSOR. IT It ALWAYS IN CORE.
000010 C. All PARAMETERS ARE INITIALIZED 11. THE MONITOR ROUTINE OR BLCCON
•00011 to EXCEPT AS NOTED BELOW
460112 C. DEFINITIONS
•00013 to BEAD - STANDARD HEADING PRINTED 00 MOST OUTPUT PAGES.
000014 C• NAPTAP - FORTRAN UNIT NUMBER 00 WHICH THE NA►TAP FILE IS
Mel% C. WRITTEN (•2)
F	 000010 to OATAPE - UNIT 00. FOR THE IMAGE DATA TAPE 1.31
000017 to SAVTAP - UNIT 10. ON WHICH THE STATISTICS FILE IS WRITTEN (•1).
000010 to BNFILE - UNIT 00. ON WHICH THE I-MATRIX FILE IS WRITTEN (•10)
00101• C• BNKEV - TRIGGER INDICATING THAT THE N-RATRIX FILE HAS BEEN
000020 C• WRITTEN. CAN BE SET 10 SELECT CLASSIFY 04 OATH-TR.
000821 C. MISFIT - UNIT 00. 00 WHICH THE HISTOGRAM FILE IS WRITTEN C-13)
800022 to NISREY - TRIGGER INDICATING THE HISTOGRAM FILE HAS BEEN
000023 C. WRITTEN. SET IN MIST PROCESSOR.
400024 C. TRFORN - UNIT 40. ON 1R11CH THE TRANSFORMED IMAGE 7S WRITTEN IT
000025 C. THE DATA-TRANSFORMATION PROCESSOR.. Cs.16)
000020 C. ERIPTP - UNIT 00. 00 WHICH THE	 ISOCLS PROCESSOR WRITES.




to ERPP.EY - TRIGGER INDICATING THAT THE ERIPS INTENFACE TAPE
f. 988029 to HAS BEEN WRITTEN.
1101!1 C. MAPUNT PROCESSOR- UNIT 90. Of WHICH THE ISOCLS OR DISPLAY
1101)1 C. UNITES THE CLUSTERED OR CLASSIFIED DATA
6600)2 C. TO BE DISPLAYED 01 THE PRtS OAS
1011)) C• NOFILE - 80. OF FILES WRITTEN ON UNIT 16 (RAP OUTPUT TAPE)
111134 C• BY DISPLAY AND/OR ISOCLS
B661)S C. SET EITHER IN ISOCLS OR DISPLAY.
1111)1 C• DRUNAD - BEGINNING ADDRESS FOP THE RANDOM ACCESS HIGH SPEED -
11/0)7 N 02UN FILE. THIS FILE IS USED AS A SCRATCH FILE 11 3
010130 C. SEVERAL PROCESSORS. REFERENCES TO SVSTER ROUTINES
106630 C. 'BREAD' AND 'RNRTTE' ACCESS THIS FILE. --	 I
i
166040 Ct DNNMDS - 40. OF MORDS AVAILABLE 04 THE RANDOM ACCESS FILE.
066041 C• PAGH 2 NO.. OF LINES AVAILABLE FOR PAINTING 01 A PACE.
-	 101042 C. DATFIL - 10'. OF 1-0-F'S TO BE READ OVER 11 TAPEND ROUTINE 10
660143 4 ORDER TO POSITION THE DATA TAPE TO DESIRED FILE
400044 C. STAFIL - NO'. OF E-O-F'S TO SLIP OVER TO POSITION STAY FILE
. )
-
660045 C• FIZUNT - LOGICAL UNIT 01 MMICH THE FILES FOR PROGRAM FIl2OR FIL20N
661046 C• ARE MBITTEN FIL20N
111147 C. P12tEV - TRIGGER TO WRITE A FILE FOR INPUT TO FILZOM, FILZON
661040 C. S • BO NOT MRITE A FILE FILtOR
001140 C. 1 n MRITE A FILE FILZOR	 r




CONBt&	 PROCEDURE 14 JAN 70	 16924802	 0	 /1447740	 14	 S2	 (DELETED)










CMNR/e.CR:KID $a AM 76	 11.2451S
op	1 . 2Aa3 0$1$
THIS PROC EL'E'MENT PROCESSED -04 08 APR 76 AT 11 $24.16 -
eeeeel fact ORIGIN 1 ENTRY POINT 1	 CR9L1$! FCC► V
Glossa CONNONIDISPIFCATFLG. CATRAM461),CLSNAN(61),SUNNAR461),S000160).




left${ • FLDSVZ.FIELD2,VENTY2. {OSVS.FIELD3.VERTY3.PCT[03.
tl$ON • TMRES({b .fVNMT)I({{),NIGMI[,0).CON({11
Oss00f • ,FLDKEV.NDFLDZ.IOFLO3.IOFtYZ.FETVCZ(30)
. /@$Ill • .20$UIZ.NDTNFD.TOTVTZ.MOCLSZ
fooltl • ,t ATIOtGO).NOCAT.FILTER,MA►PMT





$fools PROC ORIGIN 2 ENTRY POINT 2	 CONTII•	 FCOPV
916016 C•





•$felt C. CATFLO - FLAG INDICATING MNETNER 04 NOT CATEGORY PERFORMANCE
$$1623 C. REPORTS MUST Of GENERATED.
160024 C. CATIAII - RARE$ OF CATEGORIES. READ FROM RAPTAP.
011025 C. CLSNAN -.NAMES OF CLASSES. READ FROM RAPTA► .
@@$420 Ce SUERAM - RARE$ OF SUBCLASSES. READ FROM RAPTAP.
@$leaf C• SUICAT - SUBCLASS-CATEGORV CORRESPONDENCE VECTOR
$feel• to CSUDCAT M -N
	
MEANS SUNCLAS@ 1 IELONGS TO CATEGORY 4)
Melt to CLISBI - 4UICLASS-CLASS CORRESPONDENCE VECTOR.
D=31
l^	 l
lM38 to TO CLASS M)CCLSSUB(I)=R	 MEANS SUBCLASS 1 1EL00Gf
686871 to RORAP - TRIGGER INDICATING WHETHER 00 NOT A RAP 15 TO BE PRINTED
000032 to TOTVTS - TOTAL 60. OF VERTICES 10 INPUT TEST FIELDS.
686833 C. NOSU93 -'N0. OF SUBCLASSES USED 18 CLASSIFY PLUS ONE.FOR THE
000034 h THRESHOLD CLASS.
000037 to PCPOKV - KEY INDICATING WHETHER 04 NOT GROUND TRUTH PERFORMANCE
000030 C. REPORTS ARE TO BE PRINTED 04 A PER FIELD BASIS.
/68f37 to TSTIET - KEV INDICATING WHETHER OR NOT TEST FIELDS WERE INPUT.
$loss& to TRNKEV - REV INDICATING WHETHER OR NOT TRAINING FIELDS ANE TO
Most to It OUTLINED.
68$$40 to TNRNNT - THRESHOLD KEV
090141
.
C. •l APPL T CHI-SDUARE THRESHOLDS
$00042 to +2 APPLY EMPIRICAL	 THRESHOLDS
$0$043 C. s3 APPLY USER-14PUT THRESHOLDS
$$0044 C. n8 20 THRESHOLDING
.	 $00045 C. STATRT - REV P02 PRINTING STATS F4QR RAPTAP
$00041 C. ENPTOS - EMPI .NICAL THRESHOLDING FLAG
$11847 C. TNRSVA - - USER-1 nPUT THRESHOLD VALUE FLAG
00$044 CA PLTKEV - FLAG FOR PRINTING CURRULATIVE HISTOGRAMS OF QUADRATIC
i
09$040 C. FORK.
Most to ONFLG - FLAG INDICATING WHETHER OR NOT A 1-MATRIX WAS
009051 to APPLIED It CLASSIFY.
$$01S2 to $NEON$ --00. OF LINEAR CORBINATIONf It $-MATRIX
$00053 C. NNFEAT - 10. OF CHANNELS USED IN COMPUTING $-MATRIX. 	 -
100054 0. COATE - BATE OF CLASSIFICATION
Soto$$ C. FLOSYS - ADDRESS 11 'ARRAY'	 FOR TRAINING FIELD INFORMATION.
Most C. FOR EACH TRAINING FTED 4 PIECES OF INFORMATION ARE
600057 to
\y
STORED - 1-i,tELD. NAME
$Dots$. C. 2-CLASS 40.
09007♦ C. S nSUBCLASS 40.
000000 C. 4-10. OF VERTICES-









	 EACH TRAINING FIELD, FOR EACH TRAINING FIELD S PIECES










VERTXZ - ADRESS 10 'ARRAY' FOR TRAINING FIELD VERTICES.
C.
	
FLOSV3 - SARI AS FLOSV2 FOR TEST FIELDS
C •	FIELDS - SAME AS FIELD2 FOR TEST FIELDS
C.
	
VERTE3 - SAME AS VENTX2 FOR TEST FIELDS
C.
	 PCTIOS - ADDRESS IN'ARRAY' FOR PERFORMANCE TABLE.
C.
	 TYRES - THRESHOLD VALUES
C.
	
SYRRTN - SVRBOLS FOR EACH SUBCLASS. PLUS THRESHOLD SYMBOL
co
	




HIGH	 - THRESHOLD REJECTION PERCENTAGE - EMPIRICAL OPTION
C •	CON	 - CONSTANT FACTOR FROM PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
C•	FROM CLASSIFY. OOE FOR EACH SUBCLASS.
C•	FLORET - REV INDICATING WHETHER GROUND TRUTH FIELDS ARE
C •	ASSOCIATED YITN CLASSES OR SUBCLASSES.
N	 NOFLD2 - 10. Of TRAINIRG FIELDS
C.
	
NOflO) - /0, Of TEST i(ELDS
co
	
NOfIT2- N0. OF CHANNELS USED IN CLASSIFICATION.
C •	FETVCZ - CHANNELS USED IN CLASSIFICATION.
C.
	




NOTRFD- N0, Oi GROUND TRUTH FIELDS FOR YNItH ►ERFORMAICE
IN	 IASLES Ytll NE MADE. EQUALS NOil07..OR NOFL02. 	 3
C.
	
IOTVt2 - TOTAL 50. Of VERTICES FOR TRAINING FIELDS.
to
	
NOC►SI - 10.. OF CLASSES USED IN CLASSIFICATION.
C •	RATIO - CLASS	 CATEGORY CORRESPONDENCE. VECTOR
C.
	



























r44 tt @OCAT - 00. Di CATEGORIES.
-
00001T to PILTER - FLAG i00 SPATIAL FILTERING OPTION.
111111 4	 Co RAPPAT - PORMAT FOR OUTPUT MAP TAPE
0000q C• OESEET - ACT INDICATING WHETHER OR NOT DESIGNATED FIELO$ WERE INPUT
000112 to DESUSI - 00. FDA DESIGNATED UNIDENTIABLE	 (MOSU@2•51
N0011 C• 0910TH - 00. FOR OFOISDATE0 OTHER	 (NOSUI2 .4)	 {
000101 Ce CROP - NAME Of CROP FOR WHICH INTENSIVE TEST SITE SUMMARY
001101 C• NEPORT IS TO SE PRINTED. CROP IS TO BE COMPARED WITH OTHER
000102''
r
C• ACROP - ACRES OF 'CROP'	 - USER INPUT
N0/q C• NETHER - ACRES OF 'OTHER' - USER INPUT
000104 to ATOTAL - TOTAL ACRES IN CLASSIFIED SEGMENT
010leT h SITE - NAME OF SITE (CLASSIFIED SEGMENT)
000104 to ASALTS - NAME OF ANALYST PERFORMISG STUDY	 i
010107 to CARS - NAME OF PROCEDURE CONFIGURATION USED IS STUDY 	 .^
000101 h tM01EY
i
- kEY PON GENERATING INTENSIVE TEST SITE SUMNARV NEPORT







Cookie PROCEDURE 14 JAN 74	 16s 24)04	 0	 01411454	 14	 112	 (91LETEO)








0L POP. • i12PDP.FI2PDP 00 APR 70	 I1)ta1a2
PDP	 Sll	 2a01. 00`0 i
-	 TNIS PROC fIERENT PROCESSED 00 00 APO 70 AT 11)24)at
000001	 PROC ORIGIN 1 ENTRY POINT 1	 i12COM• FCOPT	
11





000007 PARAMETER PAGCOL;- 10. PAGSTM .- 110. PARSAR	 1000, PARLIN - 1000
000008
i
PARAN[TEN PAGNRO:- 10. PSCLAO - 01.	 IS000L • PSCLAD - 1
1001st PARAMETER PSEDS - 21, POUTLS
	 PSCLAO . 1. PST" : 2•POUTLN.
000010 •	 PSAR►S- PARSAM-. S. PARFIL - S
000011 C
000012 C COMMON SLOCtS
.00001) C
000014 COMMON IFIZI STR(POUTLN.21. CODE(POUTLU . TAPOUT. OTUNT. SRPLIN.
000015 •	 iRPSAM. OFTCOD. OFTSYI(2). OFTPT. 20MLIN. 2ONSAN,
0000/♦ •	 LIRLIN	 .	 LINSAM.	 NED1(IS).
	
NED2(l0).	 OTIINE.	 OATE(Z).	 .
000017 •	 COMENT(10).OE000F,LIMNIT.PROSAN.LMPSAR.
	 .
•00010 •	 ASAR1. ASAM. [SARI. EVAN.	 CTSEDS. EO.FNIT..
000011 •	 SEDNAM(PSEDS).TRNNO.TSTOO.OESNOI.DESNO2.DUPNO
000020 COMMON JORURI ISADDR.	 COLADO(PAGCOL). COLINC(PAOCOL). NOCOL.
001121 •	 NOCONM. NOLl1N. NOLNND. ORIIVRY.
000022 •	 FOR(&). ALAOD, REALIN. SYRPAG. TINREA




-	 000024. •	 ILINST.	 ILINED.	 ILIA C.
	
ISANST,	 tSANED.	 ISARIC
1000251 COMMONF ICONSAMI SAMSON(PARSAR)..IRfISAMPS,41."OLANN(PARSAN.2).
	
-
010020' •	 SUFPT, UNTFAS. JSTAT(2>
•00027 COMMONIUNTIF2/	 MAP<PANFII), OTFILE<PARill). TI"ill.
100021 •	 CTPILE. ISLTST(PARFIU. NOLTST(PARFIL). TOTPCT.
000020 •	 PENCN7IPOUTLO.PARi1L).2C11t(PARFtL).
D -35	 ORIGINAL PAGE
OF POOR QUALM
l►C(POOTLN.PARi1U. IELOCR( ►AN

















01210 ► 	 PROCEDURE 2E pal 16 13I !6126	 R 02615172	 /A	 77 (DELETED)






6 FOR ,• F12IOR/SKAAA.F1260R.F1290R	 48 APR 76	 +It 2i14S
YNIVAC. 1100 FORTMAn V EXEC 11 LEVEL 23A -(EXEC& LEVEL E12GIIGIGA)
THIS COMPILATION WAS DOME 05 4A APR 76 AT 11224143
	
SYIROUTIRE FIZION	 ENTRY POINT 060402.
STORAGE USEOt CODE($) 00040s DATA(6) 0000741 BLANK COMMONt2) •*0006
IkTERNAL REFERENCES (#LOCK, NAME)
9003 FDLINT
1604 NERR3N
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME)
6101	 000017 1076	 000+	 •OHIO: 13/c	 0001	 000204 1446.	 000	 000322 17SG	 000	 660:+7 20L.
1101/	 0002z2 Sot	 ti00/	 600241 40l	 0061	 &0023 7 41t	 0001
	 ::::
0	 $1
	 61:1	 0003SA i0L
0160 1 000036 IORNuM	 6000 1000001 FL	 0000 1000026 1	 1000 1 000034 1# 	 0000 1 00007S IE
	
9010 t 000037 IJ	 0001	 GOOD:: IrJPN	 0&00 1 00,030 IF,	 Goes 1 060033 J	 *&00 I **063z at
	
000* ! 600027 IV	 Gees 1 900031 %AMPS
•9101	 1• SUBROUTINE F129OA(.ISYN.LIRUM.IM,rOFLO,FIELI LOSAV,VERTEX,






601101	 4•	 C.	 THIS SUBROUTINE SETS THE SYMBOL INDEX IN THE CLASSIFIED LINE (it)
96161	 S.	 C.	 ARRAY TO OUTLINE TRAINING OR TEST FIELDS 11 THE RAP.
09101	 N	 C.
06163	 7•	 .IMPLICIT 1NTEOER(A-z)	 1
104	 N•	 OIRENf 10 IR(U .FIELDIS.IOFLD).FLDSAV(I.NOFLO).VENTEX(1)89
*911:4	 ••	 OIMENS10: FL(2z>
60/0♦ 	 11•	 DO SO 1=9,N0FLD
06111	 11•	 IF(LINUM.LIN INC .LT. FIELO(1,1))GO TO SO
68III	 12•	 1ftLINUM-LIMINC .GT.-FIELD(2.1))GO TO 50
06113	 3	 IFtfIELO(!,1) .GT, SAMENOIGO TO S:
se117	 14•	 IF(FIELD(4,l) .LT, SAMSTR)GO TO SO
oo117	 16•	 C. 	 FOUND A - FIELD THAT NEEDS BORDER 02 THIS LINE. ROY FIND FIELD
69117	 17•	 C•	 18TERSECTIOBN 05 THIN LINE.
06117	 fA•	 t•
s*lzt	 /1•	 NV;1LONAV14,!)
ON 22	 t0•	 1 ► zF1,LD(S,I)
60122	 zl•	 L•
*0122	 22•	 C•	 TOO OR BOTTOM
961zz	 23•	 C.
sells	 z4•	 !F(LIRUR.GT.iIELD(2.I))GO TO 40
0012S	 2S•	 IF(LIMUM..LT.FIEL6(1,1))GO TO 30 	
-
Ge127	 - tN	 CALL FOLINT(VERTEX(1 ► T).%V.FL,LINUN,SAMPS,1I)
003:	 27•	 00 20 J•1.2I,z
96133	 28•	 le •(FL(J)-SARSTR01SAM11C
96134	 - 2e•	 IE•(FL N • 1)-SAMSTR)/%AMINE • Z
*	 99135	 so.	 If(MODISAMS1N,SAMINC).NE.ROD(FL(J).SANIRC))Iltll.1
60 37	 31•.	 IF (II ..L T . SAMSTR) GO T0. 20	 FIt20N
60141	 3z•	 IF (IE .OT. SAMEND) GO TO 2t 	 FIL20N
08143	 23•	 IF.(IB .GT.. SAMENO) GO TO 20 	 FIl20N








^7 s3• DR1uM:t rR/	 s
•O1S0 76• IF(IR<t/I.GT.NOSUI3 HORIUM - NOSUQ • 3
-	 01152 37• IR(10)•/oRNUM
•OIS3 3B• tcURIIE).GT.YOsu/))/001ul1 s Muss x 3
00f3s 3f• IllllEl	 n 	 lollrull l20M
00156 :0• 20 C01T UUE : 1 4.2
 0R
90160 41• GO TO SO
/0167 :t• 3B CONTINUE
10101 :3•
C.
00161 t:. C• GET INTERCEPTS FOR TOP LINE If FIELD
06161 :S• C.
00102 N• CALL FOLINTIVENTEX(IPT),NV.FL.FIELD(t.l).SAN ►S.NII
80163 :7. GO TO :S
06163 :/• C•
00163 : - C• GET INTERCEPTS FOR BOTTOM LINE 11 FIELD
•0167 SO• C•
0/16• S1• AO CALL FDLINT(VERTEX(IPT),1V.FL.FIELDt2.l).SARPS.01)
/0165 S2• :S DO 47 
", ;" ;z00170 S3 •. I/ • (F.	 -3 ANSIR)ISARIYC
//111 S:. IE - (FL(J•t)-SAMSTR)1SAMt1C • 2
00172 SS• IF( Do IARSTR,fARIYCl.YE.RODtFIIJ),sRRl1C))1/•gN
00174 S6• 00 I6 IJ=I/.IE
00177 S7• IF (iJ
	
.LT, SARSTR) CO TO 46 FILZON
/OiOt S0• IF	 (1J	 .GT. SANEND)	 GO TO :6 OILZOR
•0203 St• BOM UM=tSrR
0020: 60. IF(IR([-J).1T.01SUB3)BONNUR=1osuB3.3
NT06 61• I'll" a /oRYUR FILZOM
00207 6t• 66 CONTINUE P/L20M
00211 ♦7• :7 CONTINUE
00213 0:• SO CONTINUE
00215 6S• END Flo/6720
ENO OF CORPILAtIO11 00	 DIAGNOSTIts.
i12BOR srMaDLIt 46 APR 76
	
1112:1:7 0	 03.71330	 1:	 6S	 (DELETED)
1III
iOR. 4 ft2flT/S[AAA, i12FlT,iI2FlT
Y11YAC. 110/ FORTRAI v E[EC 11 LEVEL ZIA -(EKECI ;LE VEI EIZOIDOHA)
THIS CON► ILATI0I1 YAf DOGE OE 01 APR 76 AT IlIZ4147












INTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK. NAME)
1/i1	 FIZisT	 -
0112 OERR3f
STORAGE ASSIGNRENT (/LOCK, TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001 400124 1326 /001 100061 1430 0001 000722 1640 0001 600030 2000L	 0001.	 000065 3000L
0001 400102 7020L 0001 000270 4000L 0010 001341 ACROP 0004 000042 ALADD	 :0010-	 COISSI. ANALY3
-  1/11 1/1747 AOTNER 1007 1 000775 AFAR 000 7 1 000374 ASAN1 0007 007215 ATf ILE	 0010	 101744 ATOTAI
/010 010370 allCORB 0010 000171 IMF AT OOtO 000567 SMFIG
0007
06 t 011114 OUFPT 00 10	 001754 CARS
sell
 
/00610 CATFLG 0010 000001 CATNAP 001.0. 000172 CDATE 6 t 0031 77 CNAIGE	 X0010	 000076 CLfNAN-
0610 016460 CLSSUB 0003 /0020A CODE 0004 000001 COLADO 0.004 000013 COLINC	 0007	 060356 COMENT
§ Seto R 011/75 CON 0010 001741 CROP 0010 001760 CRPKEY 0007 1 000021 CTPILE	 0003	 000400 CTSEDS
1807 010354 DATE .0003 000770 OEBUGF 0010 007776 DESKEY 0003 000471 DESNOI	 0007	 OO"J471 OESR02
1/11 1117400EfOTN 0010 001!37 OElU1t 000! 000715 OfiCOD 0007 1000720 DitfT	 0007	 000776 DfTSrM
1104. 1000!1 ORMYRT OOOS 000001 OSPYDT 0.001 000001 OfPYT^ 0007 000477 OUPfO	 OOtO	 OOOS6a ENPTRf
1/03 /0040L EOFNIT 0007 1 000]77 E SAM 0007 [ 000!76 ESAM/ 0010 0011)1 TETVC2	 0070	 000171 FIFl02
:LDKEV
-
0010 100600 FIELDS 0014 001374 FILTER 0005 000000 i1Z1AN COOS 000004: FLOESC	 0010	 001171 -k
p 1011 /10574 FLO1V2 0010 000777 FLOSV3 0004 000072 FOR 0003 .000327 NED1	 0003	 000341 . NE02 1
f 0010 /11001 N1GN 4006 1 017634 MOLANR 0007 007203 NOLECN 0004 .000027 MOLLIN	 0000 1 000001 NOLSAR
6067	 .000032 NOL:TST :6004 000070 MOIYRD 0000 1000002 1 0004 000000 IIADDR	 COOS	 000010 ILIKED
i OHS 000011 ILI11C OOOS 000007 IIINST 0000 1 000007 IMINUS 0000 000006 INJPS	 0001	 000006 1st'UE
' 0001 100005 t1PTS 0000 1 000004 (PLUS 0006 1 001756 IR 0005 --000013 ISAMED	 0001	 100014 ISAMIC
0005 /10012 ISAMST 0007 007177 ISLDCN 0007 000022 1SL11T 0006 011516 JSTAT	 0010	 007231 IATRO
6007 000371 IIMNIT 0003 000325 lINL1N 0007 000]26 L PSAN 0003. 000773 LMPSAN	 0007.	 OOOOOO NAP
0010 001735 MAPFMT 0010 001367 RFILE 0010. 001333 NOCAT .0010 601236 10CLSZ	 0004	 000025 NOCOI .9
0004 000026 JOCONR 0010 001174 ROFETZ 0010 001172 NOFLOZ 0010 .001173 ROPL07	 0010	 GOOSS4 nOMAP a
1110	 - 1OIZ13 NOSUS2 0010 00055'6 NOSU13 0010 001274 nOTRFD 0001 000010 OTFI.LE	 0003`	 •DOSS) OTLINE
" 1007 /00312 OTU1T 0010 OOOS57 PCFOKY 001, 000602 PCTID3 0007 000043 PENCIT	 .0010	 000566 PLTKEr
0007 t 000372 PROSAM 0004 000047 RE AL 10 0000.1 000000 SAMPLE 0006 000000 SAMSON	 0003	 000401 SEDNAN
0010 /61345 0007 000717 fNPlt1 0003 ::	 000314 SKPSAM 0010 000163 STATKI.	 - 0010`	 000714. fUICAI	 - -^
- 001/ 1/01)3
SUITE
SUBIAM 0010 - -000179 SU/10 0007 600000
003 1 0
SYM 0010 000677 fYMMTK	 -000 ♦ 	 000044 /Vol ;A4
/017 109Y11TAPOUT 0007 l 000022 ?EST 0007 TMOICN 0010 R OOD603 tNPE1	 0010	 000162 ,H
' 0010 600565 TNRSVA 0007 .000020 TINFIL 0004 000045 TIMPE-A 0007. 003213 TISLCN	 0001	 000042 TOT►CT
- 00/1 001235 TOTVTZ —0010 000131 TOTVT3 0010 000561 TROKEY _0007 000427 TRNNO	 .0010	 000160 TST[ET
0003 000470 TST10 6006 11SSSS UNTFAS 0011 600576 VERTX2 0010 080601 VENTS	 0001 0 001077 ZCRt
1017 0 fossil ZORLIN 1007 0 000727 ZONSAM 0007 0 001117 ZPC
r
E
^sw	 -v .....^- .z... cw. _,us •.x^.xscu e_:t_ ^i..:+^.^ne an •a aver--r. 	 ry...a..ar.r.Yn.a.mw.a....^... 	 ....._^....... ._	 .. _.._..e^r...^.^^.
T11 1• SUBROUTINE FIZFLT (LINE.KEYFIL.11.13)
•Iles Z. IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-V)
00104 3• INCLUDE F12COM, LIST
•lies J. IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (2)
00110 S. REAL COR.TNRES
sel% S. C
60116 3• C '	 /ARAMETERS
00104 3 . C	 e
00107 3• PANANETEM PAGCOL =.10. PAGSYM =.111. PARSAN : 1000, PARLIN c 1000
01110 3• PARAMETER PAGMRO = 111.	 ►SCLAD =61,	 ISU/CL-PSCLAD - 1	 _..
/6111 S. PARAMETER PSEDS s 21. POUTLI a PSCLAD • 6, PSYM • 2.POUTIN.
00111 3• r	 PSAMPSs PARSAM , S. PARFIL • t--
00111 S. C
sells 3• C	 COMMON BLOCKS
00111 3• C
00112 3• COMMON /FIZ/ SVR( ►OUTLN,Z).	 CODE(POUTLN). TAPOUT. OTUNT, SKPL U._.
10112 3• •	 SKPSAR, OFTCOD. 	 OFTSYM(Z). DFTPT. 	 20MLIN.	 20MSAM,.
10112 3• •	 LIMLI n 	 .	 LINSAM,	 NED1(10).	 NE02410).	 OTLINE.	 OATE(2),
00112 3• •	 CONEBT/IO).DEIUGF,L1RN1T,PR0fAM,LNPSAN,
40112 3• •	 ASAMI. AfAM, ESAM1, ESAM.	 CTSEDS. EOFNIT,
16112 3• •	 SEDIAN(PSEDS),TRINO.TSTIO.DESIOI,DESNOZ.OUP00
00113 3• COMMON IDRUN/ IBAODR, COLAOD( ►AG[0U . COLINC(PAOCOU . NOCOL.
00113 3• •	 ROCOMR. NOLLIN. NOLMRO. DAMMRT..
00113 3• FOR(&), ALAOD. REALIN. SYMPAG. TIAREA
60116 3• •CONNO n 1101211 FI2KAM, DSPVDT(2), DSPVTM. FLDESC, Wis. INU NE,
16116 3• ILINST.	 (LINED,	 ILIOIC.	 ISAR.ST .	 ISAMED,	 ISAMIC
11115 3• •COMMON /CORIAN/ SARSOMCPARSAM).IM(PSAMPS.6).NOLARR(PARSAN.2),
sells S. •	 BUFPT,	 UNTFAS,. JSTAT(Z)
10116 J. CONNON/UBTIF2/	 MAP(PARFIU . OTFILE(PARPIL),	 TIMFIL.
06110 S. •	 CTFILE.	 ISLTST(PARFIL-)a MOLTST(PARFIU , TOTPCT,
00116 3. •	 ►ENCIT(FOUTLI.PARFIU,ZCIII(PARFIL),
10116 3• •	 ZPC(POUTLI,PARFIL), 	 ISLOCM(PARFIL),
00116 3• •	 HOLECM(PARFIU, TISLCM,,TNOLCM
06116 3• •	 ,ATFILE
101.17 S. END
16126 A. INCLUDE CM1K10.LI1T	 -
10121 A• CORMOUOISPL/CATFLG,CATNAM(61).CLSN6R(61),SUIIAM(61).SUBSO UO).
001Zt 6. •	 SUICAT(60).0LSSUB(60),IIOMAP.TOTVT3,10SUB3,
10121 A. •	 PCFDKY,TSTKEV.TRIKEY.TNRSKY.STATKV,EM►TRS.TNRSVA.
60121 L.. •	 PLTKEY.NMFIG,BMCOM/.BMFLAT,CDATE(2).
44121 A• •	 PLOSVZ,FIEL02.VERTX2.FLOSV3,FIELD3,VERT03. ►CTID3.
00121 4• •	 TMREB(00I,SYMMT)(t66).NSGN<60).000t60)
06121 A• •	 , LOREV.BCFL02,00FLDS.NOFEYZ.FETVCZ(30)
00121. 6• •	 ;IOSUSZ.NOTRFD.IOTVTZ.NDCLSZ
01121 6• •	 -	 , KATNO(60).1OCAT,FILTER,HAPFHT 	
-
60121 6• •	 . DESKEI.DESUNI.DESOTN,CROP , ACROP.AOTHER.ATOTAL
10121 4. •	 ,SITE14).ANALVS(3).CARS(IO).CR ►KEV
00121 A• •	 ,BFILI
	 FILION
00122 A. END
10113 1. OINENSIOU TEST(PARFIL.2). 	 CHANGE(PARFIL.Z)
10123, 6.• C
06123 7•. C	 EQUIVALENCE STATEMENTS.
00123 S. 1
60116 1• EQUIVALENCE ITEST(1.1),ISLTST(T)),(TESTCI.Z).NOLTST(l)),
00126 10• •	 4CHANGE(S,1),ISLOCH(t)),(CHANGE(I.2).HOLECH(1))
60126 lt• C
06126 I2._  ......	 •....•..r.•.•ru ..............•......••.••.•.•....•••..•..•.••.•
00126 13. C
61126	 - 14• C	 TEST DETERMINES If SCAN LINE	 WILL HAVE
66126 IS- C	 .	 DEFAULT VALUES
01126 16• C	 0	 ID FILTERING




fslzi 20. CON ...................................................................... a ...... 
° 00.iz3; Z2• IT INErFiI)	 1000. 2000..3000 1
0012! 23• C
0.125 2A. C.....•.^........... I
 ZS. C	 CREATE A SCAN LIRE OF POINTER DEFAULT VALUES
:: 112111 26. C....•.•............
01125 27. C
00130 26. 1000 CONTINUE
00131 20• 00 1050 SANPLE + 1, PROSAN 3
00136 30• NOLARR.(SAM ►LE.OUi ► T)	 =OFT►T
00135 31. .1050 CONTINUE 1
00137 32. 00 TO 4000
00137 33• C
00137 3A. C ...................
.. 00137 35. C	 SET VALUES iN NOLARM EQUAL TO VALUES IN It ARRAY ,..1
00137 36. C .... . ..............
Ik
06137 37. C
00160 311• 2000 CORTINUE
-
66111 31. i(OLSAM	 0
00162 40. DO ZOSO SANPLE + ASAM, ESAM
60165 AT- NOLSAII c NOLSAM .	 1
60166 4Z. MOLARR(SAMPLE.SUFPT)	 + IA(SAMPLEACNE)
00447 43• 2050 CONTINUE -
061st 44. IF (M0LSAM	 RE. PROSAR) NOLARN(NOLSAR • 1,SUFPT) . 6 OFTPT
10113 AS. CO TO 4000
501113 46• C
60153 A7. I ...................
Sells 411•. C	 SPATIAL FILTER SCANNER LINE OF INPUT DATA -.
OOtSI 411. C .................•, 1SO153 SO • C	 _ 1
•61114 Si• 3000 CONTINUE -
t 01115 sz. NOLSAR . 0
061s& 53• IF (ASAM .EO. ASAM)	 00 TO 5020
00160 114• NOLANR(1,1UFPT> + 	 IR(ASAN.LINE)
00161 SS• NOLSARU _	 1	 -
ee162 56• 5020 CO NT IiUE
00163 s7: 3000 SAMPLE + ASAM , ESAM1
00166 SE •' NOLSAM + NOLlA N • 1	 -
00167 111•. I	 s	 1
50170 60• IF I M SAMPLE.LIME)	 .ED. OFTPT)	 1	 • 2
00172 61• ININU4 + SAMPti - 1
16173 'PLUS +. SANPLE •	 1
•0174
62:
63• CALL 	 F"TST.:(TE 
ST, 
CTFILE.1).	 CNANGE(CTFILE.1).
00174 64•, .	 JR(SAMPLE,LINE),. NOLARM.CNOLSAII.SUFPT),
00174 65- .	 IR(SAMOIE.11),	 Ift(SAIIPLE.13).	 IN(IMtRUS,LI.NE),
04174 66• •	 IMtIPLU4.Lt 1E1... 	 iN11	 INU4. ► 1),	 IA1tPLUS.131. -
01 174 67• .	 IM(IPLUS,I1>.	 IR(IMINU5.I7).	 DFT► T>
"60175 6e• 3060 CONTINUE
' 00177 11• IF (NOLSAM .ED. PROSAW GO T0. 40011
10201 70• NOLSAR + NOLSAM . 1
0620Z 71• NOLARM(NOLSAM.SUFPT)	 + IN(ESAM.LINE)
Oozes -. 72• IF	 (MOLSAM .Rf.: PROSAM)- NOLAAR(NOLSAN-I,SUFPT) n OFTPT	 -
SOZSS 73• 6000 RETURN
•Oz01 74. END
610 OF CONPILATION)	 10	 DIAGNOSTICS.	 -
4 012FLT SYNBOLIC	 00 APR 76	 M 24.141	 0	 03034231	 16	 74	 (DELETED)
D-41
S. III
iOR.• i12NA► /StAAA ,FI2MAP,FI2NAP It APR 70 +t#1H 40
-	
YNIVAC Slot FORTRAN Y EXEC 11	 LEvEI 2SA	 -tEXEtt LEVEL 612014016A)
THIS COMPILATION MAS DONE 04 06 APR 76 AT tti24#S4
IUBROUTINE FIZNAP	 ENTOV POINT 000671







0810 IIISUL 001]70 -
8011 GLOBAL 60007:










STORAGE ASSIGNMENT	 (BLOCK. TYPE, .RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
L Ifee 600537 10OF 0001 000012 1000L 0001 800127 IOZOL .0001 :000132 11001. SOOT	 000205 11101
8001 000374 1190L 0001 000446 IZOOL 0001 000603 1300L cool 000073 1626 0000	 000540 ZOOF
0091 000147 2140 coot 000166 Z26G 0001 000236 253G 0001 000277 USG 0000 - 000613 270F
0011 000304 2710 0000 000627 2tOF 0000 000632 295F 0600 000633 29OF 0000	 000635 30OF
..sell 000636 30001 0001 000550 7410 0001. :000554 3446 0000 000635 3SOF 000+	 OOOS60 3soc	 -
6001. 000620 364E 0001' 000625 37oG 0000 000665 40OF 0010 001342 ACRO► 0004. 1000062 ALADD
4011 001351 ANALYS 0010 001343 AOTHER 0003 .000375 ASAR 0003 000374 ASAM1 0007 1 003215 ATFILE.
0916 001344 ATOTAL 0010 DOWD INCORB. 0010 COCS71 IMFEAT 0011 DODOS$ IMFILE 0010	 o00S67 BRFLG
-.66111 000056 INKEY 0006 41IS54 IUFPT 0010 001354 CARS 0010 000000 CATFLG 0010	 000001 CATRAN
0010 000572 COATE 0010	 1 000070 CLSIAN 0000 1 COOS16 CLSIUR 0010 1 000460 CLSSUB 0003	 000206 CODE
4010 1 000002 COL 0004	 1 000001 COLAOD 0004 000013 COLINC 0003 000356 CORENT 0010 R 001075 CON	 -
0814 601341 CROP 0010 001366.CRPtEY 0000 1 000514 [TOOL 0007 1 000021 CTFILE 0003	 000400 CTSEOS
f0le 1 000525 CTMR 0011 000053 OATAPE 0003 000354 DATE 0011 000071 DATFIL 0003	 000370 DEBUGF
0410 1 001336 DESKEY 0003	 1.000431 DES1101 .0003 1 000432 DESIOZ 0010 001340 DESOTH 0010	 001337 DESUNI
$605 000315 OFTCOD 0003	 .000320 OFTPT 0003 000316 DFTSYN 0011 000067 OINMDS 0004	 000031 DRNMRT
0811 000066 ORUMAD OOOS 000001 . OSPYOT 0005' 000003 OSPITH 0003 1. 000633 OUPIO 0000 1 000526 EODNLI
^'
fell 000564 EMPTRS 0003 000401 EOFNIT 00+1 000062 EM.IPT► 0011 000063 EAPKEI 0003	 000377 ESAN
! 0003 000376 ESAM1 0010	 "o01I7S FETVCZ 0010 OOOSYS FIELDZ 0010 000600 FIELDS 0010	 001336 FILTER	 >	 ,.
4011 000075 FIZFIL 0011	 '000074 FIZKET :0005 000000 FIZSAM 0011 000073. F12UNT 000% 1. 000004 FIOESC
6010 401171 FLOKEY 0010	 - OOOS74 FLDSVZ 0010 000577 FLDSV3 0004 1000032 FOR 0011	 1 000000 HEAD
$INS 000327 NED1 0003	 '600341 HEOZ 0010 001001 HIGH 0011 GOODS? HISFIL 0011	 000060 HISKET
*Deb 111634 HOLARA 0007	 .003203 410LECH 000, 000027 ROLLIN 0007 1 000032 HOLTST 0004	 000030 NOLMRD
4000 1 000517 1 0000 1 000432 IADDR 0004 000000 IIAODR 0000 1 000stt It 0000 1006527 10*
sell 1 000115 If ID Boos 600010 (LINED BOOS 000011 IIINIC 0005 000007 ILINST 0000.	 .000701 (sips
W11 100006 INLINE coos 000005 IrPTI 0006 0017SO to 0000 1 00oS22 IS 0005	 000013 ISAMEO	 -
%.: sees 400014 ISAMIC OOOS 000012 ISARST 0007 003173 ISLOCN 0007 1 000022 ISLTST 0000 1 000320 ISTRT
0440 1 006134 ISUB 0006 4ISSS6 JSTAT 0010 001237 RATIO 0003 000371LINNIT .0003. 1	 000325 IIMLI n
1013 1 0003Z: LINSAM 0060 1 OOOS)S LINE 0403 600313 LMPSAN 0007 000010 MAP 1010	 001335 NAPFRT
J
- 440E YS
D -42 ^g1GZN R QVAe
OF'
e..,_w, __.. _v _
	 _ :_	 ._	 ^__ A
0611	 000OS2 I(APTAP




$600 I OOOS30 PT
0011	 6000%4 SAVTAP
1011 000072 STAFIL
0.10 1 000173 SUONAN
0003 000311 TA ►OUT
1017 OOOOZO TINFIL
sa l e Does$$ TOTVTI
0007 600430 TSTRO
soe7 0 001073 zCMi.
0011	 060064 MAPUNT












0000 1 060000 STAY
0010	 600270 SU/RO
0007	 003214 TNOLCN
0004 1 000045 TIRREA
0011	 000061 TRFORN
0006	 OISSSS. UNTFAS
6003 D 000321 ZONLI n
0010	 001367 (FILE
0010	 001174 NOFETZ






0003 1 000000 SIR




0007 0 000323 20NSAN
0010 061337 NOCAT
0011 000065 WILE
0010 1 DoCS56 NOSUNT
0011	 000070 PAGSI,*1
0000 1 000531 ►PT
0006 1 000524 REANR
0003	 000313 SKPLIN



















Noe 1 OODS36 We
00101 1 . SUIROUTINE FLZRAP (ORMARR. S	 1
00103 2• IMPLICIT INTEGER to -Z)
46104 3• INCLUDE FIZCOM.LIST
-	 00105 3. IMPLICIT VDU/LE PRECISION (2)
sales 3• REAL CON.TNAES
00100 S. C
sate 3• t PARAMETERS
•0100 3• C
98107 3• PARAMETER ►AGCOL - 10, PAGSTR • 110. PARSAN • 1004. PARLIN. • 1000
•0110 3• PARAMETER PAGNRO • 10. PSCLAO • 61, tSUNCL • PSCLAO - 1
004111 3• PARAMETER PSEOS • 21. ►OUTLn • PSCLAD • 6. PSYM • 2•POUTLI.
06111 3• •	 PSAMPS• PARSAN • S. PARFIL • 0
60111 3• C
98111 S. C CORR01 OLOCKS
•6111 3• C
98112 S. CONNOR /FIZ/ STM(POUTLN.Z). CODE(POUTLN). TA ►OUT. OTUIT. WE I%.
98112 3• •	 SKPSAR. OFTCOD, OFTSYN(21, OFT►T. ZOMLIA. 20NSAM.
60112. 3• •	 LIRLIN	 .	 LIRSAM. NED1(10).	 NEDZ(10). OTLINE. OATE12):.
00112 3• •	 COMENT( 10 ).OEOUGF.LIRNIT..PROSAR.LRPSAR.
98112 3• •.	 ASAR1,. ASAR, ESAM1. ESAR. CTSEDS. WHIT.
40112 3• -	 •	 SEORAN(PSEDS).TRNNO.TSTNO.DESIOI.DESNOZ.OUPRO
00113 S. COMMON /DRUM/	 IIADDR.	 COLADO(PAGCOL).	 COLINC(PAGCOL). nOCOL.
sells J. •	 nOCONR. NOLLIN. NOLNRD. DRNNRT.
sells S. •	 FOR(•). ALADD. REALIN. SVMPAG. TIMMER
09114 S. COMMON /INFIZI/ FIZIAN. 	 OSPYDTCZ).	 DSPVTM.	 FLOESC.	 INPTS.	 IRLIIE..
$0114 S. •	 ILIIST.	 ILINED.	 ILINIC.	 ISANST.	 ISAMED.	 ISAMIC
-	 46115 3• COMMON ICOMSAM/.SAMSON(PARSAR).IA(PSARPS.4).NOLANR(PARSAM.2).
$0113 -	 3 . •	 '	 IUFPT.	 USTFAS.	 JSTAT(2)
98110 S. CONROM/UITIFZ/	 PAP(PARFIL). OTFILE(PARFILI. TtMFIL.
sells S. •	 CT FILE,	 ISLTSTt :ANf IL). :OUST( ►ARFIL), TOT►CT.
00110 3• •.	 PERCSTC ►OUTLO..P RFIL/,ZCMI(PARFIL .
sells 3• •	 ZPC(POUTLN.PARFIL).	 ISLOCN(►ARFIL),	 -
9811.6 3• NOLECN(PARFIL), TISLCM. TMOLCM
-	 00110 S. •	 ,ATFILE
.98117 3• END
-	 $0120: 4• -INCLUDE CROKIO.LIST.
.	 06121 l•. CORNON/OISPL/CATFLO.CATNAN(61).CLSIAN(61).SUBIAN(61).SUIVO(60).- 	 .
00121 4• •	 SUICAT(60).CLSSUI(60).NONAP.TOTVTS.NOSUNS.
$012.1 4•I •	 PCFDKY,TSTtEI.TMNKEV.TNRSKI.STATKT.ERPTRS.TMRSVA.
00121 4•	 • PLTKEY.SNFLG.ORCOMI,6MFEAT,CDATE(Z).
Sam -..	 4•	 • FLDIVZ.FIELDZ.VENTXZ.FLDSV3.FTELOS.VERTKI. ►CTIDI.
v 08121 4.	 • TNMES(ee1.SYRMTN<e6),N/GNfe01.00 Nt 601	 _
88121 ♦• 	 • ,fLDKET.e0F LD2.00f LD3.90 F ET2.FITVC2(301
.	 06121 4•	 • .2o$UOZ.NOTPFD.TOTV12.IOCLS2
































































^	 ,bEIKEt,OfSUt1,DESOTN,CRO ► ,ACR0I,AOTNER,ATOTAL
	


















200 FORMAT (1	 LAY OF FIELD '.A6,' PRODUCED tY fIL20N.'.
;z
T42,44('-'),/,I,/, T40,'FILTER . ', 11, T60.'I:LANO TEST s`.
	





270 FORMAT (T7Z.12. 173 A6 ,T{7, Al,/,iN•,T{7, Al)
210 FORMAT C/,142,12.110. A6.T72.12,T7{, M.T{7, A1,/,1N•.T{7.A1)
2NS FORMAT (1,1)
200 FORMAT (T1.110I1)
706 FORMAT (!,T{,'•.•ERROR••• FIL20N. S .0	 VISE F(2MAP`./,T2:,
	
•	 110.' If AN ILLEGAL O gOM ADOgESS.`,/>
710 FORMAT t/./,T77,'S ►ECIAL SrMBOIt'.I T77,1S('-'))
400 iORRAT (/,T7Z.12,T7i.A6,T{7, A1./,1N•,Tp,A1./)
CC ................u••.• ............... •......... ••....•...•.u••u•uu•.••...
C	 INITIALIZATION
Cuu••.••.•._. u....•..............u.•.•••• .............
CALL  IIIMR6 <1{,0,6{)
CTCOL : 0
SEND • 0
1000 CTCOL s CTCOL	 1
IF (CTCOL .OT. NOCOL) RETURN
li 11END .GE. LIRSAM) RETURN
CC ................................. .......u••............•.•••.....•••..•..•u••






DO 1100 1 • 1.40sull
If (CLSIUR .ED. CLSSUB(I1) GO TO IOZO ..
CLSOUR s CLSOUM • 1
MRI TE(0,2{0) CLSNUN. CLSIAR(CLSNUII), 1, SUSNAM(I).	 -.....
S 11Go TO 1100
	102 	 WRITE 46,270/ 1, SUBNAM(1). SVR<I,il, SYR(I.2)
1100 CONTINUE
Hit I TE (6,350)
WRITE 46,400) (1,5UINAN(1I,SIN(1,1).SVR(l,2).[--NOSUBS,0UPN0)
If (DESKEY .ED. 6) GO TO 1110






2 54. 1116 CONTINUE
•/tat 60• C
1:242 61. Cu..... ................ . ......................... .......................•.......
442
X
112 2' 62: C	 PRINT COIUPN NEAOING
63 C ......................•........................................................
••242 64. C
••243 6S• WRITE (6.295)
*0244 61• 11010 + STMPAG • CTCOL
0.246 I7• ISTNT • (SEND - STNPAG)	 • 1
•0247 6i• IF (IE00 .GT.	 LINSAM)	 SEND . LINSAN	 -
•0251 N• IC . •
462S2 70• 00 1150 IS . ISTNT.IEND
••255 71•. 1C • IC	 1
*62S6 72• COL41C.i)	 •	 I111100
60257 73• COLIIC.2)	 • NOD(1f,1:01111
•020• 74• COL<SC.1	 • NOOIIf,1>
' S0261 7S• 1156 CONTINUE
•0203 76. ►IS + (TEND- ISTRT) • 1
••204 77• DO	 1140	 IC	 +'t,3
00267 7•.
'7T WRITE (6.291	 (COL(IS.tC).	 IS + I,PTS)•0275 1160 CONTINUE
. •1277 /0. WRITE (6.265)
•0277 /I• C	 '
••277 /2• C......•...••............••.•••..••.•....••.....u•....•..••............•u.:...•
11277 •3• C	 READ DATA FROM DRUM AND PRINT
16277 94• C... . u. ..................... ............ •...•..u....•••..•..uuu.0 u.. a •••
06277 OS• C
*6701 /o• REAYN a REALIN	 NOCOYN • 2
•0762 f)•. CTYR + 0
••367 //•, EOD11li + 0
••3114 64. i00 s 1
50703
•1306 *I. PIT + I
0.317 02• STAT(1) s 0
113/• •3• fTAT<2) n 0
50311 •4. IADDR s COLAOD(CTCOL)
•6312 •S. II (I CTYR •NEAYR)	 .GT. ALADD)	 REAYR s ALA00-CTYR
•0314 . •6 •. CALL *READ (IADDR,DNNARR(1,1.1.PT),MEAYR.STAT(PT)).SOf1S •7.. -	 1.1/0 CONTINUE
10116 411 CUR • CTYR • MEAYN
•0317 H• IF	 tIDM	 - TIMMEA)	 1140,.1200.1300
10322 100• 119 SIT s 3 - rrt
1.323 101• IE-((CTYN•REAYN') 	 .GT.	 ALADD)	 REAM* + ALADD -CTYR
06125 102• IADOM + COLADD(CTCOL) 	 . CTYR
00326 107• CALL RREAD 11ADDI.DNNARR(1,1,1,PPTI,REAYR.STAT( ►IT))
- Igi7 104. 1200	 II	
(TAT (P	 -1)	 122,.1200.7000
•1332 ..105• 1220 STDRL1	 =. EODMLI +	 1
' 60373 106• 100111.1 	 • EDDMLI '• REAL41
46336. 107• IF (EDD"L1	 AT,	 LINLIN)	 EDOALI • LINLIN
61336 10/• TSUI . STDRLI	 -	 1
•0337 100• WRITE 16,FOR) 	 (LINE../OM ARR(YR.I,LSNE-ISUS.IT),YM.I,N000YNI.
•0337 110• :(DNNARR(YR.2,l1AE•SSUS.PT),YR•1,N000Y0 A 1.E + STDRLI.EDDRLI)
.66355 111. IT + 3 - PT
003156 112• ION • IOR
	
1
S•3S7 113• GO TO 1t/0
00760 t/a• 1300 COMTIruE
0.361 115• WRITE (6. SS)
s: 00367 1.16• -DO	 1310	 IC	 +	 1.3	 _...00366 117. WRITE (6.205) (COL(IS,ICI,If * I.PTS)
04374 111. 131• CONTINUE
06376 114• GO TO 1000
*S376 120• C-4,96, .... 	 .••.. u•••.•. •••.v•i.u• .. .. •:...•n..+....




•	 122•	 [...•.u.••........u...........................•.......0 ......................
•0177	 123• 	 3000 CO^TIOUE
•ONO	 121.	 YAITE t-1.30011A000





100 Of COMPILATIONS	 00 OIA000STIC1.
f IZNA► 	 11WDOLIC	 00 Ar0 76 ••tit.lt
	




7/FOR.• FIZSOYISKAAA.F1250Y.iI250Y 	 10 APN	 •	 11824:113
LRIVAC 1101 iORtRAR V E[EC II 	 LEVEL 231	 -(EXECS LEVEL E12010010A ►




STORAGE USED: COOE(1) 0000711 DATA(G) 0010112 BLANK CORNOOIZ) 011010
IXTE41AL REFERENCES (BLOCK. DANE)
1117	 0ERR10
101•	 n ERR)f
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT	 (MC[. TYPE. NELATIVE LOCATION. RARE) -
1101	 000007 lot	 0000	 000002 INJPf	 0000 1 100001 K	 1001 R 100000 RTEST
11101	 l•	 SUBROUTINE FUSON ( 1f§UR.OlNUN,RZOON,l$KMR.LINIT.S 	 )
1010!
	
2•	 IN►LICIT TINTEGEN (A-Z)




DOUBLE PRECISION RZOOR -
'. H11•	 S•	 IfkYR s 0
10107	 •.•	 LATEST : RZOOM • FlOATt UFL (NUM)
OO1t0	 7.	 10 R a OTRUM • IS[YR	 -





0•	 IF I  .GE. RTEST)	 RETURO •
00115	 10•	 1S[YR . LS[YR • 1
00116	 11.	 CO TO 10
sell?	 120	 BAD
E0D OF CONPFILATIOfe 	 10	 DIAGNOSTICS. a






R FOR,• FT2TPISKAAA.FIZYP.FIZT ► - ei APR 76 t1124)Sa	 -"It VA
L 1104 FORTRAN V EXEC it LEVEL 2SA	 -(EXEC& LEVEL E12610014A).
THIS COMPILATIDI WAS DONE 00 04 APR 76 AT 11824($4
SUBROUTINE F12TPENTRY POINT 001.735
FIZTM0	 ENT:l POINT 001740
F12TLo	 EST 	 POINT 002000 -
STORAGE USFOt CODE(/) 002012E DATA(0) 6021441 BLANK CONNONI2) 900000









STORAGE ASSIGNMENT	 (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME)
d
3
000 1 001.13. 17OL	 0001	 001230 1zOL tool 001330 130L tool 001364 135L 0001 061367 IAOL
•eel 401416 1SSL	 0001	 001437 IDOL 0001 001651 1fOl 0001 0014S7 IDOL 0001! 001526 190L	 '3
feel 001533 COOL	 0001	 000033 z01G 0001 001336 z01L 0001 OSIS63 20SL 0001 40IS66'z10L
's
0001 OOOOSS 2146	 6001	 000061 2226 0001 000322 SOL 0001 000113 3746 0001 0O111S6 40L
/001 OOt00S 4066	 0001.	 OOtO$3 4266 0001 000445 45L 0000 0017.36 SOOT GOOD O01)S6 S10F	 a
0000 002001SzOF.	 000!	 001371 Sz4G ..0000 OOZOZ• 530& 0001 091502. SDSG 0001 000777 )OL.
DD01 001071 )DL	 0001	 0010N :*L
ED
0001 001104 90L 0000 001)7$ 900E 0000 1 001)7! ANC	
7$000 1 002077 ANCLNG	 ODOO 1001711	 /iT 0000 'I	 001710 :EGStP 0000	 1 001)26 BD/l T 0000 t 001727 DGttP
0000 000030 OITOEG	 0000 t 002076 CONMND 0000 1	 001[.52 OECARM 0000	 1 002012 001 0000	 t 101640 EBCDIC
ItDODO 00/0$7 FEAT	 0000	 1 007700.1 0000 1 0016)2 tA.. 0000	 1 001.105 IADR 0000 1 001617 1t
0000 t oo7DSS 1/NONE	 0000 t 000000 t/rTES 0000 t 0011x0 I[ 0000	 1 0020$$ ICMAN 0000 1 001675 I[OURT
+I $Dee 1 001703 IDER	 0000 100/730 IDEM/ 0000 1001111 If 0000 1 -001666 IF e000 1 001677 YF1IE
F #so$ I. 001717 IMOLD	 0000 1 001712	 INOLE 0000 1 001662 It 0000	 t 001665 tl 0000 1 001716 (LEN
.0000.1 00171)	 ILE:TN	 OOOOI 0016N	 IN. 0000 t 001170 IN 0000 002115 IOJPf 0000 1 001)14 1 ►OS
C 0000 1 00/1$0 IA AY	 0000 1 :01720 I:ERO 0000 1001171 ISTAT 0000	 1 001167 IU 0000 f DOtU1 IV
^. $*so t 001177	 two	 0000	 t 001701.IMDf 0000 1 007702 1`	 - 0000	 1 001723 t 0000 1 401734 fA
0000 1 001674 KAUNIT	 0000 1 OOzo60 :0141 0000 t 001725 N/VTES 0000 1 061656 me .0000	 1. 002102 nCAR
0000 1 007)33 rCLR	 0000 1 002066 NCPR 0000 1 002057 :CS 0000	 1 002100 NDSPN 0000 1 001)06 n0/V	 I	 -.
aoo 1 001721 NOCHAN	 0000 100:074 rOSAR 0000 1 OOZ067 NvAC 0000 1 001772 NR 0000 L OOZ070 nAIDS
GOOD 1002103 NSA"	 0000 1 002063 NVE 0000 1 001707 PACIIT 0000	 1 600060 PACRAY 0000 1 00170♦ ►ACSKP
Does I Oo77zz PNEBIT	 0000 1 002056 PROFLG 0000 1 002665 PRSZ Does 1 001731 ROM 0000 1 002073 1AMSTA
$D00 1 002061 SVO	 0000 1 0OZOS4 VARDL 0000 1 001724 MOND
solos 1.	 Cl ....................................... .............................Cl
e010D 2•	 C	 FIZT6 IS A MODIFICATION OF THE SUBROUTINE TAPMNT IN THE LANSVS
D^101 3•	 C	 frSTEM.
Woe 4.	 C
solos S.	 CI CI
sstOD 6•	 C1	 THE .PU:►05E O OF TAPORT IS 'TO MRITE A DATA TAPE 1 n EITHER UNIVER- CI
a






Is 1• C1 THE SUBROUTINE -- YRTNOR AND WRTLIN. CI
/010• 4• C1 WRTHOR WRITES THE NEADER RECORD IN 12 /IT 11TES FOR LARSYS !t CI
/010/ 1f• CI AND •IIT`eYTE3 FOR UNIVERSAL. ONE CALL TO YRTNOR RUST BE MADE C I
111$0 11. CI i00 EACH MEEL OF TAIE. TN15 INFORMATION IS 
'A	 ED.
C1
00100 12. CI CI
•	 //100 U• C CALL WNTHDR(IC.FEAT. NS AMP, FORIIAT.TRf ORNI i
$$10$ 1H CI NC	 -- NO .OF CNAN$ElS TO $E YRITTER FOR EACH DATA SET CI
•0100 1S• CI FEAT	 -- ARM AT CONTAINING CHANNELS TO 	 WRITTEN CI -
•0100 16• CI ISAR^	 -- M0. Of fANPLE3 PER CHANNEL C1
•else- 17• CI FOMRAT -- •1 FORLOIVERSAI CI
•0100 il• C INFORM -- N0. Of TAPE OUTPUT UNIT
00100 t0. CI •Z FOR LARSIS 11 CI
•010• 20• Cl YRTLIN UNITES THE DATA 15 A BIT /TIES AND It ALSO PACCEO. A CI
21. C1 CALL TO THIS ROUTINE MUS T It RADE fOR•EACN DATA SET TO BE WRIT- C$$I
00
q
•01 2Z• C1 TEN
/0100 27a CI CI
$Ot00 24• CI CALL WRTL1Nt1OATA. LSTLINI CI
folof 2S• C1 (DATA	 -- ARRAT CONTAINING DATA TO BE WRITTEN CI
$floe 26• CI LITLIN -- - 0 FOR N.-1 DATA SETS Cl
$file Z7• C1 •-1 FOR LAST DATA SET CI
$life 29• CI CI
$8110 ZO• CI ICNAN	 -- ACTIVE CHANNELS HAVE CORRESPONDING BIT POSITION CI
•0.100 10• LI TURNED 0 n CI
•floe 7t • CI IROFLG -- CI
Golf$ )2• CI BIS	 -- 10. OF CHANNELS CI
$0100 )]• CI N/ITS	 -- N0. Of /ITS PER BYTE CI
fOtOf 34• CI :VD	 -- fTART Of VIDEO DATA CI
off$$ 3S. CI VE	 •- SAME	 AS f3ANP C1
q10$ !6• CI PRSZ	 -- PHYSICAL RECORD SIZE IN BYTES C1
•0100 S7• Cl NCPR	 -- $0. CNASIELSPER RECORD CI
11110$. 7l• CI NPRC	 -= 10. PNT1 UL RECORDS PER CNANNEL c
f$/00 34• CI nRPDS	 -- $0	
OF 
RECORDS PER DATA SET CI
•0100 40• CI ANCLIG --LE GIN OF ANCILLARY $IOC& IN BYTES C1
•0100 41. CI OOt	 -- DATA ORDER INDICATOR CI
00106 42. Cl SAMSTR -- SAMPLE START CI
stiff 43. CI. CONWRO -- 512E OF CORPUTEM WORD tN /ITS CI
$$t0$ 44• CI so":-- N0, OF OA TA SETS PER RECORD CI
$$100 4S• Ci. (CAR	 -- 00. Of CNANYELf 01 ANCILLARY RECORD CI
•$100 46• CI PACRAT --DATA IS PAC&I	 INTO TNIf ARRAT AID TNEN WRITTEN ON CI
$$ifs 47• CI TAPE $Y CALLING nTR AN CI
00100 ♦B• Cl (COUNT -^ AUNIIIIG TOTAL OF N0. OF DATA SETS. WRITTEN C7
•0100 40• C, CI
00100 SO. CI..........•...••• L••..•.......•..•...•...•..•......•..•••...••.••.•..CI
•0101 %I• SUBROUTINE FIZTP
*t i es 52• IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-Z)$0107. S!• C 9
$0101 St• C ENTRV POINT FOR HEADER RECORD
•0107 SS• i
$010♦ 16. ENTRY 112IND (RSARP.FORIIAT,TRFORR.DDRRVY.SED&EY)
06104 S7. C
06106 $1• .DIMENSION VARIL(24).	 t1VTES(Z4),	 /ITBEG(24).	 PACRAY(680). _ d
106 SO• •1CNAN(2),	 IRAY(200)
e$107 60. DIMENSION EBCDIC(10)
•0110 61• _ p'"ENSIGN OECARR(3) i
62• DATA IBYTES/J0,0.	 1.	 1.	 1.	 2, Z. 2,	 Z.	 2.	 1.	 1,	 1,	 Z.	 1. 2. Z,641.
X
11
II 63• .	 I,.1OZ4,	 1.6.	 2.	 21 3
•f 11! OA• DATA /[TIED/	 1.1,26,24.2^.21.2t:21.Z1,2t.20.20.2t,Z-1,21,21,21, 1..
ff11) 63•. •Z 4,	 1.24.1,21.211
10115 16- DATA 18NONE/0010104000400/
Sett) 67- AIR NC/I/,	 FEAT/11
$f 122 6e+ pATA EBCDIC( 4 /0161/, EKDIC(2)/0362/, E/COIC'11"o, Z/.
$l12Z 61• •	 E/CDIC	 ,10164/, EKD{C(S)IOS6S/, E/CDIC(61103:1,





$$tSS 72. DATA IC107071.	 1N107241.	 1110711/.	 10/0100/
60142 711• DATA IF/01061. IL107251. 	 IE107051.	 IU107441,	 161072S/.
00102 74- •	 IV1074S1.IA107011
00152 7S. DATA IFILE161
68114 76. EQUIVALENCE	 (VAR$L(17).NOSAN).
60110 77- 1	 (VANIL(2),ICHAN).	 (VARIL(/4).PRSZ).
66114 7{. 2	 (VARIL(S).PROFLG).(VAROL(11).NCPR), 	 tVARIL(11).CONYRO)
06154 70• S.	 IVANOL(4).NCS).	 (VARIL(12).4PRC).
60/S4 {0- 4	 (VARIL(5),4$ITS)- (VARIL(I7).14POS). 	 4VANIL(211.NDSPR).
66114 $1- S	 IVARIL(0.SVO),	 tVA41L(141.ANCL4G).
66154 82• 6	 (VARILl1S).001). 	 (VARIL(27).NCAR/.
66154 61- 7	 (VANRY$).NVE).	 (YANK(16).SANSTMI.(VANIL.(24).NSAN)
60137 {4- DATA VARII(l).VAROL(?).VAR6L40).VANIL( 1 {).VANIL(2S).VAROL(22)16--0
60HS {S- -00
06164 640 060 FORRAT (712)
66145. U- - KAUNIT - INFORM
06166 $A- ICOUNT-0
66167 IO.. SANITR=1
$6176 00- ISTAT -0
66171 01. ICS n NC
66172 02. /VE a ISAMP	 -
66177 01. @SAN n ISANP
66174 04- IOSAN . ISAMP
00175 05- IfIIE a	 IFIIE •	 1
06176 04.. CALL. COATE (DONNTY) 	 -
0617? 07. DECODE (6.000.00MMYT) DECARN
06261 01. If /FORMAT .EO.	 1) 00 TO 40
00265 900 C
00205 100+ C PACKING HEADER NECOND 11 IARSYS It FORMAT
66205 101. C
00261 162• INAT(4) a0
06210 107. IMAY(S) -IC
00211 104. INAV(4) -ISAMP
611211 lose C
00211 104- C INAY(S/) THOU IMAY(/C•S) MILL It FILLED WITH ONES
00211 107• C
06212 10{• two a 5.1C
602111 100. 00 10	 U1.IN0
0021♦ Ito- 10 INAT(SO • 1) 	 a	 I/ROME
60216 111- C
00214 112- C FILL REST Of 200 WORDS OF INAT WITH ZERO$
00216 111. C
00220 114- IMO1 a IND - IT
$$221 115• 00-20.	 J-IND1,.10o
00224 1160 20 IRAY(J-1)	 - 0
00226 117- IOEN	 -	 /7$
60221 IT$- PACSKP n IA6Stfl
00210 110. IAOR	 a 1
$$251 120- R61TS	 n 72
$0272 121- NOIYTE - 200	 -
$6217 122. PACIIT - 1
66274 127• IEGSKP - 4
$$275 124- IEGIIT - S
$$276 12S. CALL IYTRAN (0EG0IT.TRAY(IAOR),IEGSK ► .NOIYTE,NIIT6.PACOIT..
$$276 126- -PACNAT(IADR).PACSKP)	 --
6627? 127. ft040,,2{.PACRAT(2)) 	 - FLO({'.Z{.IFILE)	 -
$0246 12{. INGLE - DECARR(1)/10
06241 120- If	 (INOLD .EO.	 O)	 INOLD a'If
$$245 170- PLD/t{.&.PACRAV(14)> = fL0t2{.{.ElCOIC(INOlO>/
$$244 1716 INOLD • NOD(DECARR(l)./0)
10245 152• if (INOLO .ED. 0) MOLD a If














13.4• INOLD a DECARM(2)/11
00251 1!!• ti 41:00 .[G. 0)	 INOLD + 10
00257 116• FLD t./PACRAY(1!))	 c FLD(2/./.EOCDICIINOLD))
06214 117• (MOLD a ;Do(OECAR4	 >.f0)
102%3 qt• IF ('MOLD .EO. P) 	 INOLD a 10
002!7 130• FLD t16,/, ►ACRAY/1!))	 a FLD((/./.E0[DIC<INOlO ► )
00200 140• INOlO o OECARM(3)/10
00201 141• ti tINOLOD .E'; 0)	 'MOLD +	 10
10263 142• PLC Q4, 6, ►ACRA111S)1	 : FLD(2/./,E0CD1C(IMOL01)
00204 147• IMOLD a ROD(D(CARR(3).10)
00207 144+ IF (["OLD .60. 0)	 INOLD + 10
00267 143• PLO (32.4.PACRAY(17)).+ FLO(26.4.E1CD1C4110OLO))
00270 1464 q, a, PACRAY(16'/>	 s FLD(32.4,E000I[IINOLO))
00271 147.	 ' COAI' 1TRA1([ugAI T.I.IDEM,	 PACRAr.t STAT.22)
00272 14f• 70	 IF (ISTAT .EO.	 -1) 00 TO 30
10274 149• IF ttSTAT .GE. 0)	 RETW1
11270 ISO- li	 tIfTAT	 .LT.	 -1I	 YRITE(...00)
00701 ISI• IF (ISTAT	 .LT,	 -1) CALL CRERR
01301. 1!2• C
00301 ISl• C	 PACKING MEADER RECORD IR UNIVERSAL FORMAT
10901 IS4• t
19307 /SS• 40 FLD(O.I,ICMA2(1)) 	 •	 1
19314 176• Flo( A,/.PACRAY(I)) + FLO R/./.I0)
0930! 177• PLD(12,0.PACRAr(/))	 • FLO(2/.(,101
0930• 1St• FlD(20./.PACRAYt/)1	 • il0(2/.F,,IO)
11707 139• FLD(2/. &.PACRAV<i11	 a FLO( 28.9.11)
•05111 100• IF (SEDkEV	 .ED	 0)	 GO TO 4S.
01312 161• FLO (4.0, ►ACRA;(I)) + FLO t2/.	 /,	 IC)
19317 102• FLO(/2,/.PACRAY(U) + FLO (t/, /, TR)
11714 16]• FLO(20,/.PACRAY(t)) a PLO 429.	 (,	 11
063 104 • AS CONTINUE
11093 t6S• FLO(0./.PACRAT(1)) n FLO t21, A.	 IU)
00717 166• FLD(/./.FACRAY(1))	 a FLD t2/,	 A.	 10)
1081 117• PLO(16./.PACRAV(1))•FLD (26. 	 A.	 11)
19321 101• FLO(24,0. ►ACRAY(1))	 -FLO (26. A.	 IV)
01722 107 • iLD172.4,PACRAYt1)) 	 •FLD(2f,	 4.	 1_A)
323
170• iLO/O,a,PACRAr(t)> a PLD(32,4,IA)
107 4 171• iL0(4,/.PACRAr<t)) s FLD<if,/,ICI
11323 172• FLD<0./.PACRATE9)) s i101t/,/,IF)
003, 177• iLDt/./,►ACRAY(9)) a FLO(211,6.0 )
00727 174• FLD(i6,/,PACRAY(9))	 a FLO(t/.9.1L)
09370 173• PLO(24,/, NICRAY(9)) n FLD(2J./,IE)
09371 170• FLD(]2,4,PACRAY(9)) a FLD(2 A.4.11)
09372 177• Fl Ot0.4.FACRAY(10)1 	 • il0<32.4,t0)
19333 176• FLD/4,l,►AUTAY(to)) • FL0t2/./.E000ICtIFILE »
00734 179• FLO(12./.FACRA Y(14)) 	 a DECARR(I)
0937! 1/0• Ft20.. ► R^1r(1f)1	 a DECARR(2)
09316 1/1.• iLLD0t2/,//AC.PAtR Ar<14)1 a DECARRt1)
00737 1/2• IPOS = 1
00740 193• SO	 FLOG ►0S,1.ICNA1(1)) n 1
09341 1/4• ICE" a. 4!0
00712 1/S• 0MC a 0
10313 1 PR ORD + 1
003 44 1/7: OITI1 s /
193<! 1//•. svo a 1
19340 1/9• PRSt + 7069
00747 190•. AICLRG + 70
09350. 191• A1C s ADCl1G • Z
017!7 1924 001 t 1"
00732 177• CORIt0 + 76
0939) 194• 10s►R n 1
/7!•








.. / 10.7. IF IRfARP .GT. 211/] nSAR' . zNO
0/562 4,H• ILER + (NC • ISM► ) . All
•
9976! H^: ILENTN	 z (RC:RSARP • AIC	 )7 SOH
06364 200. TREND	 z R00(1OC • OSAMM • A/C	 1,5000)
_ Hl6S 2012: li 1llENTN .ED. 0) ICAN a It
0/!07 202• 4,F t1lERTM .EO. O1 ORPDf + 12
40771 203• IF (ILEITN	 .EO.	 O>GOTO 00
0903 Z04. 00 66	 J=1,RC
SOM 205• T,(($SAN :J•AIC	 1	 .GT.	 3000)	 ICAN +4-1
10:00 2H• 60 If((NSARP•J•AIC	 1 :07.	 3000)	 60 TO 7I
6840! 207• 79 CONTINUE
004!4 207• nOCNAR i IC - nCAR
•94^s 2 9 p0 75	 J+I.RO[MA.
..	 - 00110 2106 IF(ISAMP•J	 .'T. 20101	 n CPR + J-1
00412 . 21112 11 If(ISAMP . J .CT. 2112)	 GO TO 76
00415 21z+ OCPI + IOCNAI
00410 2130 " CO ITINOE
06417 214+ RI►OS + ROCNAR I NCPM • 1
00420 21S• If (ROO(NO[NAR.MCPR)	 .of. O)	 RIMS • IR70I • 1
00422 210• 90 IEGSKP :	 IAOS(0)
00423 217• PACStP z IA/itf)
•0424 210• ►RE/IT z. 0
00415 210• 00 100	 K=1.24
96430 220• If (VARILttI	 .ED.	 -19)	 G0. TO	 10
00432 22(: CALL 07TRAN(OtTIEG(K).VAR/l(C),IEGSKP.101TES(K).N9LTS. ►AC9IT.PACRA
/0432 222: . T( NORq).PACSKP)
- 104!3 223• 00 IORO z((1/7TES(t)	 PREIIT) • IIITS) /	 SO	 • 1
404!4 224. PAC/iT	 NOD(« 19TTES(R) •PRE01T1 . HITf1.16) • 1
H41S 225: 100 PRE/IT + FRE91i • 1/TTES <t>
00437 .220. CALL RTRAItcAWIT,].IOE R,	 ►A[RAT ISTAT.ZZ)
00440 227: 110 If	 (ISTAT	 .ED.	 -1)	 60.	 TO 110
09442 224• IF (ISTAT .GE. O) 	 RETURN
444 221• IF (IlTAT .LT.	 -1)	 INITE(6.500)
::
00
4 230• IF (ISTAT .LT. -1)	 CALL CRENR
00447 231• C
HH.1 232• ENTRY FI2TLI (IDATA. LSTLIN)
0:431 237• C
61453 234• DIRENSIO1 IOATA(HAM ► .NC)
:T00454 271• it	 =T000IT . t
0OAs% 230•.. ARC + ANCLIG• 2
904:6 237• - IF (FORMAT .EO. 1)	 GO TO 140
004 50 236• C
00450 .231• C WWII PACKED DATA 02 TAPE II LARSTS 11 FORMAT
09456 240: C
004110. '2412. C PACKING ONE SET OF DATA INTO ORE RECORD
H4S6 a4z C
00460 243• HITS : I
00461 214• ANCLIG • 4	 .
00462 24S: IITTES s NSANP•Ic
09 613 244: /G91T	 s 7• - R9ITf • 1
/'SIP	 + 2610404 -24,11•
9I46s z4I• FLO(1A9S(0),16, ►ACRAT(1))	 +	 ICOUNT
.	 09461 241. FLO117.j6.PACRAT(1))	 . 0
90417 250• 120 If I7fTAT .EQ. -1)	 GO TO 120
09471251 • Ii 11lTAT .LT.	 -1)	 YRITE(6.520)I000/T
004YI 252• lF II :TAT .LT. - U	 CALL CMERR
00477 .233• CALL ITTNAN(IGIIT.IDATA(1.1)IGSKP.111TES.R/ITS.33.PACIAT(l).PACSK
09477 ZS4- •P)
09590: 2154 :00::,: 111SAN►./C • ANCLIG)-$)/16
I9l61 zs6•  RIO(st.AM►•IC • ANCLO4) 'XI
Mot 2370 if <IDER/	 .IE. O1	 IOER + IOER • 1
90594 15/: CALL ITIAN(RAUNIT..1.IOER.PACRA1,1fTA7)




ma	 200•	 130 IF (I.STAT .EO. -1) GO TO 130
OOS 12 201• IF	 IISTAT .LT.	 -1)	 MRITE	 (0,.120)	 ICOUNT
•OS/A 202• IF 11STAT	 .LT,	 -1I	 CALL	 CRERR	 -
OOS20 2631 CALL NTRAN IK AUOIT,0,22)
10521 264. LSTLIr - 0
OOS22 265• 13S RETURN
•0522 200• t
HS22 267• C UNITS PACKED DATA 00 TAPE 10 UNIVERSAL FORMAT
0.322 260• C
01$23 200• 140 00 "a1=1.10
0.126 270• 150 PACRAr(U = 0
OOS70 271. RGRIT a 10 - NRITS • 1
•OS 31 272• 10ER •000
•OS 52 27!• PACRIT = 1
•0133 274• RO'	 = t
•OSl4 2716• Rest► 	 . 23
DOS!! 270• MR	 a iRPOf - t
•OS36 277• IF(NCPA.ED.0)	 GO TO	 +SS
•OS40 270• NCLR	 a MOD((NC-NCAR).NCPR)
•OS41 270• 115 MDOD-17
0151 200• C
00141 261• C PACKING ANCILLARY	 INFORMATION INTO PACNAV	 -
•OS41 262- C
OOS42 2q• FLD(IAOS(0).16.PACRAY0 )) a 1
•0543 204• FLO(20.16.PACRAY(16))	 n ICOUNT
00147 261• c
•0.147 200'• C DATA If NOT PACKED WITH ANCILLARY RECORD
•01.43 2670 C s
•0144 26J0 IF MAN ,NE. 4)	 go TO 160' y
66546 200 • KA a I
OOS47 200• 00 TO 210
00147 201• C
OOS47 212• C All DATA It PACKED	 ON ANCILLARV RECORD
•0550 203• 160 IF 11CAR .ME.	 NC)	 GO TO 170	 i
90.1.12 20H NRYIEf a !RENO - ANC
OOS53 205• NA s 2
OOS14 204• 00 TO 210
•O SSA 207• C I
OOSS4 Iq0 C PART OF DATA 12 PACKED ON ANCILLARY RECORD
•OSS4 ..211• C
•0.1.1.1 30o- 170 OOYTES - MCAR-MSAMP
DOSS♦ JOI• KA a 3	 -
OOSS7 7020 GO TO 210
•OS S7 307• C
U5S7 30N C DATA 15 PACKED 00 MORE THAN ONE RECORD
•OSS7 !OS• C
00160 300• IRO ANC	 a 2
101561 3071 '000	 = +
0.502 IOL?• PACRIT a 17
ROSOl 700• RA	 - 4	 13




•0170	 N2•	 a17 1 - NC PR NSAMP
DOS"	 313•	 lF 1NCLR ,NE. 0	 .AND. 1 .90. MR) OBITES - NCLR•RSAMR
•OS73
	
314+	 00 TO 210
00574	 7151	 100 CONTINUE
•OS76
	
!1	 200 If ILfTLIN) 201.205.20!	 g
•0601	 3".	 201 If 11STAT .EO.. -1> GO TO 20L
00103	 316-	 IF (1, TAT.LT. -1) MRITE 14.5301 tCOUNT
00607	 311'-	 CALL 1111A, IKADNlT.O.22)
00610	 tih	 LSTLIM • 0
00011	 3210	 205 RETURN
















727•	 IF 4t TAT .LT, —1) 	 YRITE({.SIO)ICOU%T
10620 3Z4• IF	 tISTAT	 .LT.	 -1)	 CALL	 CHERR
86022 12S• If (%CAR .%E.	 0) CALL BTTRAN(OGIIT,IDATA(1.ROW),IGSAP.%ITTES.BIITS
•	 0002! 126• •. AEBIT,PACRAY(MORD),PACSAP)
j .	0002 ♦ 727• ;ALL 11TRAN(RAUNIT.I.IDER, 	 PACRAT.ISTAT.ZZ)
0862% 3286 IF	 (RA .OE... A)	 ROY s SCAR - ROM
^	 -	 00027 720• IF (KA .10. 4)	 ROM • ROY	 • 0CPR
00051 330• GO TO 1180.200.130090).KA
00032 - 731 • 100 FORMAT tI.T{.'... ERROR... SUBROUTINE FIZT ► ',/,TZO.
000!= !32• 'A10RTED IECAUSE OF BAD TAPE O1t YRONG ASG CAMO.')






I00l7 i73A. •	 'USER %SARP IS 700 LARGE. THUS %$AMP WAS RESET
86077 771• •	 TO 286{.' 1
I . ,	 0863{ !!N 520 FORMAT (/.T {,'.0 E000R••• SUl11TIBE F1ZTf',/,T20.
00^7A 777• •	 'RECORD '. LS.' YAB IEIf16 YOITTEN YHE% ► NOG RAM ABORTEDJ	
00034 370• •	 'DUE TO SAO TARE.')
00075 130• 730 FOOHAT (I,T{.'•••ERROR•..	 SUSNOUTI%E FIZTP'..I.TZO.
0007! 340,- •	 'DATA SET'.IS.' WAS BEING . WRITTEN WHEN PROGRAM ABORTED '.
08635 !{1• •	 .'DUE TO BAD TAPE.')
86070 1A2.END ,
110 OF COMPILATION)	 NO	 DIAGNOSTICS.




• iOR.- F12 TSTISK AAA. f12TST,i IZTST 0B APR 16 /1826/59
YIIVAC 1100 FORTRAN V EXEC 	 11 LEVEL Z5A	 -(EXECS LEVEL E12010010A)
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 00 APR 76. AT 1/826859
SUBROUTINE F12TST	 ENTRT POINT 000161
STORAGE USED1	 CODE(/) 000214( DATA(0) 0001363 BLANK CORROB(2) 000000




STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	 (BLOCK. TTPf. RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME)
0001	 000035 1310
	
0001	 000076 1560	 •001	 000112 1716 0001.	 000031 ZOOOL	 0001 000056 2110L
0001	 000060 21201	 0001	 000063 2140L	 0001	 000076. 70001 0001	 600106 6000L	 0001 000137 61001,.
0100 1 000000 ADJSAM	 0000	 1 000010 CTSAM	 0000 1 000.1.07 I	 - 0000	 000112 1NJPS	 •000 1 •Dole% NA.CT
0001 1 000110 PT	 0000 1 000106 SAVPT
^-
00101 1• SUBROUTINE FIITST (TEST.CHANGE.CENTER.ARRNOL.ADJSAI.
00101 2• •	 AOJSAZ.ADJSA3.ADJSA4.ADJSAS.AOJSA6.
00101 7• •	 ADJSA7.ADJSAN.DFTPT)
00103 4. IMPLICIT INTEGER (A-T)
06106 S. DINE0SION ADJSAR(A).	 CTSAM(611
solos 60 DATA CTSAM 141 - 01
00107 7. AOJSAN(I) - ADJSAI
00110 A. ADJSAM(2) - ADJSAZ
F	 00111 ♦. ADJSAN(3) - AOJSA3
00112 10- AOJSAN(4) s ADJSA4
00113. 11- ADJSAM(S) - ADJSAS
00116 12. ADJSAR(6) - ADJSA6
sells 13• ADJSAM(7) - ADJS47	
-00116 14. ADJSAM(S) - ADJSAS
00117 15• IF CTESTI 6000.1000;2000
00122 16• 1 000 CONTINUE
00123 17. ARRNOL - ;ENTER
00126 /0•... RETURN"
001z1 19• 2000 CONTINUE
90120 20• NAXCT - 0
00/27 21. SAVPT . 0
..	 $O1s0 z2- Do 2100 I . I.	 1
..	 0ols3 2s- PT - ADJSAMti>
00136 241 CTSAM(PT)	 - CTSAM(PT)	 • 1




00141 27.. SAVPT - PT
. 00142. 2B- If (MAXCT .GE. TEST)	 GO TO 2140	 -
00144 29• Z100 CONTINUE
00146 so- 2120 ARROOL • CENTER
00147 31• GO TO 3000
s015o 32- 2140 IF (SAV►T .10. CENTER) 60 TO 2120
m	 00111t 33• ARRHOL - SAVPT
sells 36. CHANGE • CHANCE • 1
66164 35. 3000 CONTINUE
001ss Is- DO 7020 1 • 1.9
D-55
3?- PT	 ADJSAMM
96161	 76• CTSAN(PT) a 0




10161	 N• #000 CONTINUE
. 16106	 42• - NAKCT s 0
1616?	 #S• SAVPT s 0
10176
	
#4• 00 #100 1
	
= l,i
66175	 4S• PT s ADJSAN(1)
11174
	
46 11 ( ►T-DFTPT) #010.4100.4010
16177	 47• 4610 CTSA.(PT) = CTSAN(PT)	 • 1
66200	 46• IF (CTSAM(PTI-NA%CT) 4160.4100,4020
^^'i 1020!	 41• 4020 NA%CT s C7SAN(PT)
I 0620#	 !0• - SAVPT : PT
61205	 I'% IF t"A%CY .6E.	 IAIIITEST))	 00 To 2140
60207	 S2• 4100 CONTINUE
eel++	 Ss• c0 To 2ou
64212	 14 ENo
ENO OF COMPILATION)	 40	 DIAGNOSTICS.	 -
















0000 1 00!760 61T
0003	 001354 CANS
000, 000460 CLSSUI
0000 1 003754 COLSAM
We 1 000021 CTFILE
0004 -000431 OESN01





0007 1 011634 NOLAN4



















































0004 - 000354 DATE
0003	 001340 DESOTM
0000 1 003753 ORMLIN
00016	 000433 OUPOD
















0003 00 o.S 72. CO ATE

















• 	 FIINRT/SKAAA.FI2NRT.FI2UMT 	 1{ APR 76
	 1122SA 0
YEIYAC 1100 FORTRAn V EXEC 11 LEVEL ZIA -(EXECi LEVEL E12010010A)
(NIB Co.PILATIOI VAS DONE OR 00 APR 76 AT 11t2St00
SUBROUTINE F ► 2NRT	 ENTRTPOINT OOIS32








0007 CON SAM 015160
0010	 UNTIF2 003216
















0007 I OISS154 BUFPT
0003 000076 CLSNAM











OOOS 1 000030 MOLURD
0006
	
000007 ILINST	 0000 004046 INJPO	 0006	 000006 I%LINE	 0006 ---00000.5. INPTS	 0007.1 001750 IM
1006	 000013 ISAMEO	 0006	 000014 1SAMIC
	
0006	 000012 1SAMST	 0010	 003173 ISLDCM	 0010
	 000022 ISLTST
0100 1 003757 J	 0007	 015516 JSTAT	 0000 1 003761 K.	 0003
	
001237 KATNO	 0000 1 003746 L
0006 1 000311 LIMMIT	 0004' 1 000325 L1 MLIT1
	 0004 1 000326 LIMSAM	 0000 1 003741 L 1111	 0004 1 000373 LNPSAN





001236 %0[132	 0007 1000025 %OCOI	 0005 1'000026 '^OCO11R 	 000!	 001174 IOFET2.
	 000! 1001172 n OC.LD2
000! 1 00117! nOFLD3	 0003	 OOOSS4 %ONAP	 0007






.1010 1003750 OEOLIN	 0000 1 00114 23 OEDSAM.
	
0000 1 0017167 OSTLII	 .0000 1 007142 OSTSAN	 0010 1 000011 OTFILEI
6104 00035! O l
	
T1%E	 0004 000312 OTU%T	 0000 1 000012 DYTCDD	 0000 1 001762 0U11YM 	 0003 AOOSS7 PCFOKI
6163 060602 PCTID3	 0010 1 000043 PENCOT	 0003 COOS66 PLTKET	 0004 1 000372 PROSAN
	 0000 1 /03765 PT
t
111 6005 000043 REAL IA	 0000 1	 OSIT40 SAM 1RC	 0007 1 000000 SAMSOM..	 0000 1603751 SANSTR	 0004	 000402 SIDMAN
0003 001343 SITE	 0004	 000313 SRPLIN	 0004	 000314 SRPSAM!	 0003	 000163 STATRY	 0003	 000364 SUOCAT
0003 000173 SUINAM	 0003	 000270 SUNMO	 0004 1 000000 SYM	 0003	 000677 SYMNTX	 0003	 000044 SYMPAG
0004 000311 TAPOUT	 0010	 003214 TNOLCN	 0007 R 000603 TNREf	 0003	 000562 TNRSRV	 0003	 000563 TNRSVA
•010 000020 TIMFIL	 BOOS	 00004S TINAEA	 0010	 00$Z13 TISLCN	 0010 1 000042 TOTPCT	 0003 1 001235 TOTV72
0003 1 BOB$$$ 107VTS	 0007	 000561 TARREY	 0004	 1 000427 TRINO	 0003 1 000560 TSTaE ► 	 0004 1 000430 TSTNO
0007 01SSS3 UNTFAS	 0003	 000576 VEMTXZ	 0003	 000601 VEATX3	 0000 1 0037SS MORN	 0000 1 003756 MASAN
0010 0 001073 ZCMI	 0004 D 000321 ZORLIN	 0004 D 000323 20NSAN 	 0010 0 001113'2►C
00101 1• SUBROUTINE FIZMRT(12.	 LINSOM.	 0	 ,	 741IfAV, TRIFLD. TRAYER,
00101 2• •TSTSAY,	 TSTFLD, TITVEM.	 DRUARR,.	 11)
00103 3• IMPLICIT INTEGER (A - Y)	 -
00104 A- INCLUDE CMI[t0,LIET
00105 4• COMMONIDISPLICATFLG.CATNAM(61).CLSNAII(41).SURNAM(61),SUBNO(60),
IOIOS H •	 fUBCAT(LO),CLSSU0t60),1I0MAP,TOTVT3./OSU07.
OOIOS A• •	 PCFDIY.TSTREY.TRAaEY,TN RS aY. STATaY,ERPTRS.TMR3YA,
00103 4• •	 PLTREY.BMFLO, BRCO N0.0MFEAT, COATE(2),
00103 4• •	 iLOfYZ.FIELD2.YER T X2, F LDSV3.FIEL03,YERTX7. ►LTIDl.
00103 4• •	 TNRES(6O),f YNMTX(66).HIGN(60).CON(60)
00105 A. •	 .FLDKEV.NOFLOZ.VOFLO3.IIOFETZ.FETVCZ(30)
00105 4• •	 .bOiUIZ.NDTItFD.TOTVTZ.NOCLSZ
00705 4• •	 . KATNO(60).NOCAT.FILTE*.MAPFNT
00105 A• •	 . Of SXEY.OESUNI.DESOTH.CAQP . ACROP.AOTHEN.ATOTAL
00105 4• •	 .SITE(4).ANALVS(II.CARS(-IO).CRPKEY
00105 4• •	 ,•FILE EILZOM
00106 U END
00107 S• INCLUDE FIZCOR. LIST
•0110 S. IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (2)
00111 S. REAL CON,TNMES
00111 S. C
00111 S. C	 PARAMETERS
00111 S. C	 -	 -
00112 S. PARAMETER PAGCOL • 10. PAGSYM • 110. PARSAM • 1000. PARLIN + 1000
00113 S. PARAMETER PAGMRD s 10, PSCLAD n 61,	 ISUOCL • PICLAD - 1
00114 S. PARAMETER PSEDS • 21, POUTL n + PSCLAON. Pf TR s Z•POUTLN.
60114 S. •	 PSARPS- PARSAR • 5, PARFIL • 0
00114 S• C
00114 S. C	 CONNOR BLOCaf
00114 3• C
00115 S. COMMON CFIZI SYN(POUTLA.Z). 	 C.GOE(POUT .LR). ,	 TAPOUT,	 OTUNT, SXPLIN,
00115 S. •	 SRPJAM. OFTCOD. OFTSYR(Z). OFT ►T.. TORLIR.	 ZONSAM,
00115 S. •.	 IJRLIN	 ,	 LINf AM.	 NED1(10),	 NED2(10). OTLIPE.	 DATE(2).
00111 S. •	 CORENT(10),DE000F,LIMNIT.PROSAM.LMPSAM,
00113 S. ASANI; ASAN,	 ESAN1, ESA:.	 CTSEDS ;, EOFNIT,
00113 S. •	 SEDRAR(PSEDS1.iRRAO.TSTf0.DE3I01.0 SR0Z.0UPA
00116 S. COMMON IDRUR/	 10AODM.	 COLADO(PAGCOL), 	 COLINC(PAGCOI). ROCOL.
00116 S. •	 n OCOMM.	 NOILIN,	 NOLNAD,	 DRMMMT,	 -
00116 S. •	 FOR(/).. ALADD.	 REALIN. SYNPAO.	 TIRREA
00117 S. COMMON 116FIZ11 FIJIAN,	 DSPYOT(2). OSPYTM. 	 FLOESC,	 INPTS.	 INLIBE.
.00117 S• •	 ILINST,	 ILINED,	 ILIBIC.	 ISAMST,	 ISAREO.	 1SARIC.
.00120 S. COMMON CCONSAM7 SARSOM(PARSAM),IR(PSAMPS,4).ROLARR(PARSAM,Z). -
00120 S. •	 BUFPT, UNTFAS, JSTAT(21
60121 S• COMMORCUITIFZC	 MAP(PARFII).	 OTFILE(PARFIL). 	 TIMFIL,
00121 S. •	 CTFILE.	 ISLTST(PARFIL). NOLTST(PARFIL). 	 TOTPCT,
- 00121. S•' •	 PENCIT(POUTLI.PARFIL).2CRI10ANFIL). -
00121 S. •	 ZPC(POUTL:,PARFI U ,	 ISLOCN(PA:FtL" -.
00121 S. •	 NoLECN(PARi i L). TISICN, TNOLCM
00121 S. •	 ,ATFILE
00122 S. ENO-





^ 7•4 sIMENSIOn OUT000l ►ANSAM), OUTSYM( ► SAN► S)
69125 S• DATA LSTLII/0/.	 SAN tl C/1/,	 LlNIIC/1/
69131 •• DIMENSION TANSAV(4,110FL02), TRIFLO(S.NOFLOZ), TRIVER(Z.TDTVT2).
••131 10• •	 -	 TSTSAV44.NOFL03). TSTFLD(S,NOFL03). TSTVER(2.TOTVTS).
_	 ss131 it- •	 DRUARI(NOCOHR.2.NOLLIN.NOCOL-)
00132 12• DATA OUTSYN/PSAMPS-POUTLI/
00134 13• 169 FORMAT t/,T•.'•••ERRON..• FILZON. SUBROUTINE FIZNMT'.T20,
0.134 14. .	 110.	 '	 13 AN	 ILLEGAL	 '
•0134 11• •	 'ADDRESS FOR COLUMN ►RI1TOUT'.14.'.',I.TZ0.
46174 16- •	 'THE STARTING DRUM ADDRESS FOR THE COLUMN £OUALS',110.
69134 17• •	 ',/.T20,'ENROR OCCURMEO WHILE IRVING. TO WRITE THE	 '.
66134 19• •	 IS.' RECORD ON THE DRUM FOR THIS COLUMN PRINTOUT.*)
0.175 11• OSTSAM - 0
00136 20• OEOSAM - 9
00137 Z1. 00 1200 1 • 1,•ROSAN
•0142 22• IF (SANSOH(1)	 .LT.	 1) 	 GO TO 1200
69144 23. OSTSAN - OEVAM • 1
69141 24. OEOSAM s OEDSAR • SAMSOY(I)
0.146 2S. ►T . HOLARR(I,BUF ► T)
00147 26• DO 1120 L • OSTSAM. OEDSAM
•0132 Z7• OUTCOD(L) - CODE (PT)
•0131 29• OUTSYM(L) - ►T
10114 29. ►ENCIT( ►T.CTFIIE)	
- 
►ERCIT( ►T.CTFILE) • LINSON
00133 70• TOT ► CT c TOT►CT . LINSOU
sell& 31. 1190	 CONTINUE
001•• 72• 1206 CONTINUE
001.2 33• OSTLIN - OTLINE • 1
691.3 34. OEOLI n - OTLINE • L'INSOU
09163 35. C
69163 36- C
0.163 37. C• ...............................•............••..••....•..•...........•.•......
69163 19. C	 00-LOOP TO UNITE DATA OUT ON TAPE
69163 7•. C ........ .•............................................ 	 .................
60163 40• C
69164 41• IF (OTFILE(CTFILE)	 .ED. •)	 GO TO 1300.
90166 42• 00 1266	 I	 - 1, LINSOU
•9171 43• OTLINE - OTLINE •	 t
•0172 44. If	 (LIMLIN - OTLINE)	 1240.1240.1200
69175 43. 1240	 LSTLI n . -1
69176 46•: 1260	 CALL FYZTLn (OUTCOO.LSTLIR)
00177 47. 1250 CONTINUE
06201 49. 1306 CONTINUE
•Oast 49- IF (RA► (CTFILE)	 .EQ. OY	 GO TO 1700
00204 i0• IF	 (LISSOM	 .LT..	 2)	 GO TO 1330
69206 S1. 00 1320	 I - i.LR►SAM	 --
$Ull 12• IN(I.11)	 s OUTSYN(1)
69212 S3• 1326 CONTINUE
410212 14. C
69212 113• C..•........ ...............•.................•......................•......•..•..
69212 S6• C	 00-LOOP TO UNITE DATA O• DRUM FOR GREVRA ►
00212 S7• C...•.....•............•...•....• .................................••.....•..•..•
69212 Sa. C
60214 111• 1330 CONTINUE
49211 40• DO 1600 1 - OSTLIS. OEOLIN
6922• 41. CALL F127OR (TRIMO.	 1. OUTSYM. NOFLOZ.. TRIFLO. TRNSAV,
60220 62• •	 TRIVER. DFT ►T, SAMSTR, LINSAM, SAMINC.	 LININC)
69221 63. IF (TSTNEY AD.	 1)	 CALL FIZIOR (TSTNO.	 1, OUTSVM. NOFLD3.
06221 64. •	 TSTFLO. TSTSAV, TSTVER. OFT ►T,SAMSTN. LINSAM. SAMINC. LIIINC)
00223 61- OSTSAN . •
69224 66- OEOSAM . •
60223 67. COL - 6
69226 01- .. ORMLIN	 - OROII n •	 t







	 :00s,1, = •
	 I
	
••233	 71•	 AN= {OISAR
	
0.234	 72•	 CEO$AR a Of TSAR • IAGSYR
	
••273	 73•	 COL = COL • 1
	
••23♦ 	 14•	 IF ICEOS AR .GT. LIRSAN) OEDSAN = LIRfAR
	
0.24•	 73•	 00 134• YRfAR 0 "AM, OED 'A.
	
60243	 7♦. 	 YORO = /OND • 1
	
1(244	 77•	 60 /7)S J . 0, 3
	
N241	 79•	 ^T = OUTSYR(YRSAR • J)
	
•0236	 79•	 0IT . J -
	
062tt	 !D•	 ilO(61T. ♦, DRUARR(YORD.I.DRNLI/,COL)) n
	




••232	 !/•	 •	 FLD10. ♦, $YR( ►T,21)
	
06253	 !4.	 1333	 CO/TI/UE
	
662SS	 AS•	 1340	 COtTi/UE
	
0.237	 !♦• 	 13♦0 	 CO/TI/UE	 -
	
N261	 N•	 IF (LINNIT) 1764,1364,1363
	
0.264	 $A•	 1363	 IF (1 .60. OEDLIN) GO TO 136S
	
p266	 t9•	 13♦4 	 IF (ORRLI n .LT. NOLLINI GO TO 1166
	
••270	 •0•	 13♦3 	 DRRYRT n DRRYRT • 1
	
••271	 •1.	 NOLYNO n ORNLIN • tOCOYR • 2
	
0.271	 92•	 00 1340 c = 1, /OCOL
	
275	 •3•	 CAII RYRITE ([OIINC(K>, ORUARR(1.1,1,x-),-MOlYRO.ORtTAT(l)>00
	
6627♦ 	 14•	 COLT/C(K) s COLT /C(Kl • NOLYRO
	
N277	 •S•	 1390	 CONTRUE	 I
	0.361	 •♦+ 	 00 1310 K = /, /OCOL
	N364	 97.	 1393	 IF (DRSTAT(K) .ED. 1) GO TO ISSS
	
06306	 99•	 IF 104STAT(t) ./E. 0) GO TO 3000
	
0031•	 9N	 1796	 CO/TUUE
	66312	 100•	 0RRL1/ = 0
	
0.313	 101.	 1S00	 CONTINUE
	
60314	 102•	 IF (OEDLI6 .ED. 1). GO TO 1606
	
6q 1♦ 	 .163 •	11 (I .EO. 0111.1111 GO TO 1000
	
06326	 164•	 00 1320 COL.A.. I.,IRSAR
€i	 00323	 161.	 OUTSYN(COLfAN) = IR(COLSAR.11)
	




068♦ 	 167•	 t0 CORTItUE
	





66331	 111•	 C ... . .................... .••..•.•....••...0r........•••.......•..•.u•..•..
	06331	 112•	 C	 FATAL ERROR
	




00332	 111•	 3000 CONTINUE
	
00333	 11N	 rRITE (6.100) COIINC(K). K. COLADO(K). DRRYRT
	
00341	 117•	 RETURN 3
	
44342	 119•	 E/0
960 OF CON►ILATIO/(	 90 DIAGNOSTIC$.












31AS 900 33611119 %IS'	n VIM 1101111]3X7-Mesa. •
'15000•	;,
• 041014 1011Y/11t30	--	210004
O0v 901416 334n OS 341 01 03N011rt1100s0
39Y 4-31SaVOOV ONO" 001043311V AINO'.061rOSOOOf.. .
•1000•
'-jol%]Vd 01 NOlvd 040" /0101111130 3M1 ON32h0000
1110 NV41A1'3009 91133v4 3M1 It Ullfnt-1MOINL90000
it 'SO4OM 90livIlIS30 3M1 01 31A0 IRA.0'1000e
10: 1OIIV3tillfnf-1N0I4 36 01 3009 90137Vd 3M1	•,,1000•
404 SIS31 IVN1A0 110 4OIS03A OIML	13101'vl000f
190001
•Most
'43"18 N)V3 10 10304333041 S310VIVVA V3N10
	eO01410
	-1110000
"	31A0 001IV oilf3a asV 33mn0f Ol 00XM03 39V 2t31A/ e1r O91AI7010000
•0„0000
001411.1,,000•	j
NOILVII1530 301 01 13LAI 301 94113Vd $]ONL„0005
oil:X S31AI 0330131 43AO 0334136 34V fill dlS/e '4 'is' 11•1110000
(ONO"0 10 llls0 01 03lillsnr-1131 3110 ISVIA 1411111t00e0
0014111 31AI fnon9I1003 v 01 0337Vd 30V 431A1 '1 • itCt000s
•21000•
ONIY10 ILA@1,,00.1
NOIIVN11SI0 OLNI 033)vd S31AI 0330130 3135 Ol Sill '01 • #%SIOOCS00s
0200x/
SS3VdOV ONO" 4011VO11H0 LIVIA • IONONO
_ 020000
Move
t 1NO14-01-1131	K ” " 't'2't •	)	941914 NOIIVNI1930also$$
10 ONO" 15411. 31AI 1SY11 10 110 14911 4011 •01 111 •
	title4200IS	I	.
-•20001
-	( 3LA412110 40 'ot ) 3216 3110 • Z633A1,,20000
•22000•
SNIYIS 4011VN11S30 0111 0333Vd GIV120001
S01NL6 374nOS YOY1 0333Vd1n 34 O1 BALI 110 'O4 1VIO1 • 231►U•20(10•
•01oes$
411416//0000
31AI 33001, 941X3Vdln 41 03N049I S31Yvomnof even110001
'SII/ 3#105 AY3A3 0333Vd4n 3VV SILL$	MAID•10.00
t1105 Ol 03111IISnf 1131 t 31A0 N11N 90119vit•0 'as*	11IIt000f
•V10066
SNIYIS 31A• fnOn9111103 V INV 031A0 '0 • 11,,1000•
• 210000
9NI416 31A0((sees	-
334nOS 4l'S31A0 233"130 dI.36 O1 Sill 10 '01 s 41S80-	01000•
•isPOOs
SS3100V OVON 334nos LIVIA • t04ONl000000
•3050/
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10112:t1 AV 914dV 90 10 3200 SVN AIMSfV SIN1	x
VI000 '1012
	N3l8M3SSVIt	3333 VOtt	]VALIIn All







100060 $1	 Boost$ 74 06 00 00 0 000060 100 $,VAME
$30011 e/oeo1. 06 01 11 00 0 000001 IITRAN • 3X.M2 XIi,:EYADO
/$0062 ice:^.42 71 f2 04 06 0 000002 D3 A4.:SAVE
^	 11$017 I40Co3 Ot 00 00 00 0 000004 BA AG.RSAVE•Z
$64064 000064 66 00 01 00 0 OOOOOS Sx XI.R$AVE•3BRINGS
OOOOOS 06 00 1Z 00 0 000006 is XZ.RSAVE•4
$Iees6 $$$006 04 00 $1 00 0 000007 It -01.N$AVE•5
e0e067 000001 44 e0 OZ 00 0 000010 SR 22,RSAVE•&
$OOOG{ 000010 12 00 O4 1!	 1 000001 UTA A4.•l.Ytt
686060 •110011 1)' 00. 04 00 0 000012 A/N A4.O:E
$00070 400012 t7 00 O1 00 0 000020 LX x1.A4 Ni- Loo ► COUBTER• NO. IITE$-1
j	 $60071 00001! /Z O/ 04 1!	 1 000004 LRA A4,•4.X11
Bpe72 000014 0! ^1 04 00 0 000G60 $M, H2 A4, MIN A6 • BYTE SIZE
-	 :0007! 4000/3 12 00 "3 13	 1 0000112 lMA AS.•2.xtl
600074 800016 16 00 OS. 00 4 000020 ANA AS,A4
lose?$ :00017 e3 00 OS 00 0 602 SR AS,ISKF ••••
000076
8000 77 ••• • INITIALIZATION FOR FORWARD ADDRESSING
:00:71 000020 12 00 0$ 17 1 0000: COST' l:A AS : A1.X1I ••••
000070 000021 1G 00 OS 00 0 000020 ANA AS4
001010 000022 07 00 OS 00 0 00002! SM AS:,03KI ••••
800011 000027 1? 00 04 00 0 000017 COITZ AMA A4,TMRTI4 ••••
110012 000024 01 00 04 00 0 000021 $A A4,5IZM74 SIZ0136 a /IIISZ -	 !G
8000{! Oo00ZS 10 00 04 13 0 000001 L A4,1,X11 A4 • IUTIAL SOURCE WORD ADDRESS
6000{4 000026 17 00 04 00 0 000012 ANN A4.O0E SOURCE YO:D ADDRESS - 1
*GoT 000027 31 00 04 00 0 00001! MSI A4.THRTY6
'UP
ULATIVf /IT COU:T (SOURCE,
000016 $00070 12 00 0. 13	 1 000000 LMA AG. • 0,%11 AS • /IT 10. OF FI:ST /IT,FIRST BITE 	 (SOURCE)
•:0017 000071 17 00 06 00 0 000012 A:M A:.DOE Al •SIT	 1	 ADDRESS	 (SOURCE)	 (0-!S)
1100tJ 000032 1. 00 06 00 0 000020 ANA A4,A4
1000:1 01(1073 O3 00 O6 00 0 00001♦ SN A6,CUMII A! • CURIO •	 INITIAL CUMULATIVE SIT 000NT(SOUNCE
00:000 000034 10 00 04 13 0 000006 LA	 . ♦a,6,X1I A4 • INITIAL DEST.. WORD ADDRESS
800001 00007S 17 00 04 00 0 000012 ANN Ac,ORE
000002 00003• 31 00 04 00 0 000011 PSI. A4.TNRTY6 ,.	 A6 CUMULATIVE BIT COUNT (DEST.).
806007 00003? 12 00 11 17 1000003 LRA A0, • S.XI1 „ At = BIT 00.	 OF FIRST IIT,FIRST BYTE 	 (DEST.	 )
000004 000040 t7 00 i1 00 0 000012 ANN A0,01E As •	 III	 1	 ADDRESS	 (DEST.)	 (0-31)
O:O::S 000041 12 00 OS 00 0 01*0023 LN AS.AO
10000♦ 000042 16 00 11 00 0 000020 AMA A1.A4
$00007 000043 OS 00 I1 00 0 000011 SN A1.CUMOUT ".	 At • CUROUT : INITIAL CUMULATIVE III COUNT (DEST
40000{ /00044 OS 00 00 00 0 000020 S2 NTJSFY
800001 000045 16 00 OS 13	 1 000004 AR aS.•4,x11 AS • DEST. /IT 1 ADDRESS 	 SITE SIZE.
800100 0 00046 5& 00 OS 00 0 000017 TE AS.TMRTY6
:OOtOt 000047 74 04 00 00 0 000057 J S•{
000102 000030 OS 00 00 00 0 000020 IZ Al
$00103 0000511 /2 00 OS Oo 0 000027 LM AS.OSK/
000104 040052 324 00 04 00 0 000:213 01 A4.THMTY6
100107 000033 $2 00 OS 00 0 000011 TE AS.ZERO
eesto6 000054 74 04 00 00 0 000051 J S•3
180107 -	 000055 t0 00.05 00	 0. 000012 -,LA AS.OIE
-	
.01010{ OOOOSG 03 00 OS 00 0 000020 1M AS.RTJSFY MIGMT- JUSTIFY FLAG SET
040.100 0000.31 10 00 04 00 0 000017 lA A4.NASX
060110 000060 73 12 04 00 0 000000 "SK LSSL A4,0 -
•00111 000061 Z3 00 02 00 0 000020 IN RZ.A4 INITIALI2E MASK REGISTER
108112 000002 OS 00 00 00 0 A00021. NOYYD 62 AS
000113 00006! $4 0001 00 0 000017 01 AS,THRTY6
800114 000044 14 00 OS 00 0 000012 A AS.DNE
000Ili 000065 01 00 OS 00 0 000024 SR AS.SWD AS • SWO • CURRENT $OUNCE WORD ADDRESS
:00116 :00066 OS 00 00 00 0 000024 SZ A{
o00t17 80007 34 O0 /0 000 00001) 01. Ai.TNRTT6
000116 000070 14 Go IS 00 0 000012 A A{.ONE
Seelig 000071 03 00 10 00 0 000025 SN A{.OWD AS - . OWD • CUIINEIT DEST. WORD ADDRESS
100120 $0007Y SO 00 00 00 0 000020" TZ RTJSFI
800/21 :00013 451 00.00 00 t 000025 SZ •OYD ZERO-FILL THE DESTINATION WORD






ee OS oe o 000013 Nft AS IMRTr:
410011• 000075 17 00 OS 00 0 000014 ANN AS,CUMI n . AS - SOURCE MCI N 7: - CURIO
e011tS 00007♦ 10 00 Da 00 0 000017 LA A4. TM.11.
/Belt: 666677 17 00 Oa 00 0 000021 AIR A4,AS Aa - 3: - (W01 Y 7: - Cunt*')
001127 n BIT1 ADDRESS.CURRENT SOURCE MOND
0661t: 000100 14 00 04 00 0 000021 AA A4.SIZN7: A4 •	 IBIT1	 • /ITESZ - 7: a SHIFT DIRECTION
104112• AND MAGNITUDE
ee6a76 414101411 03 00 Oa 00 0 000026 SR A4.SNFCIT A4	 s SOURCE WORD SHIFT COUNT (MAGNITUDE)
41410171 000/02 71 1! 12 00	 1 00002• OL Ate.•SWD At0.A11 :SOURCE WDL.W01•t
0001!2 •0010] St 00 00 00 0 000020 TIZ A4
660173 00010♦ Ia Oa 00 00 0 000112 J S-6 SHIFT COUNT • 0
600134 000105 :0 00 00 00 0 000020 To A4
000171 00010: 74 04 00 00 0 000111 J f•3
•410/7: 0001.6 77 13 12 00 1 000020 SMFT1 LDS) AIO, • f NFCNT SHIFT COUNT POSITIVE-NIGHT JUSTIFY THE
1041177 SOURCE BYTE	 It A/0
00017: •00110 14 04 00 00 0 000112 J :•2 -
e00170 660111 73 02 TZ 00 1 00002: SSL Ate, • SNFCNT SHIFT COUNT NEGATIVE- RIGHT JUSTIFY THE
6001,40 SOURCE NYTE IN AID
6601411 000112 71 13 1: 00 1 000025 OL A14,•OWD A141,A 15 • 0ESTI0ATION YDI.WO1•I
OO41fa2 e00/f7 ft 00 /0 00 0 00001, NSI A:.TN:Try
00011,47 OOOrta it 00 10 00 0 OOOOtS A:N A{,CUMOUT AS s DESTINATION YDI t 7: - CUROUT
000144 000115 to 00 OS 00 0 000017 LA A1.THMTV6
41001415 410011: 17 00 OS 00 0 000024 AMR AS.A: AS • 3: - (ND/X7: - CUROUT)
OOOtA: n /IT 1 ADONESf l n DEIT. WOOD
000147 000117 la 00 OS 00 0 000021 AA AS.SIZMS6 Al • 0/ITI • /VTESZ - I:
4100141: a./NIFT DIRECTION AID MAGNITUDE
660141 /00120 07 00 OS 00 0 00002: SN AS,SMFCNT SNFCIT s DEBT. WORD {NIFT (MAG III TUDE)
000150 100 121
11
S1 00 00 00 0 000021 TIZ AS
100151 •00121 O,4 00 00 0 000170 J fN
OOO1S2 000123 AO 00 00 00 0 000021 TP AS SHIFT COUNT 800 -2ER0 - TEST FOR POSITIVE COUNT
000111, 000124 741 04 00 00 0 00012) J S•!
000154 0001ZS 73 11 1: 00 1 00002: SNFTZ loft A141,•SNFCNT SHIFT COUNT POSITIVE- RIGHT JUSTIFY THE
OOOISS DESTINATION BYTE POSITION 11 A14
/OBIS: 000120 7a. Oa 00 00 0 000130 J. t•t
OOO1S7 4100127 73 01 1: 00 1 00002: BBC A14.•S"FC1T SHIFT COUNT NEGATIVE- MIGHT JUSTIFY THE
410015{ DESTI:ATION BYTE POfIi101 IN A141	 -
00011! 660170 43 OB /Z 00 0 000032 MLU. A10.A1,4 SOURCE YOMO.YITM :VTE RIGHT-ADJUSTED,MAfNED
6001:0 WITH DESTIIAT10	 WORD.$IIf POSIT 100
14141161 RIGHT-ADJUSTED, RESULT 14	 A11
0001:2 846131 10 00 1: 00 0 000027 LA A14.All A14 RE-INITIALIZED WITH ADJUSTED DEST. WORD..
000163 -INCLUDING PACKED BYTE
000164 4100132 S1 00 00 00 0 000021 TIZ AS
60016S 000.133 741 04 00 00 0 000141 J S•6
000166 00011♦ :0 00 00 00 0 000021 TP AS
000167 166175 1,4 04 00 00 0 000140 J S•7 -
•00100 66013: 73 01 16 00 1 000026 BBC A14.•fNFCNT SHIFT WAS POSITIVE- RESTORE DEST. WD1.MOI-I
0001:9 TO ORIGINAL BIT POSITIONS
OOOt70 •00137 74 04 00 00 0 000141 J 9•2
000171 0001410. 77 1.1 16 60 1 000020 LOSC A14.•SNFCNT SHIFT WAS NEGATIVE- RESTORE DEST. WDI.WDI.1
000172 TO ORIGINAL BIT POSITIONS
000177 000141 71 tt 1.: 00 1 000025 14- A14,•OWD DESTINATION W01.1101 . 1	 RETURNED..
600174 N.1TH. PACKED OTTE
/00173 .0001412 /2 00 0. 00 0 000014 LNA. A4.CURIN
00017: 000143 14 00 00 00 0 000021 A A6.IftP
00017) OOOt41a O7 00 0. 00 0 00001♦ SM M.CUNIN CURIO UPDATED FOR BYTE SIZE AND OFFSET
000179 000145 12 00 11 00 0 000015 LMA A1,CUMOUT	 - -
000179 000146 14 co 11 00 0 000023 A Ae.OSKP
0001{0	 - 000147 Of b0 11 00 0 000015. SA A1.CUMOUT CUMOUT UPDATED FOR BYTE SIZE AND OFFSET
0001J1 066150 to 00 0 100 0 0000:2 JGD KI.IOWWD DECREMENT BYTE COUNT, GO GET NEXT (OUNCE SITE
6661{2- 1001St YI
13
Oa 00 0 000002 OL A4,RSAVE
1661:T 000152 /0. 00 00 00 0 000004 LA. A:.RSAVE•2
660166. 4100117 27 000/ 00 0 000001 LX Y1,R$AVE•3 -





























111400o• 0011117 01 0911130I WOr%&soft a 96 00 1. 1t0960006910010
oar13V•61xX1100.00 0 Of i► 00 liLS1oo4M ae@
9•3A0S0'2001010000 0 of 20 00 929S Ns•Lft@44
S•3A014'I4	al
	











	 6• APR 7*
	
6925972
YRIVAC 1100 FORTRAN V EYE, 11 LEVEL 2SA -!EXEC& LEVEL E12610916A)
TRIs CONPILATION WAS DONE OR 00 APR 76 AT 1112$932
	
SUBROUTINE FDLINT	 E@TRY POINT •01001
STORAGE USED. CODE(l) 001072t DATAM 6000771 SLASH CONNON(2) 000000
EXTEMNAL REFERENCES CILOCR; @ARE)
0003 DENNIS -
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT MOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001 000634 looL	 0001 000474 10001	 fool	 600.24 1116
	 NO1	 0000)3 200L
	
•&$1	 000320 206OL
0001	 *00704 20L	 0001	 000102 300L	 0001	 000624 3000L
	 0001
	 600430 30011	 0001	 000644 7176
•001	 660075 3236	 0061	 060720 7400 	 fool	 000740 35L	 fool	 000173 AeoL	 0001	 000465 AOOOI
0061	 000651 SL	 0001	 000137 SOOL	 0001	 000563 $COOL
	
0001	 000264 5IOL
	 0001	 000330 690L
0001	 000546 40001	 cool	 09630% ?$at	 fool	 000527 ?COOL	 cool
	
000061 86041.	 0001	 0006is 9000L
Roof 1 699014 1	 0000 1 •*Oslo INN	 Neff	 000044 INJPS	 Goes 1 000017 IPI	 6000 1 000022 IK
Remo 1 000015 J	 0000 1 000011 L
	
0000 1 000031 MR 	 0060 I f00012 n 	 0000 1 000033 n l
	
sell 1 000035 mJ	 0000 1 000037 NN	 0000 1 000013 NPTSE 	 0000 1 000032 NPiS/	 Boom 1 000034 Not
ONE 1 640030 %TEMP	 0000 R 000023 AL	 0000 R 000030-RXX	 0000 a 000024 RX1	 0000 a 000025 RXZ
	
ms04 R f60e2o MTt	 0000 a 00002? RYZ	 0000 1 00000$ Xami	 9000 R 000020 NIPS	 4000 1 000007 XNP2
	
sf06 1 060094 X)1	 0004 1 600000 X1	 0009 1 000061 X2
	 also 1 NOON Taal	 off* 0 060621 Top$
•NR I Nall* TN►2	 Goof I *$Boaz it	 loo* 1 600663 Y2
metal	 1.	 SUBROUTINE FOLINT(FIELD.RPTS.FL.YLINE.NSANP,JJ)
Rates	 Z.
	 tl
solo$	 3.	 CI	 THIS SUBROUTINE WILL PETUN4 THE PIXEL NUMBERS OF THOSE
00101	 4.	 CI	 PIXELS 02 A A GIVEN LINE THAT ARE CONTAINED WITHIN THE
metal	 5.	 CI	 BOUNDARIES OF A NONE-RECTANGULAR FIELD
00101	 N	 CI
401ei	 T.	 CI
00101	 8•	 CI	 INPUT	 FIELD - NONE-RECTANGULAR FIELD TABLE
*@lot	 f-	 CI	 All THE VERTICES MUST BE IN CLOCKWISE
metal	 So.	 CI	 ORDER AND THE LAST VERTEX HAS TO /E EQUAL
metal	 11-	 Cl	 10 THE FIRST VERTEX FOR FIELD CLOSURE
*OIeT	 12•	 CI	 THE FIRST VERTEX MUST HAVE MINIMUM
00101	 I3..	 - CI	 PIXEL VALUE
041e1	 14-	 CI	 SPY$ - NO OF POINTS OF THE n -R FIELD
•Slot	 15•	 CI	 VLINE - SCAN LINE NUMBER
eel*$	 16.	 CI
metal	 17.	 CI	 OUTPUT	 Fl	 - ARRAY CONTAINING THE ORDERED PIXEL INTERCEPTS
*%lei	 Is-	 CI	 4SANP - NO 6 F SAMPLES CONTAINED 14 THE SIELD OF
04Sol	 19-	 C1	 A GIVEN SCAN LINE
asset	 20-	 CI	 JJ	 - THE LENGTN OF THE ARRAY FL
00101	 21.	 CI
solos	 Z2.	 PARAMETER .MAXI.&
1016	 23-	 DIMENSION FIEL0(Z.4Pl%b.FL(MAXI1
solos	 24-	 INTEGER K1.X2.Yt.12.X9,.FI.FIELD,VLI4E
06106	 2S-	 Imitate 7@Mt.Y4R1.XP2.VV2
Soto?	 26.	 IF(NPvs.ES.Z)GO TO 35
00167	 2?•	 C.	 ONE VERTEX FIELD'








2 20• 00 7 4 : 1.NAX1
00115 70• Y sL(0) : 0
00117 L1• 07TOE = 0rlS-1
00120 32 • 1	 =	 t
06121 33• JJ	 a
00122 34: X1.^RIELD(1.1)
00125 IS• rt =ftElO(2.I)
06124 74• J	 1•r.
00125 St• Y2=f 1ELDti,.J.
0012• 70• r2=FIEL0t2,J)
06127 30• IF t	 I	 .ED,	 t	 L GO 1, 200
001!1 40• - 711.1	 s	 1-1
001!2 41. X0111-FIELO(.1,.1"1)
00177 42• r1R1=FIELO(i, 1111)
00134 43• GO TO 300
00175 44• M on1=FIELO(/,0►TSE)
00130 4S• ►NR1zFIELD(2,NrTSE)
♦0137 46• 700 1ri	 c	 1.1
01140 47 •. X0!1=fl€LD<111r1)
06141 40• r0r1=FIELD(t,lrt)
00142 49. IF I	 1	 .ED. R)TSE) GO TO 100
00144 so: z	 1.2
06145 S1• XOr2=FIEIOn,ir2)
00146 Si• r.ri-F.ELDIi.iril
00137 'SS• GO TO 300
00150 S4• 400 XNri-FIELD(1.2)
01151 SS• rNr2=F1ELD(2.2)
00152 S6• S00 IF	 /	 It	 .EQ.	 12 1 00 TO 1000




00100 Sh RL - L
00101 60• NXl • HI
06102 61 • R11 -
 1200103 Oz• RTl • r1
00104 •! • Rr2 = tz
06105 661 RXX =R((RL-en >•tRX2-RXU)(t0r2-Rrl>)•RX1
16166 6S• XX z RXX..S
00117 16• IF(r1.LT,ri)	 GO TO 310
06171 67. XX-RXX




00173 70. IF (( • X.Gf.. X17 .AOO.	 (XX .LE.	 Y21	 1 GO TO 000
00177 71• If <I	 ,LE. X1)'. ,A00.	 (XX	 .GE.	 Xz>	 ) GO TO 000
00201 72• 2000 I	 =	 1.•t
00202 7!• If	 1	 1	 .Gi. NOTSE > GO TO S
00204 74. GO TO 100
00205 7S• 000 1F1L.LE.,11,A:O,.L,GE.r21 	 GO TO 700
00207 76• IFIL.LE.r2.AOD.L.GE;r1) 	 .0 10 700
00211 77• CO TO 2:900
00212 761 700 JJ - Ji-I
00213 70• FL.(JJ)	 =	 XX
00214 00• IF	 I	 JJ	 .EO.	 1	 ) GO TO 2000
00214 61. IF /	 1	 JE. 0►TSE. )GO TO 3000







00230 S7• GO 10 3001
00231 •6- 3000 IF	
CI
	 .NE.	 11	 ) GO TO 2000
00233 01. 7001 IF 1(r1,LT. 'NMI)	 .AND.	 nt	 .r.T. rz ► ) GO TO 4000
D-66
tIs • .2 F Mt	 r1	 .GT	 r0111 ) .410. 1 1 AT. 1Z)) GO TO b00
00237 93• GO TO 2000
00249 04• 4000 FL(JJ) . 0
00211 /s. JJ - JJ-1
00242. a&- 00 TO 2000
00243 07• 1000	 IF(L.1E.11) GO TO 2000
00245 q• IF(KI.GT.K2) GO TO 5000
00247 11• IF(TNRI.LT.11) 40 TO 0000
•Otst 100. IF ( T0P2 .CT. T2 I GO TO 7000
00253 161• J7 = JJ•I
00254 102. FL(JJ)	 K1
OOtss 103• GO TO 2010
`	 00250 1011• 7060 JJ • JJ•1
'	 002S7 IOS= FL(JJ) a XI
49200 t00• IN . JJ•1
00249 107• FL(NN) - K2
0026Z 101• JJ - on
00203 100• GO TO 2000
10214 110• 6000 Is < not .LT. 12 ) GD To too/
00200 111. JJ = JJ•1
00267 112• FL(JJ) -K2
00270 lt!• GO TO 2000
00271 114• 3000	 IF ( 10111	 .LT. TI	 ) GO TO 9000
00273 Its- IF 4 11PZ .GT.	 12 ) GO TO 2000
00273 110• JJ = JJ•+
0027• 117• FL(JJ> a K2
OOZY? 113• IF(OPTSE.EO.2)FL(JJ).K1
00301 119• GO TO 2000
•Os02 120. 0000 IF ( r0►2 AT. 12 ) GO TO 1000
00304 121. JJ • JJ.i
•OJOS 122• FL(JJ)	 Kl i
•0300 12!• 1111	 J•1= J
00!07 124• FL(NN) - K2
00310 /ZS. JJ	 -	 1111
-	 00!11 120• GO TO 2000
00312 127• 0000 JJ - JJ•1
1	 00313 120• FL(JJ)	 - K1
00314 120• GO TO 2000
00315 130. s VTSI - JJ-1
00310 131• 00 2. It . IAPTt1
00321 132• OT'. 01 . 1	 -
00322 153. 00 2. NJ = IPI.J7




00310 135. 20 NTER► . FL(II)	 J
00571 rya FL(RI)	 = FL(0J)	 j
103!2 177• FLtNJ) = OTEIIO
00373 131. Z1 CONTINUE
00350 130• HARP - 0
	
_	 q
00337 140• 00 30 n . 1.7J.2	 7
00742 tat. as . 1.1
00343 142• 1SARP . NSAKP . (FL(On -0141).11
00344 Tai• 30 CONTINUE
00340 144• RETURN
00347 14S. 3s IF11LINE.NE.FIELD(2.M4ETUR1	 -	 {
007sl 140• FL(I)-FIELD(1.1)	 9
• 463S2 147• FL(2)=FIELO(1.1)	 a
003S3 140• 1SARP.1
00354 140• JJ-1









1• JAN 76 1482S246 	 o172oS1•





	 00 APR 76
	 11121115UNIVAC 1109 FORTRAN V EXEC	 It LEVEL , ZSA 	 -(EXEC& LEVEL E12610016A)
TN 11 COMPILATION WAS DONE OR 09 APR 76 At 111251SS
SUBROUTINE WATFLD	 ENTRY POINT OOOJSO
STORAGE USEOI CODE($) 0003721 OATAtO) 0002001 BLANK CONNON(2) 000660
	 -
COMMON BLOCKSs
'	 0003	 GLOBAL 000076
1
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME)
0604	 INDUS	
...
0005	 n 1025	 -
0006	 /tots	 _.
-	 000)	 NER43I
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT 	 (BLOC[. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION. BARE)
0000	 .606013 100F	 0001	 000072 17.36
	 0001	 000145 1540	 •0110
	 •00(121 2001	 0001	 000227 201E
0001	 000260 2206	 0001	 000315 275G	 0000	 000027 ZSOF	 0000	 000050 7OOF	 0000	 000066 400F
.	 0001	 000176 SL	 0000	 000100 SOOF	 0001	 .000266 6L	 0000•	 000/15 650E	 0001	 000323 7L
9000	 000127 7OOF	 0000	 000133 707E	 0000	 000140 71OF	 0003	 000035 INFILf
	 0003	 000036 1MKEY
0007	 000053 DATA►E	 0003	 000071 DATFIL
	 0003	 000067 ORMWOS









000074 Ft2KET	 0003	 000073 FIZUNT	 0000 1 000011 FLOIAII
000) 1 000000 HEAD
	 0003	 GOODS? NISFIL
	 0003
	
000060 NISKIY	 0000 1 000002 1
	 00110 1 000001 U
5110 1000007 IC
	 0000 1 000006 IE
	 0000
	
000146 1109	 0000 1000010 IS
	 0000 1 000012 J
0000 l 000000 LORI	 0007
	
OOOOS2 NA►TAP	 0003	 000064 RAOUIT	 0003
	 000065 ROME
	 0000 1 000004 NO
0000 1000005 1A	 00001 OOOOOJ IV	 0007
	 000070 PAGS12	 0003
	 0000S4 SAVTAP	 0003000072 STAPIL
0003	 000061 INFORM
'	 -	 66101	 '1•	 SUBROUTINE WRTILD(FLDSAV.VERTEX.NCFLO.KEY.CLSRAN.SUIRARI,
-	 90113





	 THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS SAVED TRAINING OM TEST FIELDS
.01104	 6•	 C•
00105	 7•	 DIMENSION FLDSAV(4.NOFLO).VENTEX(Z.1)
10106	 a.	 DATA LPRN/'('/
00111	 1•	 INCLUDE COUK6,LIST	 -
00111-	 ••	 CORMOI/GLOBAL/HEAD(42).RAPTAP.DATAPE.SAVTAP.BNFILE.BNKEY.
$fill	 9•	 •	 NISFIL.MISKEY.TRFORR,ENIPTP.ERPKEV.NA►UNT.NOFILE.
011111	 0.	 •	 ONURAD.DRNWOS.PAGSIZ.DATFIL.STAFIL























00140 2S• Iit[Er.rE.3>CO TO S
ells$ 26• YRITEt•.700)I,FlD1AN,tl►R1,VER1EXt1,J>.VERTEK(2,J),.J•I$.IE)
9e162 27• IF(If.E0.1)YRITE(•,)OS)
0e 1$S H. to(IS.E0. 2)YR t TE(•.710)
90179 2$• 00 TO •
•$171 39• 1 COrT11UE
00172 71• IF(If.E0..0)YRITE(,•.400)/..FLDNAR,IC,CIfNANti[),
09172 72• •	 (L►R[.VERTFK(1,JJ ,VERTEK(2.JI.J•te.lEl
09207 !]• Iilif.lE.•)YRITEtA.S00f1.FLONAM.IC.CLfNAM(IC),IS.fUlNAN(If).
09207 !4• •	 IL►41.VERTEX41.J),VERTEX(2.J).J•10.11)
90226 -	 35 • • CONTINUE




90243 41• 7 C01T11UF	 -
09244 41• lralE•2
99245 4t• t9 CONTINUE
09247 A3• --	 RETURN
9e2S0 44• 100 FORMAT(///	 47X,'SAVEO TRAIrl1G FIELDS'/)
e92S1 4S• 200 FORM AT' 1// 	 40X,'INPUT TEST FIEl04'/)
09252 Ile 2S0 EORNAT(I//4S%,'DESIGNATED FIELDS'/I/T11.'FIELO'.T40,'DESIONATEO'.
00232 47• if0.'VERTICES	 <7ANPLE.LINE)'/)
e92S7 4$• 700•FONNATt1X.TlJ,'FtElO'.T74,'CLASS'.T47,'SO9LLA53'.T10.'VERTICE!	 tf
•0253 th •AMPLE.l11E/'/>
00254 SO• 400	 FORNAT(T1S,13.T20,A•,T70,13.T3S.Al.T•S.S(A1,14.'.'. 14.'>',IX)>
e92SS SI• 500 i0NNATtTIS,13,TZO,.A•.TSO,IS,TSS.A•,TYS.Il,TSO,A6 T•S,
9l2SS S2• •	 St AS.14,','.14,"7'.1X))
•O2S0 SS• 670 iORRAT(1%,T•Sti S( AT,l4,`,`, t4.'1'.tx >)
9e2S7 34• 700FORMAT(T1S.I3.T20,A6,T•S.SlA1,l4,'.',1^.'>',1%))
99209 SS• 705 FORNATt1M • ,T4$.'UrIDE0TIFI Alt E')
002$1 7l• 71$ FORNAT(IN•.T40.'OTNER')
00202 S7• 110
ENO OF COMPILATIONS	 10	 DIAGNOSTIC$.
YN TFLO erR$OLiC	 t4 JAN 7•	 1•(7010•	 002571.7•	 /4	 f7	 IOflETEO>




tOS APR It	 9:61:,5
STARTING ADDRESS 010000




























































































































































































• Osl7t - Ifsls7
OUR
w	 .	 J 1s^1^a-IS^t17
PIZ
l IfslN-IS^N7







CHECK LEADCARDS FOR PROGAAH FILI04
••..9...9.99....99 .................
00000000011111111112222222222)7177377JJ49 N9949495SSSSSS55566666666667 MITT I?? 
1279f6f/10i279S67/9012J4S6f/9012}9367/90127SS6f99012345678901274567990123456799
69-0000 --- INPUT CARD COHRENT	 CRI 40. 77 TEST AREA
•-96000..•.- INPUT CARD OUTPUT	 L
09911ARIA/LES CHECKED LATER--- SKIP	 200	 160
-.	 ..-MARIA/LES CHECKED LATER--- 10"	 1	 1
*--GOOD -.- INPUT CARD LIRIT	 250	 220.
09- 60000 9- 60 INPUT CARD FILTER	 I
Ii
{<	




INPUT CARD ROLE	 -1	 -7	 -7	 -7	 -7	 -7 .	-2,
LYNOON I. JOHNSON SPACE CEN
ROUStON, TEXAS
CRT 100. 11 TEST AREA
SUM 44Y OF INPUT TAPE
11WIL INPUT ON LOGICAL UNIT 11.
IMFIL FILE. 1 SEVE04TED ON 06 APR 16 	 AT
SUMMARY OF INPUT SCANNER OATAt
USER-lMIUT TNRESNOLOING 1445 HEN 4►PLIEO..
PROCESSOR DISPLAY 010 NOT APPLY 5P4114L FILTERING.
OAT4 CLASSIFIED FOR MAPTAP FILE I ON 10 FEA 16 .
41UM0ER OF INPUT LINES - 512.
WRIER OF. INPUT 54MPLE5 - 512.








CMI 1 0. 31 TEST AREA
PROCESSING FOR FILZOM
TAPE OUTPUT ON LOGICAL UNIT 19 -- LARSYS It FORMAT.
ON INPUT TAPE BEFORE PROCESSING BEGINS 200 LINES WILL BE SKIPPED.
•04 EACH LINE OF THE INPUT TAPE 160 SAMPLES WILL BE SKIPPED.
ZOOM LINE FACTOR •	 1.000
ZOOM SAMPLE FACTOR s	 1.000
LINE L-141T •	 ZSO
SAMPLE LIMIT •	 220
IN►UtLIVES 1461 TO $12 WILL NOT BE PROCESSED DUE TO THE ZOOS LINE FACTOR.
ON EACH INPUT LINE, SAMPLES 361 TO $12 WILL NOT BE PROCESSED DUE TO THE 2009 SM►LE FACTOR.
ISLAND TEST s	 -3 -3 -3	 -3 	 -3	 -3 -3
UNCLASSIFIED PIXEL TEST /HOLE) _	 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3 -3
DEFAULT CODE FOR UNCLASSIFIED PIXELS •	 It6




L9M00N 0. ION (1MS^ SF6CE CENTER
MOOSTON, TEtttlt
C111 40. 3/ TEST 1NEI1
T041MING FIELDS FOR FILIOM WTPUT
FIELD	 CLASS	 SUBCLASS	 CODE	 STg6pL	 VERTICES tS4MFLE,LIME)
1	 • I.f C 1 • 1.5 1 •I.S IS2 1 t	 1, "0	 ('1 12,	 2901 ( 12, 25 ► ) ( •,	 2591
2	 90.ISC t •O.R 2 •O. JS t90 1 (	 3► , 290) ( 12,	 2901 ( 12,	 2591 ( 39.	 259)
3	 •0.25 3 •0.25 3 •O.xS 132 0 (	 6S,	 2140) t 12,	 2901 ( Ix,	 2S 9')	 ( K, 2591
9	 -0.25 ♦ -0.IS 1 -0.25 129 0 (	 96,	 2-10) ( 103,	 290) ( 103,	 259) ( 96, 259)
f	 -O, is f -0.1f f -O. TS 116 9 (	 126, 2901 ( 133,	 290) ( 133,	 259) 1 126,	 259)
6	 -1.f 6 -i.f • -1 9 109 1 (.IS1,.	 210) ( 169, 290) 1 161, 259) ( Is?,	 259)
I	 -t.f 7 -x.1 I -t.f EE t (	 101, 290) ( 1n, 2901 ( MS, 2591 ( 100,	 2591
6	 -3.9 0 -3.9 0 -3.f i2 0 t	 x11,	 2901 ( 221. 2901 ( 229, 259) t III,	 2591
9	 NOTED 9 WATER 9 WIN 116 4	 311. 2401 t 339, 290) ( 339, 2591 1 3114,	 259)
F
f y	 a	 i
III aLVNOON B. JOHNSON SPACE CE%TER
	 co APR l6
HOUSTON, TEXAS
CHI 00. IF TEST AREA
SUMMARY OF OUTPUT FOR FILZOR
••••••.•••••••••••••.••••...
OUTPUT FILE 1 ON UNIT 19	 -- LARSYS It FORMAT.
NUMBER OF RiCOROS THAT NAVE BEEN READ FAOM LOSICRL UNIT 21=
	 251,
NUMBER OF UNCLASSIFIED PIXELS THAT HAVE BEEN RECLASSIFIED DUE TO THE HOLE TEST (-3) FOR FILTER T
	
j
TOTAL NUMBER OF HOLE PIXELS THAT HAVE BEE%. RECLASSIFIED 	 1061.
OURBER.OF ISLAND PIXELS THAT 
HAVE 
BEEN RECLASSIFIED DUE TO T4E. ISLAN01-71 FOR FILTER T =	 171.
TOTAL NUMBER OF ISLAND PIXELS THAT HAVE BEE% RECLASSIFIED =
	
6S99.	 1
TOTAL. NUMBER OF ZOOMED OUTPUT POINTS •
	 SSOOD.
PERCENT TABLE
SUBCLASS NAME	 TOTAL POINTS
	 PENCENT46ES
• 1.5	 666	 1.21
•0.79	 1060	 1.97





















































P	C— = 1531 31oN	C-. 1531 ONYISI	1 n Y31119
`r
--------------------------------------------
'bOZ116 A• 039nOOYd 310Niq 01311 !0 AYI/SlO
Y3YY 1531 It 'ON 162
SYi31 160ISM1ON
it YdY 60	Y31N33 33VdS NOSNNOf '• NOONAI
+ Ilflltfrlrtfu11111111t11111„ „	 „1„111	 11111	 ,	 11111	 It/I1tlttt „It 1/ It/rrn neu /tier rrrr
	
s	 u r n u n rr n 1 11/1+11+1111,,,,,1,,.,,,111111111 „ 1111,,,,,111 m II1 „111t11111+11I11,111,11irrrrrnrr nrnrrnrrrr
• rttrrrrrrn rrr n 111111+111,,,,,,,,,,1111,1111111111111,,,1tft : • 1111,11,111,1,111111 „ 1,,, 1 / n n rrr n n nrnrrtrrft
	i 	 ilflf tIItIIIIII I II II It II IIIIIIIIII111111IIIIIIIII1IIIIIIlliii.'It11111I1111t111111tt,llila/IrU Ifn nrr/rrn n It
• rrrr n rrrrr n rrfrlt1111111111/ t1t1i11+1+ n tI n 111,1111111111/11 „ 11111+1r11t1i1t1/11111,1 „ u nrm n n nrn n n /t
	
♦ 	 Irr ► trilltlr ► Ilfflttllltltt1/1111/11111111tltllt11t11111111it1111t11ttlllitlllitlt1,1t111,1//rIt/rrr urr•r// lnrlt
10 rurrnlurrrrrrnlllltlnln11111,111+1 11+ n1ut11t1111111111t111i1/111111111111,111n1111nrnrnnnfnnnnn
	11 	 r!1 ► IrIf11I1rIf r(f1i111tt1t111t11111I111111t,tltll11111/t111111i111/tt1/11tIt111t1111it1 „ u1:: ]! •frrn n n/rr/r//
tt n rrrrrrrn rrrrrrltn1+111111it11It1+11+ 1111/,111111/ 1111 11111 n n 11111111111111,11,1111 „ n nrrn n n n n nrnrn
	I7 	 rIU I ►► II ► rlrtlfJlfh It111i11tit111+11t111111t111111tllttllt1/1 „ 11111tlliti/1111111 /ttttttn rf r/1lrrnrn rr/1f/11
1+ Irl/fllfrfrlr utlll ► ft /tt111111 „ 1 „ 1/11111111t1111111t11 „ 11/1111tIt1 1111 /111111/tllllt/ltr/r/t y 1/nfnrn n nrr
	
If	 f/1ltrlll ► tl ► rlifrlf 11It111111,,,t1 „ 111+111t111t111111111111111t11tiillilltlttlltllllil „ ue/n n/n nrrn rr/n lre
	
Ir	 rrr?fllr1/1r1 a rlf ► rIQ till,tit,11,11,1 „ tl/1111111llt1,111,11titttltttllt/1111/1 ► 1111111,1/t ref t/r t/rrf n nt/r/I
i1 tt I11;111 r117tlllu f /rrr r!„1lttlt„it1,Itltl1111!1111!1111t11111,1111111Itllllltllllt ntlr/nrrnrrnnuUrur/
	If 	 (rrr n ► Ur/f/ rIII ► I1111t11i1111 1111! titliltllitlt t11t1t11+I+t111it1t11tt1111ittt1111tltltl urn/ffr///nr rn er //tn r
1♦ Jfltff ► Ifr ► f ► Irlli/1/1/1111111/111t11tt11111t/1111+11111Itt1t+111/111tIt1t1111111111111111t a rrr/r/•rrrnrn nrrn
to rrlrr ► rrrtrrJr ► r ► rrrr u n 111111111 +1111++1 n 1III++1+111+11111++11+1++ „ +1, 111111+1111+111+ n rr n uen rrr mrn n n
	
11	 llrrl rlfl7lltft ll ► rf ► I ntl ttllili1t1t111111t11t111/1ttIt/1 u1+t111t+IIttIt1................. 11/t/eu r/ef nru N n rrr
	
1t	 tlrllrlrrf/lllrfJlrlr n r n It111tItItI1t111ttt11It1111111itllllltlitltlt/111111111111t1t1111/rrrrrrrn un nrrrrar
	
11	 fI ► rrrlfrlf a rrr a fr R It11ti1t1/1lt1iit111111111+tt11it1tii1i11111111111111t1111 „ Iltllllll/t+/rrt/r/rrrrrr/1 /rrrr
1+ f1 U flflln rf ► t1lflltlrlfll llltlt a tlttl+llt11t I11I/111111!tlttll++il+Itt11t111it1111111t1 urn Prrr/rt//t/rr/t/tr/
is tflJlr ► fltlllt(l/Jffrlll/ a i1+It1111tItt1li itltit11t11ti1f a 111111!1 ullillttl n 1+11111111 U nrr/trn r rr//rrrrr ref
rr ffffJtll ► !trllllrJllllllt117111I1lItltlttltlltltt11t1 n 1/11tlttlttt111111 „ I1/1111 n 1111i1/rr//trt/t1r/ n rrrr/rrr
tr ffrtt ► frlrn ► If rfftttrft7lf1,1t1111111tItI11tIt1111111It111t11ttlttlt11111111t 11 it /llli11t1/U rr/rrrrtrr/nU n u t
t/ rrlllrlll ►► t n rrf tln rlrlJ u „ u tlttttll a 11t+11111+11111,+1! /Il1ltlln 1111111!!11!/11!11/lr//r/r•rer rf /f /fnru rf




► 1(rr7 II7flftlrltlr!lrtllr1i1t111t/1t11it+1 t11t111111111+It1111t1tlllitf lt1111111tlitttlllt rn nfe/ /e/U re/Ir rrr
11 Irrr/ltiffltlf7lrJ!!flflt ► f rl+l t/1t 1111111 t1 tI n 1i11tIt1/111ttt11t1tI111tItit111+tllittlt111/rrrr nrnt/ n rrn rr n
11 Iftrl nrrn a f ► rltf ltt ► 1lJrf tllltll11111/111111111111111111t1ttlllitlllttlll11111111t11111tIf1r//f/n n n/nrrlrn
^) If rJ urf (f/ a rrrrr!! n rrfftffltt1t11t1tIt11itl1tt1111/11111,I1i11111t11111+111ttllllttt1111 i/rfenfr •rt/r/Ir/tetrr
N nrnrtRfrff/frrflr!ltffllfl utll111111+1111111/Illtll1111,1t1111t1fItt11It111tt/Itt111t1t1/ n1H/n/n//f/ tn of
]s ullflr!ltfu t ► Jtrtrff n ltltlftt+H itt+111!1! n I1t1+11/11111111111111/tt1/1tt1t1it11111111,t/ nfn of n of/fu rl/r r/
K llrltrlfl!!u tfIlftlf rllrrlfitfi a 111!11 tiilitlt1it11111Itil tt ll t1111t11111/1tItItIt11111111ir/// nfn nfn nrffl/
3r u ► rrrlrrrr!rrrltnrrrnrlrrtrnint111tn11i1t1nn1111 + 1/111111+1111+t11n111nn1111n„lrnnnnnfternnen
3• r ► rrrrrrtlr n lrr n rr ► 11 lrrrrr u n ttiittttit1it111tlitltti n 11111+1111 n+1i nt+++11t+1+1+11,1 a un n ru nrn/en n




Jt1r11r1lIrfl/rlJrfri7rrrrrft/1tf111111it11111tt+Itlltlttt,ItI1t111t1111111111111tttllltllttllfr/ rfr//rnrn n nrr
+1 tntrrrnrrrrrrtuu ► r ► rrrrrrrrin11t1Itt111n1Int1tt1111+n1+11111tH +1l1n1n11111n+ i1,11tynrrnunnennf
+t ttJf IJJIJ/I rtltrr(!rf(rl1tf11J7r1f11i t+tltl1t1111it1111111111/1ltlltttlitilitll itt1111t111tllit fff7raerrff of 7/fff
•^ ^ttrrr r ► rrrrrrrrrrrnrrrrn rttrrr M n 111111 i11tt111tu 1/ t1t1i1+1 t11+tt+111111 nit1+1++t1,+11tti n fr n nru /rrr/
♦♦ 1111f/nfl l f n^nitnlRffrtflltrn1111111itt1/1/11111111111 + 111111/!titttitltllt + 11/1/11111tt11'en/nC fn/f/r/r/r
H rrrr t(lf tf f7 ntfr (If a l lr/rrn a IrrtI11t1/1/1111111lttt111tltitltl1111111tit n 1111It11/I11t111itt^0f//H/1f/fn n f
♦e rtr 111 11 rr n t1 n Itllfftlr1J11I tIU l1111 !tlt111t11tt11tltt1111t11111tti111it11t1,11i1tIttIltl+t111^ nrn r///f ^.11/11
V rtrrttfllfrrl/rffrfJfllrlrttrrrll1111!!1111!t111t111itt11111i111t1I1IItt111t11111t111 , 1111,1! 1111 iFf//7f/ a'nr rH f
/r ftttrlrtlftr n(1111 ilfr f ►► flltfrrrtl/111tlittf111itt11it n 11111 a 11111111111111t11t1I11tIttt11111f/lof! nrrn fnff





1 U u t ► fltl(fffllfr/t n I/1111+1t111IIt1111111tIt11111/11111/t1/111111titl/1it111it+tNln n/r/Ir •rrf
st ttrrtntrtfrttnrrrrrrrrrrrrrrnrrrrnnliltit+111111!+ In111i11ti+11nIt1s111t1+t11+tntln1+1111 »s/enen+rrrn
st tttrrrtrtrttrrlrrrrrrn rrrrrrrrrrrrrrr n 1111111+111+ n111t1111111i1t+I1 n +11+11+11 n 1i n n 111111111+ u n n f n n rrr
s• trttrtrtttt^rr ► rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrru rrnlrr1t111+11:+11111un111+11111 +11111nrrntitnn11/ u111/1ttn itttnittt»t
	ss
	 It? lltl/rttfJ frrlrrrtll7111 11f lrrrrr ll littl11tt1/1ttt11111tt1it111 11 111111,111111111/1111t1/tlftt/tt111ittll/tltl
	
sr	 tttttttttrrrt llrrrr^rrrr ► rl rrr ll tlflt ► rrt11111t 1tlttltit1111tlttllitlt 1111it11/1111t ttlttllltt111/t11+Itltltititlt
	
s/	 nrrf tltrlrlral/ !1lrfl1ftlillril7rllrl rlrrr tit111t11it+11/+1+1111tiIIIl+itt1111tlttltllitit11111ti+1 /1I1lttittililt
	
71	 1t!!ltfr t rttttrfrlr ►► rtrlfllr/7Jtlrtr/f rrtlititl n111111tltltttittitlitlt/Intl !1111 111111tlltllitt11111111t/11111
s ♦ ttrtttttlttrrtrturrnrrururrn r rrrrrrrnitllnitlltl + t11it11It1n1 + t 1i n11+1111lt+ + ttult ++ tullllt1111 + 11t11t+
ro tttttlrtttrrttr n n ltrr tr rJ a rrrrr n rrrr ui11t1ti m riitl+lt » 111+1111111 11111111111t1tlit+++t+++Ilit1t1t11111/ n1
rt Ttettfttltttttirrutrrrrurrnnuur ► rrrr• t1n11/ttliltttn1111i1t11nt1t + rrrrr!li + Ii1+11t1+1i1t1tt11tt1ti+ttl»
rr tttttttllttttftt0 n rlrrrrrrrr n rrrrrrrrrrr n ,111111 n 111+1/1+11111 n1it11t11+1+1t1t+ ut1t111+1 n 11111+11111111+111
	•i 	 ttttt lffttttrttr ZlJ rrn Illflln u u rlr rl rrrrl1 1,1+111 /!1111 ttlt ,ittlttlltttltlt „ Itlttttttlltlll tittitlitttillllt „
	
•+	 tltftlltlltrtfttf tr n rl n f n I!l It	 ff 11 11 '111/,1111111111111tttttt111t11itt111t „ iiltititttiititil tititiiill „ 1,
	
•s	 Nttttttttttttttttr/rrr ► rrr! n rrrrrrr a ttlrru ,1,111 n „ 1,,,11111111111 a 1n 1 „1,11,1111111 n 11111111111111,1 „ 111




D-83	 4gIG^ ^ 
nF 
L-
I^^.r rrrrrrllrlrn ► rrurl r n crl, tt,tttllt+ttlttttt1111tittttttt+ttt n t++tttttt,tttttttttttttt n ttt+eerretrttrerelererrr
.•	 rrrr a trrfttlttf Cllr rf r/1Ifr11f171/r1(flf7llr/t „ tttttttt111t111titt1lttlttitittttttlt ttltlttltttlltttlltltttltttt
e♦ iitrtttttttrtrtrtrrttt ► trfr n n rrrrrlrrrr n urn t,tt nittlltt+tttttttt + t+tttttttttttt,tltttttttttttlt + ttlttttttttt
to	 tttttttttttititttt112a11ffl1f;111f/lrflllrf ► r/f`Iltttt11111t11tt1IIi11tIt1111it/11t1it11/tIt111111tI1tItIIlltttltl
r1	 ittrtttrtetttlttttzzrrrrrr n 1rn frrflrrtrtrr l^ltttttttlt+ l+ltttlltlttltt n tttttttttttttltl n ttt n ttltltttlttttlt
rt it irt2t 111111: 1111 rt11
1  
t2tttr 1111 111111 1 r Isis flflll ► ^ tttitll11t111tttltltlttltlitltlll/ttll1it11t/tt11111tt11111111tIt
n trttttttttrtttrtttttttttr n m u rrr ► rrrrrrrrr n rr.t,ttl n t n n ItItt111tttt+ttttttttttt n tttlttt n ttttttttttttttt+t
r,	 urttttttrtrirtetrttttttrrtrrrn 111 n rrrr a 1111 n n ttttlttttlltltlltttlttttttttttlttt+ttt,+,ttttttttlttttttttn rrrr
n	 1 uttttrttttttttrtttttttuirrrrn rrrrrrrr n n rrrr h rrrr n Illtltllllttlttttttl,tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
r.	 t nttittttttttttrta tttttt 	 nrrrrrrrrrrrr n rrrrtrnt ttltltlllttttttllltlltltttttttttttt +ttttttttitttt+tttttttttttl
rr	 Ill!![+ n tlttiTlTf[TtTl t t f! Rflfrrlrr ► (Il lrfllrr1 111111titltt11111tttltit11111111111ittlllitttl/t111lllllli n tt
/t	 7!1 .117[[)7[ tat 11lllilTTttt	 (rrftflrff ► 1Ir lf/r n 11T.tttlitittlt1111t111tIti1ltttt1/1/111tlttlttllltitlll ittititi/l
r•	 !1!lllr((7ltt22tttl! a Tt2lt! /tttlttt n IrIf11f1r7/71tttltittlt111111111tt1itititttltlt1/1111tltltlltltt111t111111
to	 !1/1!7/tir7ttttl[itilttiTTTTt flit tl7lt1l11171/ n r! n tltttt11111tIttt111tt111tt1111ItI n t111t111f111111ittlt11tt1
tl	 1!/!1/112rr :tttTt2trltiT2Tt2ti aflr;;I11177/7f11f1 n r n t1tt1 /11111tllllitl tttlt/tltttlllllltt111111+111111/Itllltll
q	 tI/lIl11lt rl2titttTt122r12t1222fr(ffff( (/IIf n lf1Irl 71 ttiit/1tt11 tttttttt+lltlt111111IIIIIIIIIIIIt11111111111tttlt
111 1////llll[lrtitittttittf ttrtlriT ar lf;In fl7lf;lf n tll}^tUtltt111tttt+ttltttt++tt+tttltttttttttl tttl+tttlttttttittt
.,	 ///!//l!1/atitlttttitif2lt2Ti2Tti tffrilf llrrN flfl//1 Iitli/Itltlt ll tllltllllt1111t/tllll/tlttlltttltllltt/lttllt
++	 Illl111I1/[tiritttttitttttttrttfttTf rr((;tttttt ► n rrn tttttttt+Itt ttlt+Itttl/ltttt n [tit n tlttttttttttttlttttttlt
U	 1I)I!I!1/lar222i17r12t:r/[tttftitit/rrI( ► ((If(r((IfffJ ►'it1/IItI/1111t1111it1ttltltltttltlllllt 111t11111111t1itttt
tr	 111!//III!/ aj 121211ttT11122llTtttrtttflzrf
til4
tttttttt/fr7 rf ltfff I111tittittllttlt n 111/tttttt itltitltlltltlttlttlt111111111
.e	 1111!/!llll tt l/Itrl:TtTt	 tttfl lr/rffrl;7rfflr	 tlllllttl1tt1111111111tt111t1111111111ttttttt 1t111tlttltt
.• /!!/ 1l lul!/fltrltlttlertrt2ttttrrtrtlrrrfnnrrn arrrrn^tttltlttlt111tltntlttttl.Inittttn+tt+ntt+tttlttttlttl
+o	 !l7lili!/1/l/rll titttttTrtTttttlittftttr n flf7fflfl n nrrl^It11111tIttlttt tltttlltttttttttt tttttt+ttttttttttttttttt
•,	 !llllllllllllattlt22tttl22ttttir2tt2ttlf ► ffllrft ► ttl ► ftr(It111f It1111tI1111tt111t1itlttttltlttl lt/ll/ttlltlllltttt
• 7	 1!l///I!1!/N ailttlz KTfl2ttrtTttlttllfflfftf/lftffllfltftlitltllitit+itltt,ttlitttfltttltlttt tttttttttttttt+tltl
+^	 /u/nuuluat: z zzttrz:Tttartt :alrrnrrrrrrrnrnrnn ttttltttttll tt , t titltttltttlttltttltttttntlln + tttlttt
••	 nu/IUn/IUZttttttttttetttttrterttfrrrnrtrrrrntrtrt lttllltntltlttnttlttlttttttttlnl+ttlnittlttt/llltn
•+ 8117 8181117 l /f7( t[112r1t2t2i2Tiitrtrtf ruff(;Irfrrffff! n tttllt lltll tttttt/ltittt1111tlttlit/ltltlt1111t1111111
..	 lb NfUrllll st ►rlll2rTttf tf trT22tlrrrrrn r rfl fl^^^^^^ rt t/tI111111tttilt111 IIt/1/11111111/111tIt11t111t11f 1111
•I	 :lla L11a7 127tfttllfrttTrttt1122 1tirr Rrfft; nrrrn / ► ittllltltlllltlt1,111/1/1lttitt111/1t11t1111iltlllltttt
q	 Illrn al/l/f 7tllrl2t22r22221f tttTtTf tlrrffilr/rrllr7 ► t/t111111It1t1t11 „ Itttlliitllillllif t111t11tltlitttll
••	 /7ltalll7trliTZTTltt2tltt tt ttttllr ffrl (r!f ► il ► tf trltn 1111 tll/tltittittltlttlltltittlt111tIt11tlittlitltl
1 0	 n aaa Isart fill it 	 it fill ttNtnfrtlf /ltff n flttlttlltltt/tit „ 1111ttit111it1111t/ttt11t1111tItltlt
to	 Il n ttttiillfr [lTttlttt2ttttt2trf rr / J11 n I n ► 7rl1fIt111t t1111111tt1it11ttI/t11111I111i1t1 tIt111111111/
to;
	
/ ll222t11112:t22T2222t212rr lr ►► f rltr r(Irflrll n t111t11/111rt/rrrrr/111/1 n tltltltt n ttt 11tt111tlt tt
,ol
	
ttitttt2ttlttttttrtttttttt2rrlrl n 111tH ► rrr n lttt/tltltttt ttttltttttttt11111 +111 n tt1111itlt ll tl
10•	 riff r r 12 22tt72:t'lrttt!lfln rf rt IIIIII;IIII n it111tl/l n It111 tl tltt111111tIt11111ittltllt111t1t
to+	 rrrrttttrtrrtttutrtlrttrltrr ; lr n +rrrrrn uttlttttttittltt + tttttl nitttttt/ttlltt n Iltttttttt
1 0
	 ff/t2tittttltitilitlttlt ltlrrl frff tf llfllln trill „ tt,ttttiltltttltitt1111ttlt/ttit1111tt1 /111
for	 tttl ttt ttft 2 T 1!211 r ttt^ttnrnfllf;fllr n rn tltlttttttttttttttlttltit11/ltittltttt1/1l iitittt
tot	 rrrrrttrtrtrttrtrltrttrtlthrrrrrfrrrirrrrrn t111t111 tttttt ttt^ttttttttl /ltltttllltlt11tl1ttt
lo+	 t/ttrr[T21!lTtiltlititTllIT/ff ► /Irffllrl ► IIr IIt111111111t1111t1111tIi1it11tltttttltt/lll  » tlt
tto	 rrrrrrrttttttttttttttztrtrtt ► rrrrrrrrr n r ► r rt tl tltttitlttltttt tt it tY lttitltlltll n It1111t11t
lot	 trt7llt72221tltttttlttrttllf if lllf;fflrlffltl/1/rrrrr,itttl/ittttitt1111t1tIt11ittt1lttttttt
tit	 turtnttttttttutrtttttttrn ; ► rmnrrin1r11tt,ttt,tttttlttnnttlltltlntl/111lltttttltt
I u	 ttr a tzetterttt:rtrttrrrttrtrnrrrrrrrlrrrr ► tttttttt,,,tt lttllititlt n tlttltltl111n tttlttt
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LYNOON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTEM
	 09 APR 1•
HOUSTON, TErAS
CRT 40. 37 TEST AREA
DISPLAY OF FIELD WHOLE PRODUCED BY FIL20M.
--------------------------------------------
i FILTER • I	 ISLAND TEST = —f	 HOLE TEST = —S
CLASS	 SUBCLASS
N0.	 NAME	 40.	 1TAME	 SYMBOL
1	 •I.S	 i	 •I.S	 1
2	 •O.iS	 2	 •0.15	 1
3	 •0.25	 7	 00.25
•	 -0.21	 •	 —0.21	 0
f	 -0.15	 f	 -0.11	 r
•	 —1.f	 •	 -I.S	 t
I	 -i:f	 1	 —2.5	 r
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APPENDIX E




EXCERPT FROM DISPLAY PROCESSOR, USER DOCUMENTATION
EOD-LARSYS WITH MODIFICATIONS
The DISPLAY processor reads a classification tape (MAPTAP) output by
CLASSIFY and performs the following functions:
• Provides a line-printer map of each classified field on the MAPTAP.
Training and test fields within the classified image are outline.
• Produces classification summaries for each classified field. 	 These
summaries provide a break-down on the number of pixels classified
and the number of pixels thresholded from each subclass, class, and
category.
• Optionally produces an intensive test site classification summary for
one zone type versus all 	 'other' zone types. 	 The user specified zone
i
may be a category, class or subclass.
j	 • Allows the user to 'designate' fields to be excluded from the classification
summaries.	 Fields may be designated 	 'unidentifiable'	 or 'other'.
Pixels within the unidentifiable fields are counted and are not considered
in the classification Summaries.	 Pixels within the designated 'other'
fields are counted as a separate zone type regardless of how they were
classified.	 In the intensive test site report these pixels are included
in the 'other'	 category.
All	 pixels within the 'designated' areas are printed with the pound,
symbol.
See section 12.4.4 3 for sample input of 'designated' 	 fields.
l






 = the value of the quadratic form (x-v.) Kil
 (x-11i)
as computed by CLASSIFY for subclass i
v i
 = mean vector for subclass i
K  = covariance matrix for subclass i
t i
 = threshold value for subclass i
9 Allows the threshold value t i to be determined in one of three ways.
1. User input. The user inputs the exact threshold value. See
control cards (THRESHOLD) and (OPTION THRESHOLD VALUE).
2. Chi square. The user inputs confidence levels for each subclass
on the THRESHOLD card and includes the OPTION CHI-SQUARE. The
program obtains the chi-square threshold value from an internal
chi-square functional routine.
3. Empirical. The user inputs confidence levels for each subclass
on the THRESHOLD card and includes the OPTION EMPIRICAL card.
The program determines the empirical distribution -function for each
sub-class from the cumulative histogram of the quadratic form for,
correctly classified pixels in the ground truth areas, (i.e. training
or test fields).








From this example curve the user input of a 95% confidence level for sub








9 Produces plots of the empirical distribution function when the OPTION
PLOT is exercised.
• Optionally performs a four nearest neighbor spatial filtering on the
classified image. This algorithm takes into consideration that, in many
instances, a pixel is most likely to be like its nearest neighbors. When
the option is exercised (via the OPTION FILTER control card), the four
nearest neighbors of each pixel are examined.. If all the neighbors are
classified the same and the pixel in,question is classified differently,





2	 C X C
	
3	 C
The pixel classified as X will be changed to C. See reference 9 3 for more
information on this algorithm.
• Optionally outputs the classified image on to tape in either LARSYS-2 or
Universal format. (This option is exercised via the FORMAT control card.)
• Provides classification performance summaries for ground truth areas within
the classified image. The following six performance summaries are available
to the user. 'Fields' in these reports are training fields used in ISTAT or
ISOCLS and paused to DISPLAY on the MAPTAP, or they may be 'test' fields-
input directly to DISPLAY (see section 12.4.4)3
1. Field by subclass
2. Field by class
3. Field by category
4. Class by subclass
5. Class by class
6. Class by category
E-4
I12.1 INPUT FILES
The only input file required for DISPLAY is the MAPTAP (Section 4.4) 3 file
output by CLASSIFY. This file must be assigned to logical unit B (Fortran
unit 2). If DISPLAY is executed back-to-back with CLASSIFY the file may be a
assigned to FASTRAND. However, if DISPLAY is to be executed later, the file
t
must be assigned to tape and saved when CLASSIFY is executed.
12.2 OUTPUT FILES
The DISPLAY processor will optionally generate ,a tape of the classified image
for display on the DAS. The control card "FORMAT" (Section 12.4.3) 3
 allows
the user to exercise this option. When requested the tape should be assigned
to a 9-track tape drive for compatibility with the DAS tape drives. The
tape assignment must be made to logical unit N (Fortran unit 16).
The modified DISPLAY processor will optionally generate a tape containing
the classified image and pertinent information about each zone. The option
is exercised via the FIZKEY control card. The tape assignment must be made
to logical unit I (FORTRAN unit 11). If more than one execution of DISPLAY
is desired, multiple files can be output on the INFIZ tape.
12.3 SCRATCH FILES




All formats referred to in this section are defined in section 3.
12.4.1 PROCESSOR CARD
Keyword	 Parameter	 Function
$DISPLAY	 FILE = N	 Designates to the monitor
(Default N = 1)	 routine which processor is
to be executed. Parameter
value N is the file number on
the MAPTAP file to be displayed.
E-5
1i












Prints statistics for sub-
classes used in the previous
CLASSIFY run. These statis-
tics are saved on the MAPTAP.
Print a performance summary
on a per field basis as well
as per class basis. This
is a performance summary for
ground truth fields, (i.e.
training or test fields














Do not print a map of the
data. Only a performance
summary is printed.
Perform four nearest neighbor
spatial filtering on the
classified image.







	 Use the threshold values




Thresholds must be positive
floating point numbers.
One value must be specified
for each subclass on the
MAPTAP. Thresholds may
also be specified in the
following format:
N1*T1,N2*T2,...
where N 1 and N2 are integers




For the CHI-SQUAR'c option
and the EMPIRICAL option the
numbers input on this card
are the confidence levels.
(i.e. T 1 = .99 means that
the user wants to maintain
99% or reject 1%).
For the THRESHOLD VALUE
option, the numbers input
on this card are the actual
threshold values to be used
for thresholding (i.e. T
171 = 10.02 means that the
threshold value for subclass
1 is 10.02.
E-7
{Keyword Parameter Value Function
OPTIONS CHI SQUARE	 - Compute thresholds from the
(DEFAULT:	 None) chi-square distribution,
*See footnote using the confidence levels
input on the THRESHOLD
control	 card.
OPTIONS PLOT Plot the empirical 	 distri-
bution functions obtained
from the cummulative
histograms of the quad-
ratic form for each
subclass.
OPTIONS EMPIRICAL Compute the empirical
(DEFAULT:	 None) threshold values using the
*See footnote percentages input on the
THRESHOLD control card.
OPTION THRESHOLD VALUES Use the numbers input on
(DEFAULT:	 None) the THRESHOLD control card
i
*See footnote for the actual threshold
value.
SYMBOLS Sl,S2	 ... Assign	 symbols S l ,S2 ,	 ...





*If the one of the three optionsTHRESHOLD control card is input,
(CHI-SQUARE, EMPIRICAL, or THRESHOLD VALUES) should be input also.	 If the








Keyword Parameter Value Function
ACREAGE TOTAL = X, The total acreage in the
CROP = Y, intensive test site is X.
OTHER = Z Acreage of the crop named
(DEFAULT: None) on the 'CROP' control card
is Y.	 Acreage of all other
crop types in the intensive
test site is Z.	 X, Y, and
Z are floating point
numbers.	 This input is
meaningful only if the
'CROP'	 control	 card is
input also.
SITE Any 24 characters Name of the intensive test
(DEFAULT: Blanks) site.	 This is used in
printing the heading for
the intensive test site
report.
ANALYST Any 18 characters Name of the data analyst.
(DEFAULT: Blanks) This is printed in the
heading for the intensive
test site report.
PROCEDURE Any 60 characters Procedure used in classifi-
(DEFAULT: Blanks) cation of the intensive
test site.	 This is printed
in the heading for the
	 r




ii	 i	 l	 I	 i
Keyword	 Parameter Value	 Function
FORMAT	 NAME	 NAME UNIVERSAL
(DEFAULT: No	 The output classification
output classifica-	 tape is generated in the
tion map tape is	 Universal format.
generated by	 NAME = LARSYS
DISPLAY)	 The output classification







Any 60 characters Replace first header line
beginning in with the 60 characters in




Any 60 characters Replace second header line
beginning in with the 60 characters in




Any 60 characters Print a comment line using
beginning in the 60 characters found in
column 11. the parameter field.
(DEFAULT:
blanks)
Any 12 characters Replace the date in the
beginning in standard heading with the











Signals the end of the
control cards
Signals the end of all
control cards for the
current processing
function.
E-11
